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Abstract
This thesis explores pattern formation caused by cell-cell interactions in animal tis-
sues during development, whether that patterning be natural or experimental. We
produce three non-local integrodifferential equation models that each explore a dif-
ferent driver for pattern formation: cell proliferation, cellular differentiation, and cell
migration. We consider how the local environment of a cell – or, more specifically, a
cell’s neighbours – affects that spatial patterning in each case.
In the first part of this thesis we present mathematical modelling of proliferation-
driven patterning in mosaic tissues, where mosaic tissues are those composed of two
or more genetically distinct cell types. The results of our modelling suggets that small
changes in the type of interaction that cells have with their local environment can lead
to very different outcomes for the composition of mosaics. We study two variations of
a cellular automaton model based on simple rules for renewal, and then do the same
for an integrodifferential equation model. The results of the continuous and cellular
automata models are qualitatively the same, and we observe that changes in local
environment interaction affect the dynamics for both. Furthermore, we demonstrate
that the models reproduce some of the patterns seen in actual mosaic tissues.
In the next model we consider cellular differentiation, which is the process whereby
cells form into their final state. We investigate three different versions of the model,
with differentiation being cell autonomous, regulated via a community effect, or
weakly dependent on the local cellular environment. We consider the spatial patterns
that such different modes of differentiation produce, and investigate the formation of
both stripes and spots by the model. We show that pattern formation only occurs
when differentiation is regulated by a strong community effect.
Finally we present a general model of contact-dependent interactions, and consider
the role of both interaction ranges and strengths on patterning formation. Our analy-
sis of the model equations shows that the magnitudes and signs of both of these terms
affect whether the system will show instability or stability, as will the initial densi-
ties of each cell population. Furthermore, our simulations show that whilst increased
ranges lead to increased aggregation widths, and attractive forces lead to stationary
aggregations, repulsive forces can cause a range of behaviours, including travelling
waves, oscillatory behaviour, and breathing bands.
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Chapter 1
Biological Introduction
This thesis explores pattern formation caused by cell-cell interactions in animal tis-
sues, whether that patterning be natural or experimental. To introduce this topic
we here provide a brief overview of cell-cell signalling, which mediates interactions
between cells, followed by a summary of three drivers for pattern formation: cell
proliferation, cellular differentiation, and cell migration, and a brief discussion of cell
death. We end this section with an introduction to some of the biological applications
to which we later apply our models. Note that for reviews of relevant modelling work
and specific biological literature, we refer the reader to the introductory sections of
each individual chapter.
1.1 Cell signalling
We consider how the local environment of a cell – or, more specifically, a cell’s neigh-
bours – affects the spatial patterning seen in models of cell proliferation, differentiation
and migration. For the local environment of a cell to have any impact on that cell
at all, the cell in question must be able to receive signals from its local environment.
We therefore begin this thesis with a discussion of cell signalling.
Cells communicate in four main ways: through endocrine signalling, where the
signalling cell secretes a molecule into the bloodstream so that it diffuses across the
body; through paracrine signalling, where a signalling molecule is diffused locally
through the extracellular matrix (the medium that surrounds cells); through neuronal
signalling, where electrical signals travel along axons to specific target cells; and
through contact-dependent signalling, where signalling molecules are passed directly
from one cell to another (Alberts et al., 2008). As we are interested in the effect of
a cell’s local environment on the cell itself, we restrict our interest to the most local
and direct form of communication, contact-dependent signalling.
Contact-dependent signalling often involves a membrane bound signalling molecule
from a signalling cell attaching to the receptor of a neighbouring target cell, so that
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the signal passes directly from one to the other without affecting any other cells
(Figure 1.1; Alberts et al., 2008). Other mechanisms include gap junctions, which
are small channels that directly link the cytoplasms of two cells, allowing signals to
pass directly between the cells (Sherer and Mothes, 2008). A cell may receive many
signals at once, and the combination of these signals determine cell behaviour (Figure
1.2; Alberts et al., 2008). Note that cells will not necessarily respond to the same
signals in the same ways – the response very much depends on the type of cell that
receives the signal (Gilberts, 2010). Moreover, a cell that is receiving signals from
one set of cells is also likely to independently send out its own signals to other cells
(Alberts et al., 2008). This intercellular signalling is essential if a cell is to co-ordinate
its decisions with those of its neighbours.
Figure 1.1: The signal molecule (red) binds to the cell-surface receptor (green), which
passes on those signals to the inside of the target cell. As the signalling molecule is
hydrophilic, and hence will disolve in water, it is unable to travel inside the target
cell itself. Note that small hydrophobic signal molecules can simply diffuse through
the membrane without the need for a cell surface receptor. Copywright 2008 from
Molecular Biology of the Cell by Bruce Alberts et al. Reproduced by permission of
Garland Science/Taylor & Francis Books, Inc.
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Figure 1.2: A cell receives survival signalling molecules at all times (blue arrows);
without these it will die, i.e., become apoptotic (bottom panel). As well as survival
signals, a cell may receive other signals such as those to grow and divide (red arrows)
or to differentiate (green arrows). Copywright 2008 from Molecular Biology of the
Cell by Bruce Alberts et al. Reproduced by permission of Garland Science/Taylor &
Francis Books, Inc.
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1.1.1 Cell signalling in cellular proliferation, differentiation,
migration and apoptosis
In the following chapters we focus on how the signals that a cell receives affects cell
proliferation, cellular differentiation, and cell migration, often following the death or
apoptosis of a cell. These processes are complex; we provide a brief outline of each of
them in turn here.
Proliferation
Proliferation is a fundamental cellular process and has an important role in many
situations including embryogenesis and tissue maintenance. In order for a cell to
proliferate it must first grow, then replicate and segregate its chromosomes, then
divide (Figure 1.3; Alberts et al., 2008); this sequence of events is known as the cell
cycle. For this cycle to begin, a cell must receive specific signals (Wolpert, 2004).
Figure 1.3: Proliferation of cells via the cell cycle. Copywright 2008 from Molecular
Biology of the Cell by Bruce Alberts et al. Reproduced by permission of Garland
Science/Taylor & Francis Books, Inc.
These extracellular signalling molecules that regulate proliferation can be split into
three groups: growth factor signal molecules that promote cell growth, mitogens that
stimulate cell division, and survival factors that suppress cell death (Alberts et al.,
2008). All of these signals are passed from one neighbouring cell to another via
4
contact-dependent signalling, triggering internal cellular pathways that lead to the
required outcome.
Differentiation
Cellular differentiation is a process that occurs in nearly all cells that have not reached
their final form. It describes the development of specialised cells, such as bone cells
or muscle cells, from the undeveloped precursor cells of which all specialised (i.e.,
differentiated) cells are made. Differentiation occurs due to external signals that a
cell receives; these signals cause it to change the expression of its genes, leading it to
become the specialised cell type required (Wolpert, 2004).
There are many ways that differentiation can be induced, some of which are medi-
ated by contact-dependent signalling. For example, it has been widely hypothesised
that a cell may sometimes differentiate according to a “community effect”, whereby
undifferentiated cells that receive signals from other undifferentiated cells in the imme-
diate environment will differentiate together into the same cell type once a threshold
level of these signals is reached (Figure 1.4, top panel; Gurdon et al., 2003). This
process allows cells in the same spatial area to keep the gene expression necessary for
the tissue they create. Homoiogenetic induction is another method of inducing differ-
entiation. Here, cells induced to differentiate first self-induce a signal to send to their
neighbours, instructing those cells to do the same (Nieuwkoop, 1997). In this way the
signal is passed from cell to cell, until such time has lapsed that any undifferentiated
cells no longer respond (Figure 1.4, bottom panel).
Migration
Cell migration occurs throughout the life of many cells, and is particularly important
during development and disease. It involves a cell crawling across other cells or the
extracellular matrix in the direction in which it has been signalled to move.
In order to migrate in a specific direction, cells must have a front end, or leading
edge, that attaches to the surface over which the cell is crawling, whilst the back of
the cell contracts to push the cell forwards (Figure 1.5; Alberts et al., 2008). The
process of creating these front and back ends is called cell polarisation, a somewhat
complicated process that we do not discuss here. However, the direction in which
a cell polarises and hence chooses for its leading edge depends on external signals,
the upshot of which is that as these signals change, so too does the polarisation of a
cell and hence its direction of movement. These signals can be contact-dependent or
diffuse, with the two signal types often both in operation in order to direct cells to
their required position (Alberts et al., 2008).
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of different neighbour-based differentiation processes. The
Community Effect: In the top panel, we see all uncommited cells emitting a signal
(grey circles). They all switch to becoming differentiated cells (black) once a threshold
signal level has been reached. Homoiogenetic Induction: In the lower panel, we see
differentiated cells (black) emitting a signal that leads to uncommited responsive cells
(white) becoming differentiated (black) themselves. After Gurdon et al. (2003).
Figure 1.5: Schematic of a crawling cell. The cell protrudes in the direction in which
it needs to travel, forming a leading edge (top panel). It then makes new contacts
with the surface over which the cell is crawling, and the back end contracts, propelling
the body of the cell forward (middle panel). Hence the cell crawls forward (bottom
panel). Adapted from Alberts et al. (2008), with permission. All rights reserved.
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Apoptosis
A cell needs to receive signals in order to survive. Without these survival signals the
cell undergoes a form of programmed cell death, usually by apoptosis (Alberts et al.,
2008). In a fully formed tissue, this apoptosis is balanced by cell proliferation and
differentiation, so that as cells are removed from the tissue by apoptosis, they are
directly replaced by new cells. In this way tissue is kept intact, and cells which are
abnormal in some way can be removed without damaging the tissue (Alberts et al.,
2008). During development on the other hand, apoptosis can be induced to remove
superfluous cells (Gilbert, 2010). For example, the cells that make up the tail of a
tadpole die during the metamorphosis into a frog, as they are no longer required by
the animal. Both of these scenarios are mediated by cell signalling.
1.2 Biological applications
In this thesis we consider various biological applications for our models, and we in-
troduce these applications here.
1.2.1 Mosaic tissues
In the following chapter, we look at mosaic tissues. These are tissues that are com-
posed of two or more genetically distinct cell types. They can occur naturally, or can
be created experimentally (Figure 1.6). Both types of mosaics can give useful infor-
mation about developmental patterns. For example, the experimental mosaics shown
in Figure 1.7 highlight differences in the developmental processes of the liver and the
adrenal cortex. Whilst the adrenal cortex (panel A) has developed in bands of one
population alongside another, the liver (panel B) has developed in a random pattern
of both cell types mixed homogeneously across the domain. As regards naturally oc-
curing mosaics, there are certain human diseases involving either genetic mutations
or X-chromosome inactivation early in development that can be visible on the skin.
The lines that these diseases form are called Blaschko lines (Figure 1.8), and they
are thought to demarcate the boundaries of the different cell clones (Happle 2006).
Studying the formation of these mosaics provides insight into these diseases.
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Figure 1.6: Cartoon of mosaic production. The two figures on the left show how
chimaeras are produced through manipulation of either early embryos (far left) or of
blastocysts (second from left), blatocysts being pre-embryonic cells. By mixing cells
from two different sets of parents, and implanting the mixed cells into a surrogate, a
chimaera is formed. Mosaics are also be formed naturally in all female mammals due to
X-chromosome inactivation which leaves some cells with the maternal X-chromosome
active and others with the paternal: without this X-inactivation, female mammal cells
would contain too many genes. A similar mosaic can be created artificially by injecting
DNA that integrates into the host after the fertilized egg divides, therefore leaving
only some of the developing cells with the injected DNA. Drawing Tom Herzberg.
Reproduced from Ng & Iannaccone (1992), with permission. All rights reserved.
Figure 1.7: Binarized images of the autoradiograms of the adrenal cortex (A) and
the liver (B) in a rat chimaera. See Landini & Iannaccone (2000) for metholodgical
details. Reproduced from Landini & Iannaccone (2000), with permission. All rights
reserved.
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Figure 1.8: Photograph of hyperpigmentation along Blaschko lines in the trunk,
caused by incontinentia pigmenti, a rare genetic skin condition linked to X-
chromosome mosaicism. We see that broad lines are formed across the trunk. Repro-
duced from Landy & Donnai (1993), with permission. All rights reserved.
1.2.2 Zebrafish pigmentation
Adult zebrafish are small fish, about 55mm long (Figure 1.9). They are transparent
during much of their short development, and they are also relatively easy to breed
(Quigley & Parichy, 2002). Furthermore, the underlying conservation of genes and
mechanisms between species means that studying the development of the zebrafish
very often leads to general insights into the development of many other vertebrates.
They are, therefore, a good model organism to study.
Figure 1.9: An adult wild-type zebrafish. Reproduced fromMoreira & Deutsch (2005),
with permission. All rights reserved.
The development of the zebrafish’s pigmentation pattern has been recorded in
detail. As we investigate this pigment pattern formation in Chapter 3, we present
time series data of zebrafish stripe development here (Figure 1.10). We see that black
pigment cells called melanophores arise on the body of the zebrafish, and form dense
stripes over the space of three to four weeks. Inbetween these melanophore stripes,
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yellow xanthophore pigment cells appear, leaving a small space along the border of
melanophore stripes. Both types of pigment cells organise into these stripes through
both cell differentiation and migration.
1.3 Outline of thesis
In the following three chapters we consider the processes of cellular proliferation,
differentiation and migration, presenting an appropriate non-local model for each
process in turn. For each model, we explore the spatial patterning that arises and
discuss its biological significance.
In Chapter 2, we begin with a look at mosaic tissues and chimaeras in particular.
We construct both a cellular automata and integrodifferential model, and use these
models to explore different rules for proliferation, or, more specifically, cell renewal.
We find that changes in the renewal rule lead to significantly different pattering out-
comes in mosaic tissues.
Following on from this work, in Chapter 3 we extend the previous continuous model
to look at cell differentiation. We investigate three different versions of the model, with
differentiation being cell autonomous, regulated via a community effect, or weakly
dependent on the local cellular environment. We show that pattern formation only
occurs when differentiation is regulated by a strong community effect.
Then in Chapter 4 we investigate directed cell migration, again using an integrod-
ifferential equation. We investigate both attractive and repulsive cell-cell interactions
over various distances, something which we believe has not been looked at in previ-
ous modelling work relating to cell biology. We find that attractive forces produce
stationary aggregations, and that increased interaction distances increase aggregation
width. Meanwhile repulsive forces can produce nonstationary patterns and irregular
patterning, including oscillations and travelling waves.
We then present an account of the numerical methods used throughout this work
(Chapter 5), including a look at metastability, the process by which a seemingly steady
state evolves very slowly over time to the actual steady state solution. We finish with
a short discussion (Chapter 6).
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Figure 1.10: Metamorphosis of the zebrafish pigment pattern. Shown are a series of
images from a single wild-type larva over the course of 25 days of development. From
top to bottom: 1st panel: The early larval pigment pattern persists for about two
weeks. 2nd panel: Subsequently, black pigment cells (melanophores) arise dispersed
over the flank in regions not previously occupied by these cells. 3rd panel: During a
second phase of metamorphosis, additional melanophores begin to arise in prospec-
tive melanophore stripe regions. 4th panel: By about 4 weeks of development, two
primary adult melanophore stripes border a lighter interstripe region. Final panel:
During subsequent growth and development, primary (1) melanophore stripes become
more regular and additional, secondary (2) stripes are added to the pattern; scale
melanophores (S) can be seen covering the dorsal flank. Reproduced from Quigley &
Parichy (2002), with permission. All rights reserved.
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Chapter 2
Cellular automata and
integrodifferential equation models
for cell renewal in mosaic tissues
Mosaic tissues are composed of two or more genetically distinct cell types. They occur
naturally, and also provide a useful experimental method for exploring tissue growth
and maintenance. By marking the different cell types, one can study the patterns
formed by proliferation, renewal and migration. Here we present mathematical mod-
elling suggesting that small changes in the type of interaction that cells have with
their local cellular environment can lead to very different outcomes for the composi-
tion of mosaics. In cell renewal, proliferation of each cell type may depend linearly
or nonlinearly on the local proportion of cells of that type, and these two possibili-
ties produce very different patterns. We study two variations of a cellular automaton
model based on simple rules for renewal. We then propose an integrodifferential equa-
tion model, and again consider two different forms of cellular interaction. The results
of the continuous and cellular automata models are qualitatively the same, and we
observe that changes in local environment interaction affect the dynamics for both.
Furthermore, we demonstrate that the models reproduce some of the patterns seen
in actual mosaic tissues. In particular, our results suggest that the differing patterns
seen in organ parenchymas may be driven purely by the process of cell replacement
under different interaction scenarios.
Note that this chapter contains much material that was originally published in
Royal Society Interface, 7, 1525-1535 (2010), and was a collaboration between Jenny
Bloomfield, Jonathan Sherratt, Kevin Painter and Gabriel Landini. Gabriel Landini
conceived the cellular automata model. The continuous models were developed by
Jenny Bloomfield, Kevin Painter and Jonathan Sherratt, who also worked together
on the stability analysis. Kevin Painter and Jenny Bloomfield worked together on
the writing of numerical code. Jenny Bloomfield performed all of the continuous
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numerical studies and wrote the paper, with comments provided by the co-authors.
2.1 Introduction
Proliferation is a fundamental cellular process, forming the basis of renewal in all
higher organisms. It has an important role in many situations including embryogenesis
and tissue maintenance, although the extent to which it is a driver for such multi-
cellular processes is not known. Cellular proliferation is modulated by cell signalling.
This may be contact-dependent, requiring cells to physically touch each other, or it
may involve longer range processes (Webb & Owen, 2004; Graham & Ooyen, 2006).
Once a cell has received a proliferation signal, it produces a daughter cell of its own
type.
The question of how the decision to proliferate is made has appeared in relation
to multiple biological problems. One such, which we will concern ourselves with
here, is that of mosaicism. Mosaic tissues are composed of two or more genetically
distinct cell types, and the mosaic patterns produced by this mix of cells are witnessed
in many scenarios. For example, certain human diseases involving mutations early
in embryogenesis can exhibit macroscopic patterns in skin along so-called Blaschko
lines, which are thought to indicate the limits between different proliferating cell
clones (Happle, 2006). Mosaic patterns also arise in all females due to X-chromosome
inactivation: females carry two X chromosomes, one of which is inactivated early in
embryogenesis to prevent overexpression of X-chromosome genes. This inactivation
process is known as Lyonization (Lyon, 1961), and as the inactivation is passed on to
daughter cells, it leads to females being a mix of two different cell types, with either
the paternal or maternal X-chromosome active. This inactivation may also be related
to Blaschko lines becoming visible in some pathological conditions in females, again
following boundaries between the two cell types (Happle, 2006).
Experimentally, mosaicism can be explored through the use of chimaeras. Chi-
maeric animals are individuals that have four or more parents. They are created by the
fusion of distinguishable embryos, or by transgenic techniques (incorporating certain
cell markers into one of the embryonic cells). Experimentalists have used chimaeras
to consider the fate of cell clones, the spread and effect of certain mutations, and the
cellular composition of different organs in parenchyma growth (see Ng & Iannaccone
(1992) and West (1998) for more detail).
A better understanding of exactly how mosaic patterns arise would provide an
important contribution to the problems outlined above. As chimaera experiments in
particular have been so successful in the exploration of mosaics, we discuss them in
detail here, with particular reference to their relevance for the growth and mainte-
nance of organ parenchyma, the base tissue of organs. Although the patterns formed
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in chimaeras during the development of organ parenchymas can only be viewed after
their creation, they do provide a tool against which hypotheses for growth and main-
tenance can be tested. In situ analysis of chimaeras has revealed different complex
patterns in different organs. In the rodent liver, for example, cell lines appear to mix
randomly, whereas the adrenal cortex produces radial stripes of cell lineages. It has
been suggested that mosaics observed in the liver could be caused by cells proliferating
randomly (Kokha et al., 1994; Iannaccone et al., 2002) while in the adrenal cortex,
the placement of daughter cells may be biased centripetally (Iannaccone & Weinberg,
1987; Landini & Iannaccone, 2000; Iannaccone et al., 2002).
The suggestion that two very different organ parenchyma mosaics could both be
caused by differences in proliferation (modulated, perhaps, by cellular contact (Lan-
dini & Iannaccone, 2000)), opens up the possibility that all organ parenchyma growth
might be guided by cell proliferation and renewal alone, as opposed to other factors
such as cell migration (Morley et al., 1996). Until experimental techniques can be
improved, a theoretical approach such as mathematical modelling provides a valuable
method of testing different hypotheses. Before we consider our own model, we discuss
the models seen in the current literature that consider chimaera experiments, and also
those that look at more general issues concerning the regulation of cell renewal by the
local environment.
Few models have been produced to specifically describe the chimaera experiments
above; those that have are mainly cellular automata (CA). A population of cells is
arranged on a grid with rules imposed to govern the movement, growth and death of
each cell according to both the position of neighbouring cells and the age of the cell
itself. These models reproduce various chimaeric patterns (Landini & Iannaccone,
2000), but only explicitly consider the proliferation hypothesis, not the cell migra-
tion/proliferation hypothesis. A CA model for an experiment involving chick and
quail cells in the intestine, very similar to the chimaeras already discussed, is explored
in Simpson et al. (2007a). This paper considers both cell migration and proliferation,
and the results of the CA are successfully matched to that of experimental data; it is
also noted that the dynamics produced by the CA match those of the Fisher partial
differential equation (see Murray (1989), Vol. I, Ch. 11), demonstrating a successful
multi-scale modelling process. In Simpson et al. (2007b) and Simpson et al. (2006), a
general continuous mathematical model of cell invasion is created and validated with
experimental data. Proliferation is shown to be the key mechanism in driving the
invasion process.
In this paper we take both a discrete and a continuous approach. It is possible
to link discrete and continuous models formally as is done, for example, in the liver
growth model of Green et al. (2010), but we do not attempt that here. Instead we take
a more phenomenological approach. Following on from the successful discrete models
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of Kokha et al. (1994) and Landini & Iannaccone (2000), and the experimental work
discussed above (particularly the observations made by both Simpson et al. (2006)
and Landini & Iannaccone (2000) regarding the importance of cell proliferation), we
assume cell proliferation, or more precisely, cell renewal to be the driving force for
the dynamics. Through modelling, we can exclude all other factors from the system,
such as mechanical effects, cell ageing, migration etc., thereby testing whether cell
renewal on its own is able to create the empirically observed variety of mosaics. We
explore two different replacement mechanisms, both of which incorporate the effect
of neighbouring cells on cell renewal. Although our model is designed for the investi-
gation of organ parenchymas, it is also applicable to a range of other cell replacement
problems.
Section 2.2 outlines the conceptual framework behind our theoretical models, and
Section 2.2.1 considers a discrete cellular automata (CA) model for a cell renewal
problem based on chimaera experiments. We then begin Section 2.2.2 by describing
the derivation of the continuous model, which has two slightly different versions, and
which is the main focus of this paper. We consider the behaviour of the model for
cells in two space dimensions in Section 2.3, and demonstrate the ability of the model
to form organ parenchyma mosaics as witnessed in both the adrenal cortex and liver,
as well as showing some more general results. In Section 2.4 we discuss our findings,
and go on to discuss another biological application for the model: that of Blaschko
lines. We end by discussing potential directions for future work.
The key finding of this work is that, by changing the way in which the local
cellular environment regulates cell renewal in our models, we can radically alter the
patterns produced. In cell renewal, proliferation of each cell type may depend linearly
or nonlinearly on the local proportion of cells of that type, and these two possibili-
ties produce very different patterns. This observation offers possible answers to the
question of why different organ parenchymas produce different mosaics, as observed
in chimaera experiments and discussed in this section. Our results suggest that these
various patterns may be created by different cell replacement scenarios mediated by
different reactions to the local cellular environment.
2.2 Modelling Chimaera Experiments
Chimaera experiments are used to explore tissue dynamics by observing patterns gen-
erated by subpopulations of cells. These subpopulations have no functional difference
but are genetically distinct, and so can distinguish between themselves. The subpop-
ulations can be artificially marked by distinct markers to enable their dynamics to be
observed.
We outline two conceptual models, both of which are based on biological hypothe-
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ses of cell renewal. Of course, various other conceptual models could also be suggested,
but as the mechanism that regulates cell renewal in various organs has not been fully
elucidated, we choose two different but likely mechanisms here. First, we suggest that
a mix of two differently marked, but otherwise identical cell types die and are reborn
according to a “voting” principle: a cell dies randomly, and is replaced by a cell of
whichever type is in the majority in its immediate neighbourhood. If there is an
even mix of neighbouring cell types, replacement is allocated randomly. We call this
the Majority conceptual model, and it is akin to the idea that proliferation is biased
towards the cell type which is in the majority locally. Although we are not aware of
specific data supporting this hypothesis in cell renewal, such community effects are
well documented in the regulation of other cell behaviours (Standley et al., 2001), and
certainly would be a likely candidate for renewal in cells that communicate through
local mechanisms such as juxtacrine signalling.
A second scenario dictates that a cell is replaced by the same type as a cell se-
lected randomly from those in its immediate neighbourhood. This is the Single-Cell
conceptual model, and represents basic cell proliferation whereby empty space is filled
via the division of a cell in its immediate neighbourhood.
We model these concepts in two dimensions, thereby considering a monolayer of
cells. For both of these scenarios, we assume that the population of cells stays con-
stant, i.e. that death and birth are instantaneous. This means that we are modelling
a process of tissue homoeostasis, as opposed to tissue growth. We further assume that
there is no empty space, which allows us to think of this model as a one population
model: a cell is either of one type or the other. Furthermore, since the two populations
are only differentiated by a marker but are otherwise the same, we assume that both
birth and death rates in the two populations are the same. Both the Majority and
the Single-Cell conceptual models provide a simplified representation of a synthetic
chimaera, and we simulate them as such to investigate the emerging patterns.
2.2.1 A Cellular Automata Approach
Individual based models are very well established and come in many different formats
(see, for example, Anderson et al., (2007) for review). For our purposes it is sufficient
to use a very simple CA model, even though more sophisticated forms are available.
CA have been applied to many biological applications as their discrete form lends
itself naturally to the modelling of biological cells. We set up two CA “voter” models
according to the conceptual models outlined above (see Liggett (1985), Ch.5 for a
more general description of voter models). The processes for the two models are
outlined in Figure 2.1.
While the algorithms in Figure 2.1 describe asynchronous random choice updating
(Scho¨nfisch & de Roos, 1999), we have also implemented a synchronous updating
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method, meaning that all grid squares across the lattice are updated simultaneously,
with new values calculated according to their neighbours at the previous time-step.
No qualitative difference in results from the two updating algorithms is observed,
beyond that of timescale (see Section 2.5.2). The simulations illustrated here all
employ asynchronous updating, since it is the most relevant to biological scenarios.
Pick a cell.  Delete the cell.
Count number of cells of type A in immediate
neighbourhood.
Are there type A cells in more than 50% of
the neighbouring grid squares? Yes
square.
Put a type A cell
in the square.
Randomly allocate
cell type.Yes
No
No
Is there exactly 50% of type A cells?
Put a type B cell in the
Update time (t=t+1)
(a) Majority CA
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Pick a cell.  Delete the cell.
of the first.
Randomly pick another cell in the neighbourhood
Put a type A cell
in the square.Yes
No
Put a type B cell in the square.
Is this second cell type A?
Update time (t=t+1).
(b) Single-Cell CA
Figure 2.1: The updating process for the asynchronously updated cellular automata.
Figure 2.1(a) describes the process for the CA based on the Majority conceptual
model, while Figure 2.1(b) describes that of the CA based on the Single-Cell concep-
tual model.
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Bearing in mind our biological application to chimaera experiments, we explore
initial conditions of two cell types evenly mixed across the grid for each of the con-
ceptual models. For the domain geometry, we suppose that we are carrying out
experiments on an assay with fixed size and presume that cells at the boundaries
of our tissue receive no information from outwith the tissue. That is to say, on the
boundary and at the corners of the domain only cells in the domain are considered,
and an average is taken over that reduced number of cells in the Majority model,
whilst in the Single-Cell model a cell that picks a neighbour outside the domain does
not change state. These boundary conditions are of a type that has minimal impact
on patterning within the domain.
For the Majority conceptual model the end result is either domination by a single
cell type across the grid (Figure 2.2, top panels), or a split domain in the form of one
large block of each cell type (Figure 2.2, middle panels). The change in proportion
of black cells over time can be seen in Figure 2.3 for both cases. This result is seen
both for our choice of neighbourhood (an eight cell “Moore” neighbourhood), and in
a more preliminary simulation study using a four-neighbour “von-Neumann” neigh-
bourhood, which involves just cells that share a complete edge with the empty site.
The significance of the von Neumann neighbourhood is that it is the predominant
formalism in the extensive literature on so-called threshold voter models, which are
otherwise similar to our Majority conceptual model. In the threshold-2 voter model,
cells switch type at a given rate if a least two (out of four) neighbours are of the
opposite type (Cox & Durrett, 1991). While this is not quite the same as our Ma-
jority model, both models do have the possibility of switching only when half of the
neighbours are of opposite type. Cox & Durrett (1991) conjecture that such a model
will evolve to all of either one cell type or the other dominating across the domain,
depending on which cell type has the greater initial density, with a density of precisely
1/2 being the critical value at which the switch between these two scenarios occurs.
This is consistent with our observation that with initial conditions of two cell types
mixed approximately evenly across the grid, we see either the steady state solution of
all one species, all another, or split between the two (Figure 2.3).
For the Single-Cell conceptual model we do not observe the system evolving to a
single cell type, even when the simulations are run on a long timescale (Figure 2.3).
Rather, cell types agglomerate in a constantly changing pattern (Figure 2.2, bottom
panels), forming solid groups. We see this over long timescales (we investigated up
to t = 109, and still saw this spatially unstable movement). Again, preliminary in-
vestigations show no qualitative difference between simulations using a von Neumann
neighbourhood and those carried out on a Moore neighbourhood, making the liter-
ature on voter models relevant. The literature states that for models similar to this
one, clustering is the expected result i.e. cell types group into larger and larger blocks,
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Figure 2.2: Solution of the Cellular Automata (CA) as described above, at times
t = 0, 107, 108 and 109. Note that these are equivalent to biological times 0, 3, 30
and 300 years if cells are replaced every seven days (see Section 2.4 for details of this
calculation). Here, we use mixed initial conditions by randomly assigning to each
grid square the value of 0 or 1. In the top set of panels, left to right, we consider the
Majority conceptual model, and see cells quickly forming large agglomerations, before
they either die out completely or dominate the grid. Out of 1000 runs, we see quick
domination by a single cell type across the entire domain in about 30% of cases, while
the remaining 70% end with both species present as seen in the second set of panels.
No qualitative change in behaviour is seen after 109. In the bottom set of panels, a
solution to the Single-Cell conceptual model is shown, demonstrating persistence of
both cell lines over time. For the upper and middle panels, cells are updated according
to the process described in Figure 2.1(a), while the CA in the third set of panels is
updated according to the process described in Figure 2.1(b). All CAs are carried out
on a grid of size 256×256, and use an eight neighbour Moore neighbourhood. On the
boundary and at the corners of the domain, only cells in the domain are considered,
and an average is taken over that reduced number of cells in the Majority model,
whilst in the Single-Cell model a cell that picks a neighbour outside the domain does
not change state. See Chapter 5 for more numerical details.
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Figure 2.3: We plot the proportion of black cells over time for each of the three
simulations shown in Figure 2.2. Whilst for the Majority model, we see either a
steady decrease in black cells (red), or a mix of both cell types (blue), for the Single-
Cell model we always see a mix of both cell types (green).
until the solution runs to a single species steady state as t → ∞ with probability 1
(Cox & Durrett, 1991; see also Cox & Griffeath, 1986; Dornic et al., 2001). We do not
see this end state; rather, our simulations show (in, for example, Figure 2.2, bottom
panels) the initial clustering process where the two cell types form larger solid blocks
as time increases. The much longer timescale over which a single species emerges is
not likely to be biologically relevant.
These results show that different types of contact-mediated renewal produce very
different patterns. Note that whilst here we have not considered irregular lattices
such as Voronoi tesselations or other geometries such as hexagonal lattices, both of
which perhaps model cell shapes better than our regular square lattice, our cellular
automata do provide good preliminary results into the type of behaviours that we
can expect from our conceptual models. With these results in mind we now develop
a continuous framework that is more amenable to mathematical analysis, in order
to understand the origin of the distinct pattern outcomes that our cellular automata
produce.
2.2.2 Development of a Continuous Model
We first attempted to develop a continuous model by taking a discrete model to its
continuous limit. Such an approach seems sensible given the discrete nature of cells.
However, it always resulted in the loss of key information as a result of the scaling
process (see Section 2.5.1), and this led us to take a more phenomenological approach
that we detail here.
To model our problem continuously, we must decide how to represent the local
environment of cells that influence cell renewal. We first use an integral term I to
calculate the proportion of one cell type in the local environment, and then apply
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various functions f to this integral to explore different renewal scenarios. Such a
representation of cell environment via an integral term has been used previously in
contexts including cell sorting (Armstrong et al., 2006), development (Armstrong
et al., 2009; Green et al., 2010), and cancer (Gerisch & Chaplain, 2008; Sherratt
et al., 2009; Painter et al., 2010). Since we again wish to model a monolayer of
cells, the integral I is in two dimensions, and is taken over a region dictated by a
sensing radius R, representing the capacity of a cell to directly sense its environment
via, for example, filopodial contact. Increasing R allows us to consider different
sizes of the neighbourhood that influences cell renewal, and therefore allows us to
consider different types of cell communication. For example, a small R can represent
local contact-dependent communication such as juxtacrine signalling (Owen et al.,
1999; Webb & Owen, 2004), whilst a larger R may be chosen to explore a longer
range communication such as a locally diffusing signalling molecule (Monk, 1997) or
filopodial contact to distant cells (Sherer & Mothes, 2008).
Since we are concerned with modelling chimaera experiments, we have a closed
system where the birth of cells simply replaces those cells lost to death i.e. there is no
empty space. We further assume that the replacement rates of the two cell lines are
the same, as expected in mosaic tissues where the distinction between cell populations
may often only be at a genetic level and not in terms of their behaviour. This enables
the model to be formulated as a single equation for the proportion of cells that are of
one of the two types. We refer to the two cell types as A and B, with a(x, t) being
the proportion of cells of type A; thus a fraction 1− a(x, t) of the cells are of type B.
Our complete model is therefore:
∂a
∂t
= α(f(Ia)− a), (2.1)
where Ia is the integral
1
area
∫ R
0
∫ 2π
0
a(x + rη)rdθdr. Other cells within the domain
of integration in Ia are located relative to a(x, t) by reference to both the distance
r along the sensing radius R, and η = (cos θ, sin θ). The constant α is the cell
replacement rate, and can be thought of as a representation of the mean life time of
cells which would be expected to vary between tissues and cell types. In terms of the
CA model, α is related to the time step since it regulates the rate at which the cell
population changes through time. A more accurate relationship could be obtained if
a more formal link between the two models was attempted, but as we are primarily
interested in the long term dynamics of the model, and not its rate of change, we do
not attempt to derive such a link here. The integral is normalised over the area, which
is πR2 away from the boundaries of the domain. We assume a finite sheet of cells, and
hence on the boundary the integral is truncated i.e. cells that lie outside the domain
are not included in our calculations, neither in the integral itself, nor in the calculation
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of area over which the integral is normalised. We will solve this model numerically,
using a Methods of Lines approach to transform our equation into a systm of ODEs
and then applying ROWMAP, after first completing some mathematical analysis.
See Chapter 5 for more on this.
We now consider two different scenarios that explore different local environment
dependencies, and that match our CA simulations and conceptual models. We choose
a smooth approximation to a step-function f as this matches the idea of a ’community-
effect’ type patterning; we choose a linear f as this is most similar to a standard
cell-renewal process, whereby one cell that neighbours an open space will produce a
single daughter cell to fill it, without communicating with other cells around it.
• Locally Biased Model
– Renewal is biased towards the cell type in the local majority.
– This is equivalent to the Majority conceptual model and corresponding CA
simulation.
– We choose f as illustrated in Figure 2.4(a): a cell will be replaced with
a type biased towards those in the majority around it, in a scenario that
mimics that of the community effect witnessed in cell differentiation (Stan-
dley et al., 2001).
• Locally Unbiased Model
– Renewal is non-biased.
– This is equivalent to the Single-Cell conceptual model and CA simulation.
– We choose f as illustrated in Figure 2.4(b): a daughter cell will be of a
certain type with a probability equal to the proportion of that cell type
present, corresponding to basic cell proliferation.
Note that a must lie between 0 and 1 since it is a proportion, and moreover
f(0) = 0 and f(1) = 1 since both a = 0 and a = 1 must be steady states.
2.2.3 Linear Stability Analysis of Homogeneous Steady States
In order to explore the long term behaviour we can expect from the model, we carry
out some analysis, looking at the location and stability of steady states. Steady states
for f ∈ [0, 1] of the Locally Biased model, found by setting ∂a
∂t
= 0 in (2.1), are given
by a = 0, 1/2 and 1. We then perturb the steady states homogeneously through space
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of renewal function in the continuous model. (a) A smooth
continuous approximation to a step function, symmetric about 1/2, representing the
Locally Biased model. (b) Linear f , representing the Locally Unbiased model.
to explore their stability: we put a = as + a˜(t), where as is our steady state and a˜ is
a small homogeneous perturbation. Then
∂a˜
∂t
= α (f(Ias+a˜)− (as + a˜)) . (2.2)
At as = 0 and as = 1, f
′(Ias) < 0, while at as = 1/2, f
′(Ias) > 0. Therefore a = 0
and a = 1 are stable, while a = 1/2 is unstable. For the Locally Biased model, we
therefore expect only one scenario close to the steady state: depending on the initial
proportion of A, we expect that the system will always evolve to either all A or all B.
In the same manner, we explore the Locally Unbiased model. Here there is a
continuum of steady states at a = as, with any as ∈ [0, 1] possible. The steady
states are neutrally stable. This means we expect the system to remain at whatever
proportion of A and B it begins with, which is consistent with the simulations in
Figure 2.2 (bottom panels).
MODEL TYPE STEADY STATE STABILITY
Locally Biased
0 stable
1/2 unstable
1 stable
Locally Unbiased as ∈ [0, 1] neutral
Table 2.1: A summary table of stability of the steady states of (2.1)
This analysis of the two variations of the model suggests that a cell’s reaction to
its local environment can significantly alter the patterns we can expect to see. With
the Locally Biased version of the model we expect locally to see all cells having a
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single type, either A or B, whereas in the Locally Unbiased model we expect to see a
persistence of both cell lines. This is consistent with the proliferation hypothesis for
the development of organ parenchymas, which suggested that proliferation was the
driver behind the creation of differing mosaic patterns (see Section 2.1).
2.3 Numerical Simulations of the ContinuumMod-
els
Whilst the linear analysis provides some insight into the expected model behaviour, a
numerical study is required for further understanding. Our numerical code discretises
the circular domain of the integral, and then sums the integral over each of the grid
squares within the circle. Although some of the area of the circle is lost at the bound-
aries, the calculation is fast and, with a fine lattice, it is accurate – see Chapter 5 for
more on this. More sophisticated numerical schemes for integrodifferential equations
using techniques such as fast Fourier transforms to evaluate the integral are possi-
ble: see in particular Gerisch & Chaplain (2008) and Gerisch (2010). To discretise
time, we used rowmap (Weiner et al., 1997), a method that is particularly suited to
solving stiff ODE initial value problems, and that automatically controls and adjusts
time-step size. For more numerical details, see Chapter 5.
2.3.1 The Two Dimensional Model Results
We begin by investigating initial conditions corresponding to a homogeneous, equal
mix of cell types A and B across the grid, so that we set a = 0.5±small noise (see
Figure 2.5). This is a biologically realistic scenario for a group of cells at the start
of a chimaera experiment. These initial conditions also allow comparisons with our
CA simulations. Note that in preliminary investigations, we have found that varying
the amplitude of noise present in the initial conditions makes no qualitative difference
to the results. We did not consider extreme initial conditions as these have little
biological relevance. We investigate each f in turn. We carry out all simulations on a
two dimensional grid with boundary conditions equivalent to the biological scenario
of a chimaera experiment: we imagine a sheet of cells with no cells present outside
the boundary.
For the Locally Biased model, we find that the solution usually goes to all A or all
B across the entire domain, as expected from our linear analysis (see Section 2.2.3).
However, sometimes the long-term solution involves a division of the domain into two
parts, one solely of type A, and the other solely of type B (Figure 2.6). This occurred
in a total of 6 out of 20 runs. Note that these results are qualitatively the same as
those seen in the cellular automata model (see Section 2.2.1 and Figure 2.2, top and
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Figure 2.5: The homogeneous mixed initial conditions used for the two dimensional
model. The two cells are evenly mixed across the domain. The domain is a square
with sides of length 10 dimensionless space units.
middle panels). They are not quantitatively the same, since while for our CA we see
mixed conditions 70% of the time in the Majority case, for our continuous model in
the equivalent Locally Biased case we see mixing only 30% of the time. However,
increasing the gradient of f , moving it closer towards a step-function, causes an
increase in the number of times the long-term solution evolves to a domain of one
part A, one part B. Intuitively this is not surprising, as in moving f closer to a step
function we move closer to the discrete CA scenario in which 70% of our simulations
ended with both cell populations present.
For the Locally Unbiased model, we see the two cell populations A and B merge
into a single homogeneous state (Figure 2.8). This suggests that biologically, the two
cell lines will persist over time alongside one another (corresponding to b = 1−a with
0 < a < 1 in (2.1)). This result is also similar to our cellular automata simulations for
the Single-Cell model (see Section 2.2.1 and Figure 2.2, bottom panels), although the
continuous model loses the fine-grained spatial dynamics of the discrete model (not
shown).
Biologically, solutions of the type shown in Figure 2.6 are reminiscent of the growth
patterns of both the adrenal cortex, which involve large blocks of a single cell type
alongside one another, and the liver, which involves random patterning. For certain
domain sizes our simulations of the Locally Biased model show repeated stripes, as
is seen in the adrenal cortex (see Figure 2.7; note that in this figure, we deliberately
use a long, thin domain to encourage stripe formation – for more on stripe formation,
see Section 2.5.3). These stripes are stable to spatial perturbations, suggesting that
something similar to Locally Biased proliferation could be the driver for the dynam-
ics seen in this organ, although there is no concrete evidence on whether or not this
is the case. Moreover, the similarity between our discrete simulations and the pat-
terns observed in vivo, along with the continuous model results also showing cell line
persistence, suggests that the growth of liver parenchyma may be driven by the cell
renewal process as described in the Locally Unbiased model, although again there is
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Figure 2.6: A solution of the two dimensional Locally Biased model equations (2.1)
with homogeneous initial conditions. We plot the proportion of cells of type A in
space at dimensionless times t = 0, t = 10, t = 30 and t = 250. The top set of panels
show the domain quickly evolving to an all white domain of A cells, while the middle
set shows quick dominance by B (black). The bottom panels show dominance by
neither cell type, which held for long times (solutions were found to be stable in runs
up to t = 108; not shown). Out of 20 runs, A dominated 10 times, B 4 times, and
neither 6 times. Note that if we assume a cell has a half-life of 5 days then α = ln2/5.
Therefore, with α = 1 as here, each timestep is equivalent to 5/ln2 ≈ 7.2 days. Thus
outputs are approximately at dimensional times 0, ten weeks, seven months, and at 5
years. Note also that if we assume that the integral radius R is 0.025mm for example,
then our dimensional domain size is 0.25mm. We begin with initial conditions of
a = 0.5+0.02×c where c is chosen randomly between −0.5 and 0.5 at each numerical
grid point. The function f is given by f(I) = 0.5 tanh(tan(Iπ − 0.5π)) + 0.5, a
continuous approximation to a step function. The dimensionless parameter values are
R = 1.0, α = 1.0. The domain is of size 10 dimensionless space units. We set absolute
error tolerance in the rowmap scheme to 10−6. Space discretisation is δx = 0.1. See
Chapter 5 for more numerical details.
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Figure 2.7: A solution of the two dimensional Locally Biased model equations (2.1)
with mixed homogeneous initial conditions. We plot the proportion of cells of type
A in space at dimensionless time t = 50. We see the formation of stable stripes. The
domain is 40 dimensionless space units wide, and 4 high. All other numerical details
are as in Figure 2.6.
no empirical evidence to confirm this suggestion. In Section 2.4 we suggest possible
future experiments to test this prediction.
Overall, the result of the Locally Unbiased model in comparison to that of the
Locally Biased model shows that by merely changing the influence of the local envi-
ronment on the renewal term, two very different results are observed. This suggests
that the way cells react to and communicate with their local environment has a very
significant role in the dynamics of homoeostasis.
2.3.2 Extending the Two Dimensional Results
We now consider three further sets of initial conditions, in order to gain insight into
the behaviours discussed above. In Section 2.3.1, the Locally Biased model sometimes
resulted in a split domain. In order to investigate this phenomenon further, we repeat
our experiments, this time starting with split conditions similar to those seen in Figure
2.6, bottom panel, at time t = 250 (see Figure 2.9(a)). With such initial conditions,
the interface between the two species does not move over long times, suggesting that
we are indeed at a steady state (not shown). Furthermore, we repeat our experiments
with a curved interface (see Figure 2.9(b)) in order to discover whether a non-flat
interface could cause movement due to mean curvature. We see a flattening of the
interface (see Figure 2.10), but no further movement. This coincides with the previous
result, and leads us to conclude that a coexistence steady state in the Locally Biased
model will always display a flat interface between the two species. Finally, we inves-
tigate “island” initial conditions (see Figure 2.9(c)), in order to explore the dynamics
of a localised group of cells. Again, we see movement driven by mean curvature i.e.
movement is fastest where curvature is greatest. This leads to the “island” rapidly
shrinking until it disappears (see Figure 2.11), explaining both why we sometimes see
the dominance of a single species in the Locally Biased model, and why we do not see
spotted patterns, as each small group of cells is engulfed by the larger local population
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Figure 2.8: Time evolution plots of the two dimensional Locally Unbiased model
equations (2.1). The domain is initially an even mix of the cell populations A and B,
as in Figure 2.5, and is of size 10 dimensionless space units. We plot the proportion of
cell type A across space in the x direction for y = 2 at various times t, until t = 100.
We see the proportion of A spreading homogeneously across the domain over time
until A = 0.5 everywhere. All parameter values and numerical details are as in Figure
2.6, although with a linear f as stipulated by this model (see Figure 2.4(b)).
(a) Split i.c.s (b) Curved i.c.s (c) Island i.c.s
Figure 2.9: More initial conditions used for the two dimensional model. The domain
is again a square with sides of length 10 dimensionless space units.
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Figure 2.10: Solutions to the two dimensional Locally Biased model equations (2.1)
with curved initial conditions as in Figure 2.9(b). We plot the density of cells in space
at t = 10, t = 20 and t = 1000. Neither cell type dominates over long times. All
numerical details and parameter values are as in Figure 2.6.
(see Figure (2.6) at time t = 30)1. While further investigation of curved boundaries
Figure 2.11: Solutions to the two dimensional Locally Biased model equations (2.1)
with island initial conditions as in Figure 2.9(c). We plot the density of cells in space
at t = 1, t = 2 and t = 5. The dominant cell type rapidly engulfs the “island”, demon-
strating that we will not see spotted patterns. All numerical details and parameter
values are as in Figure 2.6.
and their movement is not the focus of the present paper, it is a natural area for future
work, building on the literature of the movement of “islands” in the two dimensional
Ginzburg-Landau equation, a generic balanced, bistable partial differential equation
(Rougemont, 2000).
1Note that such a test was repeated with the Majority conceptual CA, and led to the same results
(see Section 2.5.2).
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2.4 Discussion
The results of our mathematical models are qualitatively consistent with biological
experiments, and suggest that the way a cell reacts to its local environment has a
significant part to play in cellular patterning in mosaics. Our key finding is that a small
change in the reaction to the local cellular environment can produce a very different
outcome for the overall composition of the tissue. In cell renewal, proliferation of each
cell type may depend linearly or nonlinearly on the local proportion of cells of that
type, and these two possibilities produce very different patterns. Moreover, by looking
at the results of chimaera experiments that explore rat livers and adrenal cortices,
we have found that the proliferation hypothesis previously discussed in Simpson et
al. (2006) and Landini & Iannaccone (2000) (see Section 2.1) could indeed offer an
accurate description of the mechanisms that drive organ parenchyma maintenance,
with the different patterns seen being caused by different reactions to cellular contact.
If this hypothesis is correct, we predict that cells in the liver renew according to the
linear Locally Unbiased mechanism, and cells in the adrenal cortex renew according to
the non-linear Locally Biased mechanism. This is something that could be tested with
the use of fluorescent markers: by marking and following mosaic cells from cell lines of
various organs in vitro and taking regular images of them, one could discover whether
cells are renewing according to the Locally Biased or Locally Unbiased mechanisms,
or according to a different mechanism altogether.
To be satisfied about the biological predictions of the model for specific systems in
a quantitative manner, we could investigate timescales. In the CA models, we employ
asynchronous updating on a grid of 256 × 256 cells, meaning that a cell on average
will be replaced every 65536 timesteps. Thus t = 107, as in Section 2.2.1, Figure 2.2,
corresponds to approximately 150 cell replacements. If a cell is replaced on average
every 7 days, this corresponds to about 3 years, meaning that the patterns seen at
109 are certainly not biologically relevant if cells are indeed replaced every 7 days.
Our results suggest therefore that patchy mosaics are the most likely outcome, whilst
stripes or single species populations might need an additional mechansim (migration
for example, as suggested by Morely, 1996) in order to form within a suitable timescale.
In terms of the continuous model, α is the cell replacement rate. So if cells
have a half-life of 5 days, α = ln2/5. Since in Section 2.3.1, Figure 2.6 we set
α = 1, each dimensionless timestep is equivalent to 5/ln2 = 7.2 days. Therefore the
patterns in Figure 2.6 are shown at approximately 0, 10, 30 and 250 weeks, the last
of which is equivalent to approximately 5 years. This is very different to the final
dimensional timestep seen in the CA model simulations, that ran until a dimensional
time of approximately 300 years. One possibility for the similarity in patterning but
the discrepancy in timescale could be the difference in domain size between the two
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simulations: we carried out the continuous model simulations on a domain of length
10, with a cell radius of 1, as opposed to a domain of 256 × 256 cells as in our CA
simulations. In order to apply the results from the continuous model more directly to
mosaic patterns we would need to consider a much larger spatial domain that would
relate to actual tissue size, and to our CA simulations. However, without a specific
derivation of the continuous model from the discrete, it will always be hard to link
the two in a precise quantiative manner.
These time calculations demonstrate the importance of having access to data on
cell replacement and on the number of cells in or size of a particular biological sys-
tem, in order to make accurate predictions regarding the relevance of time-dependent
patterning behaviour.
In Section 2.1 we discussed the phenomenon of X-chromosome inactivation mo-
saicism in females, and the hypothesis that the appearance of Blaschko lines in mam-
mals may be related to the patterned placement of activated and inactivated X-
chromosomes in the skin (Happle, 2006). In the majority of females, cells with one
or other X-inactivated chromosome appear mixed evenly across the skin in a fine
mosaic (Asplund et al., 2001), as is suggested by the Locally Unbiased model. This
model is an effective represention of the proliferation of a single daughter cell from
one mother cell, as occurs in normal cell proliferation. This suggests that the patterns
created by lesions that occur along Blaschko lines in females could be governed by
an interruption of normal proliferation processes. This could cause the different cell
lines to appear in large blocks alongside each other with merging of the two cell lines
across their boundary, as is seen in the Locally Biased model (see Figures 2.6, 2.7 and
2.10). Again, experiments could be done with fluorescent markers to see whether this
is the case. However, the issue of what could make such a change occur in the normal
proliferation process remains to be explored.
Future theoretical work may involve analysing heterogeneous steady states to ex-
plore the structure and scale of patterns. This would enable us to investigate more
fully the spatial aspects of, for example, the stripe patterns of adrenal cortex chi-
maeras. We could also investigate more fully different proliferation functions f to
represent other possible cell contact scenarios, in order to explore the different pat-
terns seen in various organs in chimaera experiments. Extending the model to three
dimensions would allow much better comparisons with experimental work, as cur-
rently most of the quantitative results gathered from chimaeras is in the form of two
dimensional sections from three dimensional tissues. Considering the corresponding
model on a growing domain would also allow more precise comparisons. In a sim-
ilar vein, one could attempt a continuous model that is more closely derived from
a discrete model. The parameters in a discrete model can in some cases be reliably
estimated from microscopic data, and thus could then be used to estimate parameters
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in the macroscopic model. One possible method of deriving a continuous model would
be to consider the probabilities of a cell in the CA becoming type A, say, over a large
number of realisations, and to use the variance as a basis for the function f in the
continuous model. We have not attempted such a derivation as we do not have the
precise biological data that would be required to make the link between the model
types of real value. However, this step would be useful in the creation of a three
dimensional model for which there is good microscopic data available.
Our model could also be extended to explore scenarios that are outside the closed
system necessitated by chimaera experiments. As it stands, the continuum model
could be used to study the role of community effects in cell differentiation, and we plan
to apply the model to this cellular process in the following chapter. A variation of the
model may also be used to explore more general cell proliferation: this would require
a factor of a being included in the proliferation term of (2.1). Such an amended model
would explicitly relate the total population of one cell type to the proliferation rate
of that cell type, and would allow us to consider growing cell populations. However,
for the particular application we have considered, our rather different renewal term
is appropriate, and the resulting model has highlighted the importance of correct
formulation in exploring the tissue dynamics arising from cellular renewal.
2.5 Supplementary material
This section contains additional material on both CA and continuous model simula-
tions that was not included in the published paper that makes up the bulk of this
chapter, but which is relevant to our investigations. It begins with an alternative
modelling technique that was not persued in the published paper.
2.5.1 The search for a suitable continuous model – taking a
discrete model to its continuous limit
As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, we began our continuous modelling attempts by form-
ing a discrete model and taking it to its continuous limit. Although such an approach
failed (in the sense that we did not see the full range of patterning expected from our
CA simulations), leading us to turn to the phenomenological modelling techniques of
Section 2.2.2, we present our discrete attempts below for completeness. We consider
a straightforward nearest-neighbour model. Note that we arbitrarily chose to first
model the Majority conceptual model (Section 2.2). As its failure led to us aban-
doning this line of enquiry, we did not carry out similar attempts for the Single-Cell
conceptual model (Section 2.2), and so do not present such work here.
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Time-step attempt
Creating a discrete model of the Majority conceptual model presented in Section 2.2
seems an obvious first choice in this problem, which is clearly discrete. To begin, we
consider only the one dimensional case for ease of calculation. In the 1D case, the
dead cell at position x, say, is only affected by its neighbours at positions x− h and
x+ h i.e. we consider a nearest-neighbour model.
We begin by considering a simple time-step method: we assume that the proba-
bility of a cell at position x and time t being of type A is given by p(x, t). (Note that
if a cell is not of type A, it must be type B. Therefore we can find the probability of a
cell being type B from looking at the probability of that cell being type A, and so do
not need to consider both cell types in our equations.) For now, we assume that the
cell at x has already died at time t; we are just interested in the cell type produced
at position x at time t+ τ . We further assume that the probabilities themselves are a
sufficient representation of the “voting” method outlined in the Majority conceptual
model (Section 2.2). Then the following equation represents the probability of a cell
at position x being of type A at time t+ τ , with h being the length of a typical cell:
p(x, t+ τ) = 1
2
[p(x− h, t) + p(x+ h, t)]. (2.3)
This very simple equation, on expansion via Taylor series, collapses down to a basic
diffusion equation as τ → 0 with h2
τ
= Os(1) when considering only terms up to
second order. It therefore fails to replicate the behaviour seen in our Majority CA
simulations (see Section 2.2.1, Figure 2.2, top and middle panels). It also fails to
represent our Majority conceptual model correctly, as the posed algorithm is certainly
not one of diffusion. Therefore a more considered approach is needed.
Time-step with a probability function, f
We now explicitly model the “voting” system of the Majority conceptual model that
very firmly causes the dead cell to become either of type B or A, not a diffused mix
of the two, in an attempt to prevent the model from collapsing down to a diffusion
equation in the continuous limit. We introduce a probability function f , where f is a
symmetric function that goes from 0 to 1. This function allows that a dead cell will
become either fully of type A or fully of type B.
Such a function can be applied to our 1D probability problem very easily: a cell
at position x can either be surrounded by two A cells, two B cells, or an A and a B
cell (twice). Then the probability that the cell in question will become type A, when
taking our strictly symmetric function into account, is given by the probability that
it is surrounded by two A cells (p(x− h, t) p(x+ h, t)), plus half the probability that
is surrounded by an A and a B cell (1
2
[p(x + h, t)(1 − p(x − h, t)) + p(x − h, t)(1 −
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p(x+ h, t))]). So
p(x, t+ τ) = p(x− h, t)p(x+ h, t) + 1
2
[p(x+ h, t)− p(x+ h, t)p(x− h, t) + p(x− h, t)
− p(x− h, t)p(x+ h, t)]
= p(x− h, t)p(x+ h, t) + 1
2
[p(x+ h, t) + p(x− h, t)− 2p(x+ h, t)p(x− h, t)]
= 1
2
[p(x− h, t) + p(x+ h, t)],
which is in fact the same probability as in (2.3), and so we once again obtain a diffusion
equation.
Time-step with a death term
We now alter our assumption regarding cell death, and instead include the probability
of the death of a cell in our model, again to try to prevent the model from collapsing
into a diffusion equation in the continuous limit. We again stick to modelling the
Majority conceptual model, and remain in one dimension as in the previous sections.
Let the probability of cell survival per time step be given by the constant Q (so that
one expects survival probability to decrease with the length of time involved). Then
the probability of a cell dying is given by 1−Q, and (2.3) becomes
p(x, t+ τ) = Qp(x, t) + (1−Q) 1
2
[(p(x− h, t) + p(x+ h, t)]. (2.4)
Again, Taylor expanding and letting τ → 0 with h2
τ
= Os(1) = D, say, leads us to
obtain
∂p
∂t
= (1−Q)D∂
2p
∂x2
, (2.5)
which is simply a variant of the diffusion equation.
A two dimensional approach
In a final attempt to see if taking a discrete model to a continuous limit will produce
an equation which is not just one of diffusion, we remove our simplifying assumption
that we are operating in a 1D domain, as our CA are in 2D. We therefore create a 2D
model of the Majority conceptual model i.e. one that considers all eight neighbouring
cells, not just the cells immediately to the right and left of the central cell.
If pi,j(t) is the probability of a cell at position (xi, yj) and time t, being of type
A, then 1
8
[ 8pi,j(t) + 3h
2 ∂2p
∂x2
+ 3h2 ∂
2p
∂y2
] is the average probability of the neighbouring
eight cells being type A (by Taylor expansion and simplification; h is the length of a
lattice site). Let everything be as in equation (2.4), except that now we make Q time
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dependent, and we replace our 1D probability (2.3) with our 2D probability for eight
cells. This brings us closer to our Majority conceptual model. Then Qi,j(t, t + τ) is
the probability of the cell at position (xi, yj) staying alive in the interval t → t + τ ,
and so the probability of a cell at (x, y) being type A at time t+ τ is given by:
pi,j(t+ τ) = pi,j(t)Qi,j(t, t+ τ) + (1−Qi,j(t, t+ τ)[(pi,j(t+ τ) + (δh)2]
where (δh)2 = 3
8
h2 ∂
2p
∂x2
+ 3
8
h2 ∂
2p
∂y2
. Let Qi,j(t, t + τ) = 1 − τQˆ, Qˆ constant. Then as
τ → 0, Q→ 1 i.e. the probability of staying alive over the time interval increases as
that time interval decreases. With this substitution, we can rewrite our model as
pi,j(t+ τ) = pi,j(t) (1− τQˆ) + τQˆ [(pi,j(t+ τ) + (δh)2]
which, by considering terms of order 1 only, and by letting τ → 0 as before, reduces
to a diffusion model.
Limitations of our discrete approaches
It is natural at this point to reflect on why the discrete approach that we employed
led to a simple diffusion equation that does not represent our system correctly. In
the continuous limit of a discrete model we become concerned not with the state of
an individual cell, but with the change in phenotype across the whole lattice. In the
discrete scheme this movement depends – with equal emphasis – on the phenotype
of neighbouring cells. Although all discrete models are, by their nature, non-local,
our particular problem requires this non-locality to be retained in the continuous
limit. That is to say, the type of cell that is born always depends on the types of
some surrounding cells – the problem cannot be collapsed down to a point. However,
in our derivation of continuous limits of discrete models, the change in cell type
across the lattice becomes dependent on the phenotype of all cells in the lattice, with
equal emphasis placed everywhere. So the models simply become a representation of
diffusion, which fails to represent our algorithm accurately.
It is not only our particular algorithm which will fail in this way. Any phenomenon
which relies on a permanently non-local term will experience similar difficulties, for
those reasons stated above. To avoid this problem, one could look at correlations.
Correlations account for interactions between sites, for example, the dependence be-
tween the probabilities between two positions A and B in space. This is something
that may be pursued in future work.
In terms of modelling actual biology, the failure of our modelling attempts above
reflect most closely the difficulty found in obtaining a model of cell adhesion, which
is an intrinsically non-local process. Although many lattice-based models have been
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developed for this process (see Deutsch & Dormann, 2005, for a review), and some
lattice-free models (see the review by Galle et al, 2006), there has been little in the
way of explicit continuous modelling. Various attempts have been made, mainly by
treating cell adhesion as a surface tension on the boundary of a growing tumour
(see Chaplain, 1996; Byrne & Chaplain, 1996; Cristini et al., 2003; Frieboes et al.,
2006; Macklin & Lowengrub, 2007). This paucity of models is due to the difficulty of
representing an intrinsically non-local phenomenon in a continuous framework, and
contrasts with the many successful models seen of biologically local phenomena such
as chemotaxis (for a recent review of chemotaxis models, see Hillen & Painter, 2007).
Meanwhile, the most successful continuous model of cell adhesion so far has been that
of Armstrong et al. (2006) which uses an integral term to retain the non-local element
of the problem in the continuous case.
2.5.2 Cellular Automata
Updating methods
During the course of our investigations, we considered whether a difference in updat-
ing method will affect the outcome of our CA simulations, as mentioned in Section
2.2.1. To investigate this possibility fully, we ran simulations of the Single-Cell model
twice, once with the CA updated synchronously and the other with it updated asyn-
chronously. The results are shown in Figure 2.12. As can be seen, there is very little
difference between the two sets of figures, with the asynchronously updated figures
showing slightly more coarsening than the synchronous ones. However, the result of
both populations being mixed across the domain is the same for each type of updating
method, leaving us able to choose our preferred updating method without concern for
numerical artifacts. The end results for the Majority model are also the same whether
updated asynchronously or synchronously (not shown).
Island initial conditions
In Section 2.3.2, we mention that we investigate what happens to ‘island’ initial con-
ditions in the CA Majority model. The outcome of that simulation is in Figure 2.13.
We see that the island does indeed shrink over time until it disappears, as previously
stated. We now also investigate island initial conditions for the CA Single-Cell model.
Here, the island does not shrink, but rather breaks up and spreads across the domain
(Figure 2.14). This is as expected from our analysis and simulations in Sections
2.2.3 and 2.3.1 – both cell lines persist over time, with neither cell type dying out
completely. Whilst in the continuous model simulations this leads to a homogeneous
spread of evenly mixed cell types across the domain, in this CA simulation we see
an inhomogeneous mix of both populations, much as in the mixed initial conditions
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Figure 2.12: Legend on next page.
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of asynchronous (left) and synchronous (right) updating
for solution of the CA for the Single-Cell conceptual model as described in Section
2.2.1. Figures are at times t = 256× 256× n for the asynchronously updated model,
and at times t = n for the synchronously updated one, for, from top to bottom,
n = 1, 10, 100, 1000. Although direct comparisons cannot be made, similar aggregat-
ing behaviour is seen in both figures. The CA is updated according to the process
described in Figure 2.1(b) for the asynchronous model, with the synchronous model
following the same algorithm apart from the change to updating time as described in
Section 2.2.1. The grid used was of size 256× 256. On the boundary, only those cells
in the domain are considered in the neighbourhood i.e. the neighbourhood is reduced
in size. For more numerical details, see Chapter 5.
scenario for the CA (Figure 2.2, lower panels).
2.5.3 Attempts at generating stripes with the continuous model
As can be seen throughout this chapter, stripes nearly always fail to be generated.
This is partly due to the fact that the system for generating patterns is not robust
but depends very much on the initial conditions being used, and partly due to the
wavelengths of stripes being larger than the domain length used in the two dimen-
sional simulations. Since our two dimensional code is very time consuming, running
simulations on a much larger domain is impractical. However, since preliminary one
dimensional results suggest that we will see stripes on sufficiently large domains (see
the following Chapter, Section 3.4.1, for some one dimensional results for a similar
model), we attempt to create stripes in various ways, with some success. We discuss
these attempts below.
Decreasing the sensing radius
From looking at one dimensional results for the model (3.7) (see Chapter 3, Section
3.4.1), which when α1 = α2 and a = 1− b, is the same as the model (2.1), we can see
that stripes form over a length scale that is wider than our two dimensional domain.
So, using precisely the same two dimensional initial conditions and parameters for the
simulation of the Locally Biased model which produced the stripe boundary in Figure
2.6, bottom panels, we decrease the sensing radius from 1 to 0.3 to simulate a larger
domain, whilst keeping the actual domain size the same, namely 10×10 with 100×100
grid points; thus δx = 0.1, as in previous simulations. The expectation is that, as
decreasing the sensing radius mathematically has the same effect as increasing the
domain length, we will see stripes without having significantly increased the simulation
time in the way that a larger domain with more grid points would. Note that for this
simulation we use an exact copy of the randomly generated initial conditions that
were used in Figure 2.6, bottom panels, since these are initial conditions which we
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Figure 2.13: Solution of the Majority CA with island initial conditons at times t = 0,
t = 1000, t = 2000, t = 3000 and t = 4000, updated as in Figure 2.1(a), although
synchronously as discussed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.5.2. Here we see domination by
the cell type with greater initial proportion. The CA is carried out on a grid of size
256× 256. Cells are updated according to the proportion of cells of their type within
their 8 cell neighbourhood: if this numbers more than 0.5, the cell remains of its type;
if less than 0.5, the cell becomes the opposing cell type; if the proportion is exactly
0.5, the updated cell type is chosen randomly. On the boundary and at the corners
of the domain, only the cell type of those cells in the domain are considered, and an
average is taken over that reduced number of cells. The initial island is an ellipse
centred at in the domain at (x, y) = (125, 125), with a height from the centre of 50
grid points and a width from the centre of 70 grid points.
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Figure 2.14: Solution of the Single-Cell CA with island initial conditions as in Figure
2.13, recorded at dimensionless times t = 100, 000, t = 200, 000, t = 300, 000, t =
400, 000 and t = 500, 000. We see that neither cell type dominates over time. The CA
is updated using a synchronous version of the algorithm described in Figure 2.1(b)
according to a single rule: a cell chooses randomly one of its 8 neighbours, and updates
to become the same cell type of that neighbour. All other details are as in Figure
2.13
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know can generate a stripe boundary. This particular simulation does not, however,
produce vertical or horizontal stripes, but rather a single stripe of sorts across the
diagonal of the domain. Over time this “stripe” expands until the entire domain
consists only of one population, leaving us without any patterning (Figure 2.15).
Decreasing the sensing radius and increasing grid points
We now keep the sensing radius at its new value of 0.3, but increase the number of
grid points to 300 × 300. This means that there will be the same number of grid
points inside each integral as in the original simulation. This should mean that our
randomly generated initial conditions will be closer to those used in Figure 2.6 than
those in Figure 2.15, since our initial conditions are generated at each grid point. We
again use exactly the same seed for the random number generator used in the initial
conditions as we did in Figure 2.6, bottom panels. Again, however, we fail to see
multiple stripes, and are left with just a single cell type across the domain.
Original sensing radius on a larger domain
We move on to consider the effect of simply increasing the original domain size and
number of grid points, whilst keeping R = 1 and again using the same seed for
the random number generator as was used previously. On a 20 × 20 domain with
200× 200 grid points, no stripes or stripe boundaries appear – the system goes to a
one population steady state (not shown).
Mirroring the initial conditions
Finally we try to mirror the random initial conditions of the original stripe boundary-
producing simulation across a widened domain. That is, we extend the domain to
a 20 × 10 domain, and reflect the exact inital conditions of domain points 1 to 10
from the simulation in Figure 2.6, bottom panels, along domain points 11 to 20,
thereby ensuring that the initial conditions which first created a stripe boundary are
reflected exactly in the second half of the domain (choosing the same seed for the
random number generator ensures that exactly the same random initial conditions
are produced at each grid point as before). Recall that stripes nearly always fail to be
generated in our system, partly as the system for generating patterns is not robust,
and partly due to the wavelengths of stripes being larger than the domain length used
in the original two dimensional simulations. Hence, through mirroring, we extend the
random initial conditions that produced a stripe boundary in the original simulations
in order to produce an entire stripe across the domain. This simulation does produce
three stripes, and these stripes remain stable over long times, proving that our model
has the ability to generate stipe patterns (Figure 2.17).
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Figure 2.15: Results for the Locally Biased model (2.1) with mixed initial conditions,
plotted at output times t = 0.001, t = 0.005, t = 0.007, t = 0.01, t = 0.05, t = 0.1,
t = 0.5 and t = 0.7. We see that whilst a pattern resembling a diagonal stripe does
form initially, this is transient, and we are soon left with a one population steady
state. All details are as in Figure 2.6, lower panel, except for R = 0.3.
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Figure 2.16: Results for the Locally Biased model (2.1) with mixed initial conditions,
plotted at output times t = 0.01, t = 0.015, t = 0.02, t = 0.04, t = 0.2, t = 1,
t = 5 and t = 9. We see that only blobs form, and that we are soon left with a one
population steady state. All details are as in Figure 2.15, except for nx = ny = 300.
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Figure 2.17: Results for the Locally Biased model (2.1) with mixed initial conditions
as in Figure 2.6 from x ∈ (0, 10], mirrored in x ∈ (10, 20]. We see the formation
of stable stripes. Times shown are at t = 0.001, t = 0.005, t = 0.006, t = 0.007,
t = 0.008, t = 0.009, t = 0.01, t = 0.02, t = 0.03, t = 0.05, t = 0.1 and t = 2. All
numerical details areas in Figure 2.6, except for the domain which is extended to a
20× 10 domain, and the initial conditions as detailed in the text.
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We also try repeating, rather than mirroring, the initial conditions across the
extended domain, so that in the second half of the domain the initial conditions at
point n/2 + x say, where n is our total number of points, are the same as those at
point x. We again generate stable stripes (Figure 2.18), this time four of them. The
stripes here are of noticably different widths, showing that not only can the model
produce multiple stripes, but that it is also not bound to producing stripes of even
widths. This suggests that the Locally Biased mechanism could be the driver behind
a wide range of stripe patterns.
Figure 2.18: Results for the Locally Biased model (2.1) with mixed initial conditions
as in Figure 2.6 from x ∈ (0, 10], repeated for x ∈ (10, 20]. We again see the formation
of stable stripes. Times shown are at t = 0.01, t = 0.02, t = 0.1 and t = 0.2. All
numerical details areas in Figure 2.6, except for the domain which is extended to a
20× 10 domain, and the initial conditions as detailed in the text.
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Chapter 3
How Does Cellular Contact Affect
Differentiation Mediated Pattern
Formation?
In this chapter, we move on our investigation of how the local environment affects
spatial patterns by considering various mechanisms for cellular differentiation. Using
the work in Chapter 2 as a starting point, we now extend the model, presenting
a two population continuous integrodifferential model of cell differentiation, using a
non-local term to describe the influence of the local environment on differentiation.
We investigate three different versions of the model, with differentiation being cell
autonomous, regulated via a community effect, or weakly dependent on the local
cellular environment. We consider the spatial patterns that such different modes of
differentiation produce, and investigate the formation of both stripes and spots by the
model. We show that pattern formation only occurs when differentiation is regulated
by a strong community effect. In this case, permanent spatial patterns only occur
under a precise relationship between the parameters characterising cell dynamics,
although transient patterns can persist for biologically relevant timescales when this
condition is relaxed. In all cases, the long lived patterns consist only of stripes, not
spots.
This chapter contains material that was originally published in Bulletin of Mathe-
matical Biology (2011), 73: 1529-1558, and was a collaboration between Jenny Bloom-
field, Kevin Painter and Jonathan Sherratt. The continuous models were developed
by Jenny Bloomfield, Kevin Painter and Jonathan Sherratt. Jenny Bloomfield and
Jonathan Sherratt worked together on the proof and analysis in Section 3.3. Kevin
Painter and Jenny Bloomfield worked together on the writing of numerical code.
Jenny Bloomfield did all of the numerical studies and wrote the paper, with com-
ments provided by the co-authors.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the sandwich experiments originally carried out by Gurdon
(1988) to demonstrate the community effect. Part (a) shows a monolayer of blastula
derived animal cells in a vegetal sandwich, while part (b) shows a solid grouping.
Gurdon saw differentiation take place only in the latter case. See Gurdon (1988) for
more details.
3.1 Introduction
Cellular differentiation describes the development of specialised cells from undevel-
oped precursor cells. This process occurs in nearly all cells but the mechanisms that
drive it are not well understood. Further investigation is necessary to increase our
understanding of this fundamental process.
There are many ways that differentiation is induced in cells. For example, it
has been widely hypothesised that a cell may sometimes differentiate according to a
“community effect”. This term was first coined by Gurdon (1988) to explain the phe-
nomenon seen in experiments in which clusters of cells differentiate into a particular
tissue type, but individual cells from the same undifferentiated group do not (Gur-
don, 1988). Gurdon postulated that undifferentiated cells, which receive signals from
other undifferentiated cells in the immediate environment, will differentiate together
into the same cell type once a threshold level of these signals is reached. This process
allows cells in the same spatial area to keep the correct gene expression necessary
for the tissue they create. The community effect has since been widely investigated,
with many studies expanding on Gurdon’s original experiment and explanation. In
his original experiments, Gurdon (1988) placed Xenopus ectoderm cells in a sandwich
of endoderm (see Figure 3.1). A monolayer of ectodermal cells did not differentiate
into muscle, whereas a solid group of cells did. Gurdon and colleagues went on to
explore other similar experiments in Xenopus, all with the same results (Kato and
Gurdon, 1993; Gurdon et al., 1993a). Similar experiments with blastula cells of ze-
brafish and dorsal ectoderm cells of Drosophila were also carried out (reviewed by
Gurdon et al., 1993b). They too showed that groups of cells were needed for the
normal differentiation fate of these cells to be achieved.
Weston et al. (1994) explored a different cell group within Xenopus to see if cells
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other than those fated to differentiate into muscle were also driven by the community
effect. They studied Xenopus notochord, and through sandwich experiments similar
to those described above, they concluded that a community effect was also necessary
for notochord differentiation. Meanwhile, Cossu et al. (1995) discovered a community
effect in mouse myoblast differentiation (Cossu et al., 1995). Work on mice continued,
and a community effect was observed at work in the survival of melanoblasts (Aubin-
Houzelstein et al., 1998), and even postulated as a possible explanation for the correct
migration of Purkinje cells in the cerebellar cortex of mice (Yang et al., 2002), taking
the concept of the community effect a long way from its original definition.
Experimental work on a community effect continues, with the latest work looking
at cardiomyonocite cells and heartbeat stabilisation (Kaneko et al., 2007; Kojima et
al., 2006), but even though a community effect has been explored for over twenty
years there are still some fundamental questions that remain unanswered. One of
these is how a community effect is achieved biochemically, and this question has been
considered to some extent both experimentally and theoretically. Kim et al. (1999)
postulated that neuregulin may act as an induction signal for the community effect
in myogenic differentiation in rats, while eFGF protein is suggested as the likely
factor in Xenopus (Standley et al., 2001). Various other community factors have
been suggested for different cells and species (see Buckingham (2003) for a review).
Meanwhile in his theoretical paper, Monk (1997) created continuous diffusion-based
models to explore mechanisms for the community effect in Xenopus myogenesis. The
biochemical basis of a community effect remains an important research question, but
we do not consider it further in this paper.
Rather, we focus on what the community effect means for the spatial structure of
tissues; more concretely, what kind of spatial structure does the community effect per-
mit that other forms of differentiation do not? This question has not previously been
explored, with research effort concentrated on the underlying biochemistry. However,
it is an important question, as answering it will give insight into the geometries of
tissues that the community effect can construct and, conversely, those that it cannot.
We begin by briefly considering various forms of differentiation, before moving on to
look at the community effect in the context of a specific example.
As mentioned above, cell differentiation is not always regulated by the community
effect. For example, “autonomous differentiation” may occur at a certain stage in the
cell cycle. In this scenario, the local environment of a cell has no effect on its fate;
the cell’s progress is intrinsic (Salazar-Ciudad et al., 2003). An example of this is the
differentiation of mature somites (Buckingham, 2003).
Homoiogenetic induction is another method of inducing differentiation. Here, cells
induced to differentiate first self-induce a signal to send to their neighbours, instruct-
ing those cells to do the same. In this way the signal is passed from cell to cell, until
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such time has lapsed that any undifferentiated cells no longer respond. This process,
like the community effect, allows a sharp boundary to be formed between different
tissues; for example, it has been suggested as an explanation for the formation of
spatial patterns seen in the neural plate of amphibians (Nieuwkoop, 1997).
However, as we are interested mainly in a community effect, and the influence
it has on the spatial structure of tissue, we focus on that phenomenon here, paying
particular attention to the example of a community effect in zebrafish pigmentation.
While Gurdon (1993a) provides a very precise definition of the community effect,
stating that it is “an interaction among many nearby progenitor cells, as a result
of which these cells activate tissue-specific genes and differentiate coordinately as a
uniform population”, the term has picked up a wider, more general use, as seen in the
literature discussed above. In the case of zebrafish pigmentation, the term has been
used to describe the preference of pigment cells for their own kind.
The stripes on adult zebrafish form during metamorphosis, which begins at about
14 days post fertilisation (Parichy, 2000). The stripes are mainly made up of two cell
types, melanophores (black) and xanthophores (yellow), while iridiphores (translu-
cent) are found spread across the body. These pigmented cells, or chromatophores,
arise from latent precursors during metamorphosis. These form black and yellow hor-
izontal stripes across the body of the zebrafish, creating two melanophore stripes by
28 days (Parichy, 2000). It has been postulated that the death of melanophores in
areas of high xanthophore density is due to a community effect: melanophores require
other melanophores nearby in order to survive, and a sole melanophore is not viable
(Parichy, 2000; Buckingham, 2003). This suggests that an undifferentiated precursor
will be biased into differentiating into the same type as those differentiated pigment
cells surrounding it, as otherwise it will fail to survive.
It is worth noting that biological experiments such as the sandwich experiments
described above (see Figure 3.1) are intrinsically disruptive. In vitro experiments
remove cells from their natural environment, and while the in vivo grafting of cells
may produce useful results, it also alters the natural cellular environment. This leads
to potential discrepancies in the interpretation of experimental results (see Nagai et
al. (2005), for a discussion of this in zebrafish blastoderm transplantation). Therefore,
in order to further understand and isolate the basic process of cell differentiation, we
turn to theoretical models.
We are aware of only one previous theoretical model for the regulation of spa-
tial structure by the community effect, which concerns the zebrafish pigmentation
example. Moreira & Deutsch (2005) created a cellular automata model which com-
bines ideas about a community effect with those of attraction and repulsion be-
tween melanophores and xanthophores. In their model, a cell will differentiate into
a melanophore unless there are more xanthophores in the neighbourhood, in which
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case a xanthophore will arise. The model successfully reproduces the stripe patterns
of the zebrafish.
In this paper, we offer an integrodifferential equation model to describe cell differ-
entiation. In contrast to Moreira & Deutsch (2005), who assume intercellular adhesion
and precursor cell differentiation to be simultaneous drivers for the pattern formation
process, we explore what dynamics can be produced through differentiation alone,
without considering any adhesive effects. In this way we are able to explore the
extent to which the community effect alone is able to produce the patterns seen in
zebrafish patterning.
In Section 3.2 we present the model alongside a comprehensive biological reason-
ing for its formulation, basing our ideas on the example of zebrafish pigmentation.
From this model we create three variations to explore various differentiation scenarios,
looking in particular at a community effect and the strength of the response needed in
order to create patterning. In Section 3.3, we go on to consider the stability of the ho-
mogeneous steady states of the model, and present various mathematical analyses of
them. In Section 3.4 we present the results of numerical simulations, while in Section
3.5 we discuss the outcome of these results. We will show that regulation of differenti-
ation by a strong community effect can generate spatial patterns. The patterns always
consist of stripes rather than spots. De novo pattern formation only occurs for some
initial conditions, showing that regulation of differentiation via a community effect
is not a robust pattern formation mechanism. However, it is an effective mechanism
for pattern maintenance, provided that the death rates of the two cell populations
involved are relatively similar. Note that our model of a community effect assumes
that differentiation is only influenced by the local environment and not by any other
predisposition towards a particular cell type, so that differentiation rates for this case
are always equal across the two populations. We will show that permanent patterns
require equal death rates, but that long-lived transient patterns occur when the death
rates of the two cell populations are different but relatively close to one another.
3.2 Modelling Cellular Differentiation: A continu-
ous approach
As mentioned in Section 3.1, cell differentiation is a complex process. We build
our model by considering the biological data available. In the development of our
model we bear in mind the particular example of zebrafish pigmentation, although
the model we produce is general enough to be applied to many other scenarios, some
of which are discussed at the end of this paper. We begin by considering a stem cell
population that is both constant in space and time, and multipotent. To explain these
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two assumptions, we describe the nature of stem cells, and also cite some evidence
that a community effect has a role in the final cell fate of precursors produced from
multipotent stem cells. Furthermore, we consider available data regarding the specific
case of zebrafish.
In epithelia, stem cells lie in the basal layer. Unlike other cells, stem cells do not
terminally differentiate, but rather undergo repeated proliferation. After mitosis, in
place of one stem cell there is typically one stem cell and one undifferentiated cell,
with the latter differentiating and joining the general cell population. Stem cells have
in some cases been shown to be multipotent i.e. the precursor cell that a stem cell
produces can have a variety of different fates. These precursors may be multipotent
themselves, and, in the peripheral nervous system for example, they are seen to display
fate restrictions due to a community effect (Paratore et al., 2002; see also Galli et al.
(2000) for further discussions of multipotency in stem cells and precursor cells, and of
the role of a community effect in affecting cell fates in neural stem cells). Note that
in the case of zebrafish, it is not known whether the precursors of chromatophores
are stem cells or not, although there has been some recent evidence to suggest that
they are (Hultman et al., 2010). Whether the precursors are multipotent or not is
also unknown, despite speculation on this point (Parichy, 2007).
In the creation of a general model then, we first begin with separate stem and
precursor cell populations. We assume that we have a stem cell population that
remains at a constant level due to self renewal. We further assume that it produces
precursor cells at a constant rate, and that each time a precursor cell differentiates, a
stem cell produces a new precursor. In this way a constant supply of precursor cells
is achieved, leading to the population of precursor cells having a constant density p,
say, independent of both space and time. Note that we assume that the precursor
cells are evenly distributed across the body. In the zebrafish example, although the
spatial distribution of precursors across the fish body has not yet been elucidated, in
the fin they have been shown to be evenly distributed (Rawls & Johnson, 2000), and
so we believe this to be a reasonable assumption.
We now look in detail at our terminally differentiated cells: we assume there to be
two populations, similar to the melanophores and xanthophores found in zebrafish.
We call these two differentiated cell populations a(x, t) and b(x, t), with
∂a
∂t
= k1f1(a(x, t), b(x, t))− α˜1a(x, t) ∂b
∂t
= k2f2(a(x, t), b(x, t))− α˜2b(x, t). (3.1)
Note that the coefficients in the two linear death terms generally differ since the
cell populations A and B are different. From the above discussion, we have that the
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rate of differentiation of precursor cells is constant, and thus
k1f1(a(x, t), b(x, t)) + k2f2(a(x, t), b(x, t)) = α˜0p, say, a constant. (3.2)
We now investigate further the differentiation functions f1 and f2 of our model.
As discussed in Section 3.1, the type of cell that the precursor cell differentiates into
may depend very much on the differentiated cells in the local environment, or on a
cell’s predisposition towards a particular cell type. We will explore three options:
autonomous cell differentiation; differentiation according to a community effect; and
a third option, in which the response to the ratio of existing differentiated cell types
in the local environment is strictly linear.
Bearing the above three scenarios in mind, we propose three different forms for
the f1 and f2 functions, all satisfying (3.2). Since in each case we wish both cell
lines A and B to be produced by the same mode of differentiation, we assume that
f1(a, b) = f2(b, a). We wish to consider the extent to which the surrounding envi-
ronment affects the differentiation of precursor cells. We assume that only cells of
type A and B affect the fate decisions of the precursor cells. To consider this ef-
fect, we first construct an integral which calculates the proportion of differentiated
A and B cells within a certain radius R. Such a representation of cell environment
via an integral term has been used previously in many contexts including cell sorting
(Armstrong et al., 2006), development (Sekimura et al., 1999; Armstrong et al., 2009;
Green et al., 2010, Bloomfield et al., 2010), chemotaxis (Hillen & Painter, 2009) and
cancer (Gerisch & Chaplain, 2008; Sherratt et al., 2009; Painter et al., 2010). The
cell sensing radius R of the integral reflects the capacity of a cell to directly sense
its environment via, for example, filopodial contact. The amount of contact made is
important as it determines the extracellular signals that a cell receives. For example,
Numb is a signalling protein that is widely expressed during embryogenesis. Numb is
thought to inhibit Notch activity, thereby altering communication between an undif-
ferentiated precursor cell and other cells in its local environment. This changed level
of communication then allows the precursor cell to choose a different fate to that of
a second precursor cell which may contain a different amount of Numb, and which
hence experiences a different level of cell-cell communication (Zhong, 2008). We use
a function f(I), where I is our local environment integral, to vary the contact and
communication of precursor cells with differentiated cells.
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Our model in one dimension is given by
∂a
∂t
= k1f(Ia)− α˜1a, Ia = 1
area
∫ R
−R
a(x+ x0)
a(x+ x0) + b(x+ x0)
dx0
(3.3)
∂b
∂t
= k2f(Ib)− α˜2b, Ib = 1
area
∫ R
−R
b(x+ x0)
a(x+ x0) + b(x+ x0)
dx0.
Note that in this model, the integrals Ia and Ib ∈ [0, 1] since they consider the pro-
portion of A or B cells in the sensing region of a cell; moreover Ia+Ib = 1. The integral
is normalised over the area. Typically this is simply the length 2R, but near the edge
of the spatial domain being considered, we truncate the integral over the portion of
area which lies within our domain. Equations (3.3) can be nondimensionalised: sub-
stituting t = t∗P/α˜0p, a = a
∗P , b = b∗P , α˜1 = α1α˜0p/P , α˜2 = α2α˜0p/P , k2/k1 = k
∗,
f(·) = f(·)∗α˜0p/k1, where P is the dimensionalised measure of the cell population
density, and dropping the ∗’s, gives ∂a/∂t = f(Ia) − α1a and ∂b/∂t = kf(Ib) − α2b,
with condition (3.2) becoming
f(Ia) + kf(Ib) = 1. (3.4)
The dimensionless parameter k reflects a possible predisposition of precursor cells to
differentiate into cells of type A (k < 1) or B (k > 1); except where specifically stated,
we will restrict our attention to the unbiased case k = 1.
Note that the integral I is undefined if a = b = 0. Since we are modelling the
differentiation of precursor cells into A and B cells from an initial precursor cell layer,
the case a = b = 0 is definitely relevant in applications. A reasonable assumption
is that precursor cells would differentiate into cells of type A and B at equal rates
in this case. Therefore, we could amend the model to cover the case a = b = 0 via
a differentiation function that varied between 1/2 and f(Ia) (for cell type A) as the
overall cell density increased. Such an alteration would be a significant complication
mathematically, and would be important for the transient behaviour of populations
with low initial density. However, it would not affect long term behaviours, and so
we restrict our attention to a model of the form (3.3).
To more fully represent epithelia, which we model as a monolayer, we extend (3.3)
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to two dimensions. The complete dimensionless equations are then
∂a
∂t
= f(Ia)− α1a
Ia =
1
area
∫ R
0
∫ 2π
0
a(x+ rη)
a(x+ rη) + b(x+ rη)
rdθdr
(3.5)
∂b
∂t
= kf(Ib)− α2b
Ib =
1
area
∫ R
0
∫ 2π
0
b(x+ rη)
a(x+ rη) + b(x+ rη)
rdθdr.
Here a(x, t) and b(x, t) are our populations of cell types A and B respectively at two
dimensional position x and time t; other cells within Ia and Ib are located relative to
a(x, t) and b(x, t) by reference to both the distance r along the sensing radius R, and
the unit vector η = (cos θ, sin θ); α1 and α2 are our nondimensional death rates and k is
the nondimensional differentiation rate; and finally the integral is normalised over the
area of the integration region, which is πR2 at points away from the boundaries of the
domain, and truncated appropriately at points whose distance from the boundaries
is less than R. The function f is different for our three differentiation scenarios, and
we discuss its form below.
3.2.1 The Three Models
Model one: differentiation is independent of the local environment
First we consider cell autonomous differentiation. In this scenario, differentiation into
A or B cells will simply occur at a constant rate, predetermined by various internal cell
factors such as the presence of different gene regulatory proteins, without reference
to the local environment. Such a mechanism occurs in mature somites which are
differentiating into muscle (see, for example, Buckingham (2003)). Differentiation
into the two cell types is assumed to occur at different rates, so we allow k 6= 1 for
this model. We put f(Ia) = f(Ib) a constant, which must equal 1/(1 + k) to satisfy
condition (3.4). Then (3.5) becomes
da(t)
dt
= 1/(1 + k)− α1a(t) and db(t)
dt
= k/(1 + k)− α2b(t). (3.6)
We call this our Cell Autonomous Model.
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Models two and three: differentiation is dependent on the local environ-
ment
We now turn to modelling a community effect. As we do not wish precursor cells
to have a predisposition to differentiate into one cell type over another, i.e. we wish
differentiation to be only affected by the local environment, we fix k = 1. The
mathematical formulation of f requires only that: (i) f is monotonically increasing,
so that a larger proportion of cell type A, say, in the sensing region makes it more
likely that a precursor cell will differentiate into A; and (ii) f(Ia) = 1 − f(Ib), with
f(1/2) = 1/2, to avoid any bias between the two cell types. Condition (3.4) is then
immediately satisfied.
To model a strong community effect, we are interested in an f which, although
continuous, is close to a step function. We choose f as described in Figure 3.2(a). This
represents the idea that an undifferentiated precursor cell is strongly biased towards
differentiating into the same type as those in the majority around it, as occurs in
the community effect described in Section 3.1. We call this version of the model the
Community Model, and it is given by
∂a
∂t
= f(Ia)− α1a and ∂b
∂t
= f(Ib)− α2b, (3.7)
with Ia, Ib and all other details as in Section 3.2, equation (3.5).
Another quite distinct case that is also biologically relevant involves f being linear
(Figure 3.2(b)). This relates to two different biological scenarios. One of these is that
contact with only one surrounding cell is made, and that contact alone determines the
outcome of differentiation; such behaviour would be more likely when contact with
cells is inhibited, for example due to the presence of Numb as described above. An
alternative scenario is that contact occurs with all neighbouring cells, but that the
resulting effect on differentiation pathways is linear; this would depend on underlying
biochemical details. In either case the response to the signals produced is linear. We
call this version the Single Cell Model; mathematically it is represented as in (3.7),
but with a linear f .
Note that although our two choices of f for the two local environment models (3.7)
are not comprehensive, with many other reasonable options, f must be monotonic to
reflect a community effect as described in Section 3.1, and symmetric in the sense
that f(1/2 − x) + f(1/2 + x) = 1, ∀x ∈ (0, 1/2). This symmetry ensures that
differentiation is unbiased towards either of the two cell types. Then our two choices
of f represent two extremes of this understanding of a community effect and should
therefore encompass all types of community effect related behaviour.
We now explore the long term behaviour we can expect from the three models by
carrying out some analysis, looking at the location and stability of spatially homoge-
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Figure 3.2: The above figure demonstrates the two chosen f functions for differentia-
tion in our model (3.7). Figure (a) shows a smooth continuous function that is close
to a step function. This case represents our Community Model. Figure (b) shows a
linear f , which represents our Single Cell Model.
neous steady states.
3.3 Analysis of the Three Models
3.3.1 Analysis of the Autonomous Model
We have that (3.6) is given by da(t)
dt
= 1/(1+k)−α1a(t) and db(t)dt = k/(1+k)−α2b(t).
The only steady state of this simple model is given by (1/α1(1+k), (k/α2(1+k)), with
k 6= 1. Noting that this is a system of two uncoupled ordinary differential equations, it
is immediately clear that this steady state is globally stable for all positive constants α1
and α2. This means that this system will always go to, and remain at, a homogeneous
mixing of both cell types, in a proportion that is dictated by the relative rates of
differentiation and apoptosis.
3.3.2 Analysis of the Community Model
Here the model (3.7) is given by ∂a
∂t
= f(Ia) − α1a and ∂b∂t = f(Ib) − α2b with all
details as in Section 3.2, equation (3.5), and f a continuous approximation to a step
function as is described in Section 3.2.1, and illustrated in Figure 3.2(a). The question
is what homogeneous steady states are possible, and what combination of stabilities
can occur as parameters are varied. Knowing this will allow us to see what the likely
long term scenarios for the system are, and when they might occur. Biologically, this
gives us further insight into the type of differentiation dynamics we can expect in real
systems.
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Sufficient condition for only three steady states
Let x = a/(a + b). Then 1− x = 1− a/(a + b) = b/(a + b), and so we have uniform
steady states at
a = 1
α1
f(x) and b = 1
α2
f(1− x). (3.8)
Since bx = a(1−x), (3.8) implies that 1
α1
f(x)(1−x) = 1
α2
f(1−x)x at a steady state,
i.e. 0 = F (x) ≡ (1 − x)f(x) − γxf(1 − x), where γ = α1/α2. Therefore there are
steady states at x = 0 and x = 1, corresponding to populations composed entirely of
cell type B and cell type A respectively1. Coexistence steady states must satisfy
f(x) =
γx
1− x+ γx. (3.9)
We now show that for a large class of functional forms of f there is only one non-trivial
solution of (3.9), i.e. there is only one coexistence steady state.
Proposition Let f be a smooth, monotonically increasing function, f : [0, 1] −→
[0, 1] such that the following hold:
f(x) = 1− f(1− x) ∀x ∈ (0, 1) (3.10)
f(x) = x forx = 0, 1
2
, 1; f(x) 6= x otherwise (3.11)
f ′(x) = 0 for x = 0, 1; f ′(x) 6= 0 otherwise (3.12)
f ′′(x) > 16γ(1− γ)/(γ + 1)3 ∀ x ∈ (0, 1
2
) when γ ∈ (0, 1)
f ′′(x) < 16γ(1− γ)/(γ + 1)3 ∀ x ∈ (1
2
, 1) when γ > 1.
(3.13)
Then the equations (3.7) have exactly three steady state solutions.
Note that these conditions are sufficient but not necessary. Mathematically, the
restriction on the size of f ′′ prevents multiple steady states on (0, 1) by limiting the
curvature of f .
Proof. Let γ ∈ (0, 1). We begin by defining g(x) = γx/(1−x+γx); then (3.9) implies
that steady states satisfy f(x) = g(x). Trivially f(0) = g(0) = 0 and f(1) = g(1) = 1,
giving us our first two solutions. We now just need to prove the uniqueness of solutions
on (0, 1) under the above conditions.
We have that g′(0) = γ > f ′(0), and g′(1) = 1
γ
> f ′(1). Therefore f(x) = g(x)
must have at least one solution with x ∈ (0, 1). Suppose first that γ ∈ (0, 1). Then
1Note that the trivial case (0, 0) is also a steady state.
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straightforward calculation shows that g(x) < x∀ x ∈ (0, 1), while (3.11) and (3.12)
imply that f(x) ≥ x∀ x ∈ [1
2
, 1). Therefore there are no solutions of (3.9) on [1
2
, 1).
Moreover, (3.13) implies that f ′′(x) > g′′(1/2) > g′′(x) ∀x ∈ (0, 1
2
). This ensures
that g(x) does not meet f(x) more than once for x ∈ (0, 1
2
) giving us exactly one more
solution to f(x) = g(x) as required. The proof is similar in the γ > 1 case. Note that
for γ = 1 the case is trivial, as here g(x) = x, and so by (3.11) there are only three
steady states.
Stabilities of steady states
Calculation of the stability matrix of (3.7) shows that the single species steady states
are both stable. We now show that when there are just three homogeneous steady
states of the Community Model (3.7), where f satisfies conditions (3.10) – (3.13), the
(unique) coexistence steady state is unstable. Define F (x) = (1−x)f(x)−γxf(1−x)
as before. Then, by (3.10),
F ′(x) = f(x)(γ − 1) + f ′(x)(1− x− γx)− γ. (3.14)
Then, assuming (3.11) and (3.12) hold, F ′(0) = −γ < 0 and F ′(1) = −1 < 0 by direct
substitution into (3.14). Therefore by continuity there must be a point x∗ ∈ (0, 1)
with F (x∗) = 0 and through which F increases with x. Since we assume only three
steady states, this must be the unique coexistence steady state. We now calculate the
stability matrix of the spatially uniform version of (3.7). The equations in question
are ∂a
∂t
= f(x)− α1a and ∂b∂t = f(x)− α2b. The stability matrix is then(
f ′(x)b(a + b)−2 − α1 −f ′(x)a(a + b)−2
−f ′(1− x)b(a + b)−2 f ′(1− x)a(a + b)−2 − α2
)
,
and the determinant is given by
−α2/(a+ b) (f ′(x)(1− x) + γxf ′(1− x)− α1(a+ b)) .
Since at the steady states, f(x) = α1 and f(1− x) = α2, straightforward calculation
shows that the determinant is −α2F ′(x)/(a+ b). Therefore if F ′(x∗) > 0, the steady
state is unstable, so that the only stable homogeneous states consist of populations
composed of only one of the cell types. We have not attempted an investigation of the
behaviour when F ′(x∗) = 0, which would require a calculation of the centre manifold
of the ode system, but our expectation is that the coexistence steady state will always
be unstable in this case also.
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3.3.3 Analysis of the Single Cell Model
This model (3.7) is again given by ∂a
∂t
= f(Ia)−α1a and ∂b∂t = f(Ib)−α2b, with f linear
as discussed in Section 3.2.1 and illustrated in Figure 3.2(b). The steady states are
either a continuum of steady states if the death rates α1 and α2 are equal, or single
species steady states at (1/α1, 0) or (0, 1/α2) if α1 does not equal α2 (the steady states
are found in the usual way i.e., by setting the model equations (3.7) equal to 0).
As the number of spatially uniform steady states in the Single Cell Model varies
according to whether the death rate parameters are equal or not, we investigate the
stability of the two cases separately.
Case 1: α1 = α2
If α1 = α2 = 1/c, say, this model has a continuum of non-trivial spatially uniform
steady states at (a, b) = (as, c − as), 0 ≤ as ≤ c. Straight-forward linear analysis
shows that these steady states exhibit neutral stability. This means that we expect
the system to remain at whatever population density of each cell type it began with.
This is of particular interest biologically, as it suggests that in this case, there will
be a persistence of both cell types over time. This also occurred in the Autonomous
Model, but is in marked contrast to the behaviour seen in the Community Model.
We now explore what happens if, when α1 = α2 = 1/c, a+b 6= c initially. Then we
do not begin along the line of neutral stability – our populations must move onto it. To
investigate this, we consider the case of two spatially homogeneous cell populations.
We have
da
dt
= a[1/(a+ b)− 1/c] (3.15a)
db
dt
= b[1/(a + b)− 1/c] (3.15b)
by simple rearrangement of the spatially homogeneous version of (3.7), with c =
1/α1 = 1/α2 as stated above. Combining (3.15a) and (3.15b) gives da/dt = (a/b).(db/dt),
which leads to
a = b/Γ (3.16)
where Γ is a constant of integration. (3.16) can then be substituted back into (3.15a)
to give a single equation for a(t) only:
da
dt
= a[1/(a + Γa)− 1/c]. (3.17)
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Since Γ is constant, it can be found by looking at the initial values of a and b, i.e.
Γ = b0/a0, (3.18)
where a0 and b0 are our initial conditions. Substituting (3.18) into (3.8) and (3.17)
implies that a steady state with a > 0 must satisfy
a = ca0/(a0 + b0), b = cb0/(a0 + b0) . (3.19)
By looking at (3.17), we can further show that this solution is stable: if a is larger
than our positive solution given by (3.19), then da
dt
< 0, while if a is smaller, da
dt
> 0.
Case 2: α1 6= α2
For this scenario, we have only the steady states (a, b) = ( 1
α1
, 0), (0, 1
α2
) i.e. there is
no coexistence steady state. Straight-forward linear analysis shows these states to
be stable. This suggests that in this case, the system will always evolve to a single
species steady state, suggesting dynamics that will be different to the Autonomous
Model, but which may have some agreement with the Community Model.
3.3.4 Summary
This analysis of the three variations of our model has shown that the way in which
differentiation is regulated by the contact between precursor cells and their local
environment significantly alters the balance of cell types we can expect to see, as
summarised in Table 3.1. This analysis of steady states and their stability provides
a firm foundation for the numerical analysis of the spatiotemporal dynamics that
develop from different initial conditions.
MODEL TYPE STEADY STATE TYPE STABILITY
Community
( 1
α1
, 0) or (0, 1
α2
) single species stable
(as, bs) coexistence unstable
Autonomous (1/α1(k + 1), k/α2(k + 1)) coexistence stable
Single Cell
(as, bs) ∈ [0, c], c = 1/α1 = 1/α2 if α1 = α2 coexistence neutral
( 1
α1
, 0) or (0, 1
α2
) if α1 6= α2 single species stable
Table 3.1: A summary of stability of the steady states of the three models.
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3.4 Numerical Analysis of the Three Models
While the linear analysis provides some insight into the expected model behaviour,
we carry out a numerical study for further understanding. We first consider a one
dimensional version of the model, using a simple numerical scheme that discretises
the line integral through space, summing the integral over each point and averaging
over the length. Similarly, our two dimensional numerical code discretises the circular
domain of the integral, and then sums the integral over each of the grid squares within
the circle. Although some of the area of the circle is lost at the boundaries, the calcu-
lation is fast and, with a fine lattice, it is reasonably accurate – for more on this, see
Chapter 5. For the two dimensional case, more sophisticated numerical schemes for
integrodifferential equations using techniques such as fast Fourier transforms to evalu-
ate the integral are possible: see in particular Gerisch & Chaplain (2008) and Gerisch
(2010). To solve the resulting system of ODEs, we use a fast and straightforward
Euler method in the simple one dimensional case, while in the more complicated two
dimensional case, we use rowmap (Weiner et al. 1997), a method that is particularly
suited to solving stiff ODE initial value problems, and which automatically controls
and adjusts time-step size. For more on all numerical methods used, see Chapter 5.
3.4.1 The one dimensional model results
We begin by investigating a homogeneous mix of cell populations with noise in order
to explore the patterns created from a randomly mixed group of cells. Such random
mixing is seen, for example, in the regeneration of ablated pigment cells in experiments
on zebrafish, suggesting that pigment precursor cells in the zebrafish are distributed
randomly (Yamaguchi et al., 2007). We investigate the Autonomous, Community and
Single Cell Models in turn.
The Autonomous Model
First we look at the Autonomous Model (3.6). For all α1’s and α2’s, the system moves
quickly to the steady state (1/α1(k+1), k/α2(k+1)), k 6= 1 as expected (not shown).
The initial noise rapidly disappears, leaving solutions that are homogeneous across
the domain, demonstrating that the system does not produce patterning.
The Community Model
We now consider the Community Model (3.7) with f as in Figure 3.2(a). We see
that here, stripes sometimes develop from the random initial conditions, although
they are transient unless α1 = α2 – this case is special as only here is the model
balanced and bistable (i.e. there is a symmetry between the basins of attraction of
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the two stable steady states). Clearly stripe formation is not robust, as it is not always
seen even if α1 = α2; we believe that the random initial conditions must not be too
smooth if we want to see transient stripes, as the mechanism that drives patterning
in the model is not strong enough to do so from flat initial conditions. Also, while
stripes persist for longer as α1 approaches α2, they are permanent only if the death
rates of the two cell populations are equal (Figure 3.3). The width of the stripes is
dependent on the length of the sensing radius used (Figure 3.4, upper panel). This
is as expected, since on an infinite domain, changing the sensing radius is equivalent
to rescaling space. Obviously, both the timescale and the stripe width of interest
depends on the biological system we are investigating; we discuss this for the specific
case of pigmentation stripes on zebrafish in Section 3.5.
Finally, simulations with initial conditions consisting of stripes perturbed by a
small amount of random noise indicate that the permanent stripes of the α1 = α2
case are stable to small perturbations (Figure 3.4, lower panel), while when α1 6= α2,
this is not the case even for α1 close to α2 (not shown). This has relevance to the
concept of stripe maintenance, which we again discuss in detail in the context of the
zebrafish example in Section 3.5.
The Single Cell Model
We complete our one dimensional study by considering the Single Cell Model (3.7),
with f as in Figure 3.2(b). When α1 6= α2, the system evolves to a homogeneous
steady state as suggested by the analysis in Section 3.3.3 (not shown). However,
when α1 = α2, we see a mix of both cell lines homogeneously across the domain,
as suggested by the results in Section 3.3.3, with the long-term steady state being
as predicted by equation (3.19) (Figure 3.5). Despite this difference in behaviour
between the cases α1 6= α2 and α1 = α2, the key implication is the same in both:
we do not see patterning. Therefore only one of our three model types produces
spatial patterns in one dimension: the Community Model, with α1 = α2 a necessary
condition for permanent, stable patterns in that case.
We will now go on to investigate simulations on a two dimensional domain, in
order to more effectively explore the spatial aspects of the models.
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Figure 3.3: Solutions of the Community Model (3.7) with f as in Figure 3.2(a), in
one dimension. We begin from random initial conditions. We plot the density of cell
type A through space at dimensionless times indicated, and vary the death rates (note
that the density of B is omitted for clarity, but satisfies b ≈ 1− a throughout). The
death rate α2 = 0.5 in all four cases, with α1 = 0.5, 0.6, 1.0, 1.5 (from the upper panel
down). When the death rates of the two populations are equal (upper panel), stripes
develop about 70% of the time (706 out of 1000 runs produced stripes that persisted
for long simulation times). However, different death rates always eventually produce
dominance of a single species across the domain, with the time taken for one species to
dominate decreasing as the difference between the two death rates increases. Note that
despite their piecewise linear appearance at this magnification scale, the solutions are
in fact smooth. All other numerical details are as described in Section 3.4. Initially,
random values between 0 and 0.02 are chosen for a and b at each numerical grid
point, from a uniform distribution. The domain is of length 200 dimensionless space
units. The function f is given by f(I) = 0.5 tanh(2 tan(Iπ−0.5π))+0.5, a continuous
approximation to a step function. The dimensionless parameter value R = 10. The
space discretisation is ∆x = 0.5, and the time discretisation is ∆t = 0.01. For more
details, see Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.4: Upper panel: Solutions of the Community Model (3.7) with f as in
Figure 3.2(a) in one dimension at time t = 10, demonstrating that different sizes of
sensing radii produce differently sized stripes. We set α1 = α2 = 1, and adjust R
as indicated. We see that decreasing R produces a decrease in stripe width. We set
∆x = 0.2. All other numerical details are as in Figure 3.3. Lower panel: A solution
of the Community Model (3.7) with f as in Figure 3.2(a) in one dimension at times
t = 0, t = 0.5, t = 10 and t = 100, with initial conditions of stripes, perturbed by
random noise. This shows that stripes are stable over time. The initial conditions
are a = 0.0 for x ∈ (0, 49.5) and x ∈ (100.5, 149.5), a = 1 for x ∈ (50.5, 99.5)
and x ∈ (150.5, 200), and a = 0.5 + n1/50, b = 0.5 + n2/50 for x ∈ (49.5, 50.5),
x ∈ (99.5, 100.5) and x ∈ (149.5, 150.5), where both n1 and n2 are random numbers
between 0 and 1, chosen from a uniform distribution, calculated at each numerical grid
point. The function f is given by f(I) = 0.5 tanh(tan(Iπ− 0.5π))+ 0.5, a continuous
approximation to a step function. We set α1 = α2 = 1, with all other numerical
details as in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.5: Solutions of the Single Cell Model (3.7) with f as in Figure 3.2(b) in one
dimension, beginning from random initial conditions, and with equal death rates. We
again plot the density of cell type A through space at dimensionless times indicated.
We see that the system evolves to a homogeneous steady state, as expected from
equation (3.19) and the analysis of Section 3.3.3. In 1000 simulations, we never saw
stripes. We set f(I) = I and α1 = α2 = 1, with all other numerical details as in
Figure 3.3.
3.4.2 The two dimensional model results
We turn to 2 − D so that we can better explore the patterning seen in biological
scenarios. We again begin by investigating a homogeneous mix of cell populations
with a small amount of noise, for reasons discussed in Section 3.4.1.
The Autonomous Model
In this model, we see each cell population evolving to the steady state suggested in
Section 3.3.1, spread homogeneously across the domain (not shown). These states are
stable over time, and show that cell autonomous differentiation results in the persis-
tence of both cell types. For our zebrafish example, this suggests that autonomous
differentiation is not the sole process behind the differentiation of chromatophore
precursors, since such a mode of differentiation will always fail to produce patterning.
The Community Model
We look at two separate cases, as suggested by our one-dimensional results in Section
3.4.1. We first consider the case where α1 6= α2 i.e. the death rates of the two cell
populations are distinct. We ran simulations with a variety of different α1 6= α2
pairs, and a variety of different seeds for the noise in the initial conditions, for a
10 × 10 domain. In this case, the system always moves rapidly to a steady state,
at which only the cell type with the smaller death rate is present, even when α1 is
close to α2 (including, for example, α1 = 0.99, α2 = 1.01). In contrast to the one
dimensional case, where transient stripes form when death rates are sufficiently close,
here patterning is not seen across the domain. This could be to do with the size of our
domain as well as the death rates, since the time-consuming nature of the simulations
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requires us to use a domain that is too small to show stripes of the wavenumber seen
in the one dimensional simulations in Section 3.4.1 (each simulation currently takes
a few days, so to carry out twenty simulations would be in the order of weeks). In a
one dimensional simulation on a domain of length 10 (which is the side-length of our
two dimensional domain) with equal death rates, we do not see multiple stripes as
in Figure 3.3, but rather a single stripe (not shown). We discuss this in more detail
below.
We now turn to the case α1 = α2. The death rates are then the same for the two
populations, suggesting that they are of very similar type. Again we consider only a
10× 10 square spatial domain. The system moves directly to a single species steady
state in 15 out of 20 runs, and to a split domain in the other 5 runs (see Figure 3.6),
showing the capability of the model to produce distinct boundaries between the two
populations, in a manner consistent with the formation of stripes. The proportion
5/20 is much lower than that in the one dimensional case, which saw full stripes in 70%
of cases. As mentioned above, this difference in proportions makes sense, since the
one-dimensional geometry encourages stripes and, moreover, the domain is sufficiently
long to see stripes of various wavenumbers. In contrast, the two dimensional 10× 10
domain is too small to see such complete stripes form. In cases where we do not
see a split domain, the final single species steady state is dependent on the initial
conditions, with whichever cell type has the greater initial density being dominant.
The Single Cell Model
Again, we first consider the case α1 6= α2 i.e. the death rates for the two populations
are distinct. As in the Community Model, the system goes to a single species steady
state, as suggested by our stability analysis (not shown). It is again the cell type with
the smaller death rate to which the system evolves.
Next we let α1 = α2 = 1/c, where c is a constant as in Section 3.3.3. Here, stability
analysis suggests that we will see a merging of the two initial populations into one
spatially uniform population spread across the domain, with the two individual cell
types being in the same proportion as they were at the beginning of the simulation,
although now spread homogeneously. This is indeed what we see (Figure 3.7). Note
that the short timescale shown in Figure 3.7 is relevant as the model has then reached
a steady state. This behaviour contrasts with that in the Community Model, but is
similar to the results of our Autonomous Model. When a + b 6= c initially, the two
cell types go to the densities suggested in Section 3.3.3, equation (3.19) (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.6: A solution to the Community Model (3.7) with f as in Figure 3.2(a)
and with random initial conditions as described below. All numerical details are
as described in Section 3.4. We plot the proportion of cells of type A in space at
dimensionless times t = 1, t = 15, t = 20 and t = 40. The upper two panels show
dominance of a single species across the grid. The lowest panel shows dominance
by neither cell type, which held for long times (solutions were found to be stable in
runs up to t = 108; not shown). Out of 20 runs, A dominated 7 times, B 8, and
neither 5. We begin with initial conditions of a = 0.5 + 0.02 × n where n is chosen
randomly between 0 and 1 from a uniform distribution at each numerical grid point.
The dimensionless parameter values are R = 1.0, α1 = α2 = 0.75. The domain is
of length 10 dimensionless space units. We set the absolute error tolerance in the
rowmap scheme to 10−6. For more details, see Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.7: Time evolution plots of the two dimensional Single Cell Model equations
(3.7). The domain is initially an even mix of the cell populations A and B, as described
in Figure 3.6. We plot the density of cell type A across space in the x direction for
y = 2 at various times t, until t = 6. We see the density of A increasing quickly, with
the spatial variation in the initial density rapidly smoothing out, and with the density
of A approaching 2/3 everywhere, as expected from equation (3.19). All parameter
values and numerical details are as in Figure 3.6, although with f = I as stipulated
by this model (see Figure 3.2(b)).
3.4.3 Extending the two dimensional model results
We now consider three other initial conditions, in order to further explore some of
the behaviours discussed above. In Section 3.4.2, the Community Model in the case
α1 = α2 sometimes resulted in a split domain with different cell types present in
the two parts. In order to investigate this phenomenon further, we repeat our experi-
ments, this time starting with split conditions similar to those seen in the lowest panel
of Figure 3.6 at time t = 40. With these split initial conditions, the interface between
the two species does not move over long times, suggesting that we are indeed at a
steady state (not shown). Furthermore, we repeat our experiments with a curved in-
terface (see Figure 3.9) in order to discover whether the speed of propagation depends
on curvature. We observe a flattening of the interface (Figure 3.9), but no further
movement. This coincides with the previous result, and suggests that a coexistence
steady state in the Community Model will typically display a flat interface between
the two species.
Finally, we investigate “island” initial conditions (see Figure 3.10, first column),
in order to explore the dynamics of a localised group of cells. As in the previous
result, we find that movement was fastest where curvature was greatest, with the
motion roughly proportional to the mean curvature of the wavefront. This leads to
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Figure 3.8: The solid line shows the solution to (3.19) with c = 2, so that α1 = α2 =
1/2, and b0 = 1.5. Equation (3.19) gives estimated steady state values in the solution
of (3.7) for a when a + b 6= c initially. We fix b0 = 1.5, and plot the steady state a
as a function of a0, where both b = b0 and a = a0 initially. Spots indicate the actual
numerical steady state values of (3.7) given by the initial conditions indicated. Note
the near identical match between the integrodifferential equation and ODE solutions.
In the numerical simulations of (3.7), initial conditions are set to b = 1.5 across the
domain, and a = a0+0.02×n, where n is chosen randomly from a uniform distribution
between 0 and 1 at each numerical grid point and values of a0 chosen are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5. All other parameter values and numerical details are as in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.9: Solutions to the two dimensional Community Model equations (3.7) with
curved initial conditions. We plot the density of B cells in space at t = 1, t = 10
and t = 40. Neither cell type dominates over long times. All numerical details and
parameter values are as in Figure 3.6.
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the “island” shrinking until it disappears in nearly all cases (see Figure 3.10, upper
panel), explaining both why we sometimes see the dominance of a single species in
the Community Model, and why we do not see stable spotted patterns, as each small
group of cells would be engulfed by the larger local population. However, if the death
rate of the “island” is sufficiently small in comparison to the death rate of the other
cell population, then an “island” will grow and dominate the domain (see Figure 3.11
for details of this for circular islands).
Figure 3.10: Solution of both the two dimensional Community Model and Single Cell
Model equations (3.7) with island initial conditions. The domain is initially split with
type A the “sea”, and B the “island”. We plot the density of cell type A in space
at the dimensionless times indicated. Community Model (upper panel): A dominates
across the domain. The dimensionless parameter values are α1 = 0.75, α2 = 1.5. All
other parameter values and numerical details are as in Figure 3.6. Single Cell Model
(lower panel): With equal death rates, the initially localised population of cell type B
spreads across the domain, merging with the population of cell type A and eventually
becoming homogeneous. The dimensionless parameter values are α1 = 0.75 = α2. All
other parameter values and numerical details are as in Figure 3.6, although with a
different f as stipulated by this model.
We now consider the same “island” initial conditions for the Single Cell Model in
order to see how a small group of cells evolves over time under this differentiation
rule. When α1 6= α2, we find a direct relationship between the death rates of the two
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Figure 3.11: Plot of island radius versus death rate for a circular island, showing
the parameter regions in which the island will shrink or grow. We set the second
cell population to have a death rate of 1.5. We see that as the island increases in
size, a higher death rate of the island cell population is required in order for the
island to shrink. Critical values were calculated by reducing the problem to one
dimension, making use of the circular symmetry; this makes numerical solutions very
much faster than the corresponding two dimensional simulations – see Chapter 5,
Section 5.7 for more details. Initially, random values between 0 and 0.02 are chosen
for a from a uniform distribution at each numerical grid point if x ≤the island radius
being investigated, while b = 1 − a. The island radii chosen are R = 3, 4, 5, 6 and
7. Various death rates for the island population are investigated in order to find
the critical value to 4 significant figures. The domain is of length 100 dimensionless
space units, the dimensionless parameter value R = 1, and the space discretisation is
∆x = 0.1. All other numerical details are as in Figure 3.3.
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populations and the final steady state for all sizes of “island”, with the population
with the smaller death rate dominating across the domain, and having a density of
either a = 1/α1 or b = 1/α2 (not shown). However, when α1 = α2, our analysis in
Section 3.3.3 has suggested we will see a merging of the two cell populations across
the domain, as was seen in Figure 3.7. This is indeed what we find in our simulations,
with the overall ratio of cell densities remaining constant (Figure 3.10, lower panel).
From a biological viewpoint, this suggests that even a small initial population of cells
will persist over time under this differentiation scenario.
3.4.4 Summary of two dimensional results
These results suggest that only the Community Model (3.7), which represents a strong
community effect, has the ability to generate spatial patterns consisting of two distinct
groups of cells through differentiation alone. These stripes exist permanently only if
the death rates of the two cell populations are equal. The requirement of a nonlinear
function f means that patterning requires a markedly nonlinear response to the local
environment i.e. we need our function f to be of the form shown in Figure 3.2(a) rather
than that shown in Figure 3.2(b). Without this nonlinear response, no patterns will
be seen for any death rates. One simple implication of this result is that a community
effect may be in play in scenarios where we do not see patterning.
3.5 Discussion
Our results demonstrate that patterning can only be obtained in the model via a
nonlinear response to the local environment: the fate of a differentiating cell must be
strongly biased by the ratio of cell types in its local environment. This is the only way
to achieve patterning through a local environment-dependent differentiation process
alone; the Community Model, which follows this nonlinear process, does produce
patterns in some cases, but neither the Cell Autonomous or the Single Cell Model do.
Even with a strong effect, the formation of stripes depends on initial conditions and is
therefore not robust: a small bias towards stripe formation in the initial conditions is
required for stripes to form. We also note that, significantly, for permanent stripes to
form it is necessary that the two death rates are equal. However, transient stripes are
seen for distinct death rates (see Figure 3.3 and Section 3.4.1). This shows that on a
short timescale, a community effect can produce patterns with unequal death rates.
Obviously the timescale of interest varies according to the biological system being
investigated, and we discuss timescales in relation to the zebrafish example below.
In investigating the relevance of the model to zebrafish stripe formation, we first
consider the width of the stripes seen in our simulations; these should match real-
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istic zebrafish stripe widths if our model is to be relevant. The typical width of a
melanophore stripe is 6 cells, while a xanthophore stripe is typically wider once fully
formed (Moreira & Deutsch, 2005). If we assume that the sensing radius of a cell
is equal to its physical radius, then the stripes formed in Figure 3.3 are not suffi-
ciently wide to be realistic melanophore stripes. Therefore, although our system is
clearly able to produce patterning for other systems which contain narrower stripes,
we conclude that a community effect is insufficient in itself as a mechanism for creat-
ing stripes and other patterns in zebrafish; permanent and accurate stripe formation
requires coupling with a stronger mechanism such as homotypic cellular attraction
(Caicedo-Carvajal & Shinbrot, 2008; Maderspacher & Nusslein-Volhard, 2003), inter-
cellular adhesion (Moreira & Deutsch, 2005), or indeed, perhaps something entirely
different such as a reaction-diffusion system (see Kondo et al. (2009) for a review).
We now look to see whether a strong community effect is sufficient for stripe
maintenance in zebrafish. We begin our simulation on a rectangular domain with a
central stripe running parallel to the long edge. Over long times, the stripe remains
if α1 = α2 (not shown), and widens or shrinks if the two death rates vary (Figure
3.12). To make our observations specific to zebrafish, we carry out further simulations
again with a realistic stripe width, fixed in comparison to the sensing radius: we again
assume that the sensing radius of a cell is equal to its physical radius, and impose
stripe widths of 6 cells for melanophores and 9 cells for xanthophores (Moreira &
Deutsch, 2005). These stripes are wider than those formed transiently in Figure 3.3.
We now define maintenance to occur if the stripe width changes by less than 25%,
with a density of no less than 75% of the original stripe density. With the stripe
initial conditions stated, we vary the death rates and find that for various values we
see stripe maintenance over a finite period of time.
In order to understand the extent to which these transient dynamics are relevant
to zebrafish pigmentation patterns, we first estimate the dimensional time over which
patterns develop, as implied by the model (3.7). Note that this means the dimensional
half-life value is implicitly related to the dimensional death rate of the cells. As a
somewhat arbitrary estimate for the half-life of a zebrafish melanophore (population
A in our model, say), we use 5 days, so that
ln 2/α1 × P/α˜0p = 5 days,
following the non-dimensionalization in Section 3.2. In Figure 3.3, say, we used a
dimensionless melanophore death rate of α1 = 1 in the third panel, and see two
stripes at dimensionless t = 10. The corresponding dimensional time is then
10× P/α˜0p = 10× 1/ ln 2× 5 days ≈ 72 days.
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In the absence of data on the half-life of a melanophore, we present the results for
different possible values (Table 3.5). If the half-life of a melanophore is 5 days, then
stripes are maintained for at least one year even if the half-life of the xanthophores is
30% more than that of melanophores, or 20% less. The asymmetry between increased
and decreased half-lives is due to the absolute difference in values of the associated
death rates of the two populations. Whilst this difference is present in all cases, it is
greatest in this 30% variation case. Here, while in the +30% case the death rate of
xanthophores is 0.17 less than that of melanophores, in the −30% case it is 0.32 greater
than that of melanophores, leading to the fast spreading of the melanophore stripe
and hence a lack of stripe maintenance. If we decrease the half-life of melanophores to
2.5 days, stripes are still maintained for at least one year when the difference between
the half-lives of the two populations is 10%, showing that stripes are maintained under
the Community Model over a wide range of half-lives. Therefore, although we do not
know exact half-life values, we conclude that a strong community effect is plausible as
a mechanism for stripe maintenance in zebrafish. A possible future extension would
be to explore the capacity of the model to replicate pattern regeneration following
experimental ablation of the pigmentation stripes (Rawls & Johnson, 2000; Yamaguchi
et al., 2007).
We now move away from the zebrafish example, and return to more general impli-
cations of our model. We began our model construction in Section 3.2 by assuming
that stem cells produce precursor cells at a constant rate, and also self-renew as they
do so. However, another possible outcome of stem cell mitosis is the production of
two precursors, and no stem cells, or two stem cells and no precursors (see Watt et
al. (2006), for a discussion of this in the epidermis). One could model both of these
scenarios and see what effect they had on the final outcome of the model, and, since so
little is known about stem cells and precursor cells in many systems, the mathemat-
ical modelling of such scenarios would provide insight into plausible possibilities for
different systems. Note also that our two choices of f for the two local environment
models are not comprehensive, and there are many other options that one may con-
sider. Further work could reconsider our interpretation of a community effect (Section
3.2.1) to see how our results would be affected by a different f .
Note that in Section 3.4.1, Figure 3.4, the width of the stripe produced depends
on the size of the sensing radius R. Stripe widths are typically larger than R, and so
if we interpret R to be simply the average radius of cells, then the stripes produced
are of dimensions of multiple stripe diameters. They are also irregularly spaced,
suggesting that the mechanism of the model is not efficient at generating regularly
spaced patterns as seen in many cases of embryonic pattern formation.
Further note that in the model we use an integral term to measure the density of
cell types in the local environment, and hence to calculate which cell type is in the
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Figure 3.12: A simulation of stripe maintenance. We plot the density of A at the
time points indicated. We begin with a striped domain, and see the stripe alter over
time. When the death rate of A is greater than that of B, the stripe width decreases
(top two panels), while stripe width increase is seen in the converse case (lower two
panels). We see that the system is able to maintain stripes for a finite period of time.
Note that the stripe width and density do not change over time when death rates are
equal (not shown). We use α1 = 0.75, α2 = 0.55 in the upper panel, and α1 = 0.75,
α2 = 0.95 in the lower panel. The initial conditions are a = 1, b = 0.02 × n for
y ∈ [3, 5], a = 0.02 × n, b = 1 otherwise, where n is a random number chosen from
a uniform distribution ∈ (0, 1) generated at each point. The domain is of size 8× 80
dimensionless space points. All other details are as in Figure 3.6.
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Table 3.2: Simulation results on the ability of the Community Model (3.7) to maintain
stripes; the function f is as in 3.2(a). We fix our melanohphore half-life, and vary our
xanthophore half-life by the percentages shown. We see that a stripe is maintained
over the course of a year for a wide variety of half-lives. We set the melanophore
death rate at α1 = 0.75 and, from left to right, we set α2 = 0.68, 0.83, 0.63, 0.94,
0.58, 1.07. The initial conditions for the one dimensional simulations used for this
table are a = 1, b = 0 + 0.02× n for x ∈ [18, 30], a = 0 + 0.02× n, b = 0 otherwise,
where n is a random number chosen from a uniform distribution ∈ (0, 1) generated
at each point. The domain is of size 48 dimensionless space points. All other details
are as in Figure 3.3.
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majority. This calculation depends on the size of the sensing radius R, representing
the effective reach of cells. This means that through varying the size of R we could
examine the effects of different sensing methods on the model results, and so consider
both direct cell-cell contact generated ‘decision making’ such as that mediated by
juxtacrine signalling (small R), and also chemical-based methods such as quorum
sensing in bacteria (Atkinson & Williams, 2009), where we can make R larger to
suggest a diffusive chemical. In this second scenario the presence of more cells of one
type is directly associated with more inductive chemicals of that type. We would use
our nonlinear function f as in Figure 3.2(a) to describe the threshold level of chemical
necessary for a change in bacterial activity to take place.
The model (3.5) could be further extended and altered to look at various other
phenomena in which a community effect may be implicated. For example, we could
use it to explore Gurdon’s work on myogenesis in Xenopus (Gurdon, 1988; 1993a).
In these experiments, Gurdon took a small collection of undifferentiated animal cells
and observed them collectively differentiating into muscle. Gurdon hypothesised that
fully differentiated cells have no effect on the differentiating cells, but rather the
cells differentiate when the number of undifferentiated cells reaches a threshold value.
Denoting undifferentiated precursors by P , differentiating cells by A, differentiated
cells by A˜, a suitable model would be
∂p
∂t
= −kpf(Ip)
∂a
∂t
= kpf(Ip)− αa
Ip =
1
πR2
∫ R
0
∫ 2π
0
p(x+ rη)
a(x+ rη) + p(x+ rη) + a˜(x+ rη)
rdθdr
∂a˜
∂t
= αa.
(3.20)
Here a(x, t), p(x, t), a˜(x, t) are the densities of the cell types A, P and A˜ respectively
at two dimensional position x and time t, α is the rate at which differentiating cells
a become differentiated cells a˜, f is as described in Figure 3.2(a) and k is a positive
constant.
We could again vary our contact function f to explore which contact scenario
produces the results witnessed by Gurdon, and hence which is most likely to be the
method adopted by Xenopus during myogenesis. More specifically, there is experi-
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mental data regarding the size of the initial precursor population that is necessary
for differentiation via the community effect to take place (see Gurdon 1993a), and
the time it takes to occur. The model could use this data to obtain estimates of the
distances over which these cells can sense their local cellular environment. Note that
in this experiment the population of undifferentiated precursor cells is not constant.
Therefore our differentiation term in (3.20) is proportional to the varying population
P , and this is an important difference from the corresponding term in (3.5). Note also
that our integral term Ip calculates the proportion of undifferentiated precursor cells
out of all cells present, including fully differentiated cells A˜. Thus the true proportion
of P cells within the sensing radius is considered: this is essential to create Gurdon’s
threshold effect.
We could also use the model to explore homoiogenetic induction, as discussed in
Section 3.1 (see also Nieuwkoop, 1997; Gurdon, 1993b). Here we would simply have
two cell populations: the precursors P and the differentiated cells A. The appropriate
model would have a very similar form to that discussed for Gurdon’s experiments
above, but without the equation for a˜. The main difference would be in the integral
term: Ip would be replaced with the term Ia, as homoiogenetic induction is brought
about by the presence of differentiated cells, not by a precursor threshold. Using such
a model would again allow us to uncover in more detail the relationships between
various components of the process, as discussed above.
Other future work could involve analysing heterogeneous steady states to explore
the structure and scale of patterns. This would enable us to investigate more fully
the spatial aspects of zebrafish pigmentation stripes and in other examples, allowing
us to look at the sharpness of the interface between stripes. Extending the model to
three dimensions would allow better comparisons with experimental work, as would
considering the corresponding model on a growing domain. Since fish are indeed three
dimensional and – in development – grow quite rapidly, we would expect such a model
to more closely represent the in vivo scenario, and one could explore how stripe forma-
tion is affected by the stretching of the domain as the fish grows and changes shape.
Again, we could adjust parameter values to explore their effect on the outcomes: for
example, altering the cell sensing radius may affect the width of stripes on a growing,
curved domain. Furthermore, for better direct comparisons with experimental data,
one could attempt a continuous model that is more closely derived from a discrete
framework, allowing for the direct application of experimentally derived parameter
values. Considering the effects of other cellular processes such as cellular attraction
is also a possibility for a more complete model of cellular differentiation. Since our
model’s very generality means that it can be adjusted to fit numerous biological sce-
narios as demonstrated above, we hope it will be used to provide further insight into
cell differentiation dynamics.
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3.6 Supplementary material
This section contains extra material on the two dimensional simulations shown in this
Chapter, which were not included in the published paper. We begin, however, with a
comparison of the results of Chapters 2 and 3.
3.6.1 Comparing results
Although the models presented in this chapter and in Chapter 2 are of quite different
biological scenarios, mathematically they are very similar. Whilst the two continuous
Locally Biased and Locally Unbiased models presented in Chapter 2 have both birth
and death rates equal, the Community and Single Cell models of this chapter do
not. The models presented in this chapter allow the two cell populations A and B to
have different death rates, something which is not permitted in Chapter 2 where the
density of B is simply given by 1 minus the density of A. However, apart from these
differences the models are comparable, with all simulations carried out in the same
manner and with the same boundary conditions.
How, then, do the results of these different models compare? In the previous
chapter, we saw that the Locally Biased model produced three outcomes: all cells
across the domain becoming population A, all cells becoming population B, or an
even split between the two populations with a flat interface demarcating the boundary
between the two cell populations (Figure 2.6). The Community model in this chapter
also produces these outcomes (Figure 3.6). In addition to this, the Community model
allows the formation of transient stripes, something which the Locally Biased does
not produce. This can be seen in Figure 3.3 (note that the results we would get from
a simulation of the Locally Biased model can be easily inferred from the top panel of
this figure where the death rates of A and B are equal). These stripes are unstable
over time and are unstable to small perturbations.
In terms of the Locally Unbiased model of the previous chapter and Single Cell
model of this chapter, we again see differing results. For the Locally Biased model, we
see the two cell populations spreading homogeneously across the domain, with both
cell populations ending with the same density that they had in the initial conditions
(Chapter 2, Figure 2.8). We also see this behaviour for Single Cell model when death
rates are equal (this chapter, Figure 3.7). However, when death rates are distinct, the
Single Cell model goes to a single cell population across the entire domain, something
that is not seen in the Locally Unbiased model.
Furthermore, whilst with the Locally Biased model ‘island’ initial conditions al-
ways lead to the island shrinking until it disappears (Chapter 2, Figures 2.9(c) and
2.11), for the Community model with unequal death rates the island can grow if the
death rate of the island is sufficiently small (Figure 3.11). The Single Cell model with
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equal death rates, and by inferrence, the Locally Unbiased model, sees the island pop-
ulation spread homogeneously across the domain (Figure 3.10, lower panel), whilst
the Single Cell model with unequal death rates sees dominance across the domain of
whichever cell type has the lowest death rate.
From this discussion it is clear that whilst the four models have many similarities,
the ability of the models included in this chapter to have distinct death rates leads to
significant behavioural differences with the models of Chapter 2.
Further results of the two dimensional system
Here, we consider our model (3.7), extending the results of Section 3.4.2 by considering
curved and split initial conditions as in Section 3.4.3, but with unequal as opposed to
equal death rates. We begin by considering curved initial conditions (Figure 3.9), and
see that in this case, the system first evolves to a smoothly split domain between the
two opposing cell types before the cell type with lowest death rate takes over (Figure
3.13), as suggested by our analysis in Section 3.3.4. We then consider split initial
conditions, similar to those seen in Figure 3.6 (lower panel) at t = 40, and see that
again the cell type with the lowest death rate quickly dominates as expected (Figure
3.14).
These results confirm the importance of death rates to the stability of the system:
with unequal death rates in the two populations, we always see dominance of the cell
type with the lowest death rate, whilst with equal death rates, we see the long term
presence of both cell types (Figure 3.9), as suggested by our analysis (Section 3.3).
With these results we conclude our investigation into differentiation-mediated pat-
tern formation. We now move on to consider the role of attraction and repulsion in
tissue patterning.
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Figure 3.13: Solutions to the two dimensional version of the model equations (3.7)
for unequal death rates, with curved initial conditions. We plot the density of cell
types in space at the specific time points t = 5, t = 10, and t = 25. The first figure
shows the curved initial conditions rapidly flattening out, while the second figure
demonstrates the dominance of a, our cell type with the lower death rate of the two,
until a homogeneous steady state of 1/α1 = 0.5 is reached in the third panel. We
begin with initial conditions of a = 0+0.02× s, s a randomly chosen number ∈ (0, 1)
for x < sin y + 5, a = 1− 0.02× s otherwise, and b = 1− a. The domain is of length
10 dimensionless space units, and the solutions are plotted in dimensionless time.
The dimensionless parameter values are R = 1.0, while the death rates are given by
α1 = 2, α2 = 3. The model equations were solved numerically using a Method Of
Lines approach, while the integral was calculated as discussed in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.14: Solutions to the two dimensional version of the model equations (3.7) for
unequal death rates, with split initial conditions. We plot the density of cell types in
space at t = 5, t = 10 and t = 25. The figure shows the dominance of a, our cell type
with the lower death rate, with a homogeneous steady state of 1/α1 = 0.5 reached
by t = 25. We begin with initial conditions of a = 0 + 0.02× s, s a randomly chosen
number ∈ (0, 1), b = 1−a for y ∈ [0, 5], and a = 1− b, b = 0+0.02× s for y ∈ (5, 10].
All other numerical details and parameter values are as in Figure 3.13.
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Chapter 4
An integrodifferential equation
model for directed cell migration
4.1 Introduction
In previous chapters we investigated the spatial patterning that occurs as a conse-
quence of cell renewal and cell differentiation. However, we have not yet considered
the spatial patterns that arise from directed cell movement, and it is this that we
turn to here. We begin this section by discussing how cells communicate, as this
communication is essential if directed movement is to take place.
Cells communicate in four main ways: through endocrine signalling, where the
signalling cell secretes a molecule into the bloodstream so that it diffuses across the
body; through paracrine signalling, where a signalling molecule is diffused locally
through the extracellular matrix (the medium that surrounds cells); through neu-
ronal signalling, where electrical signals travel along axons to specific target cells; and
through contact-dependent signalling, where signalling molecules are passed directly
from one cell to another. We are here interested in the effect of a cell’s local environ-
ment on its position, and so we restrict our interest to the most local and direct form
of communication, contact-dependent signalling.
Contact-dependent signalling involves a membrane bound signalling molecule from
a signalling cell attaching to the receptor of a neighbouring target cell, so that the
signal passes directly from one to the other, without affecting any other cells (Alberts
et al., 2008). Once a signal has been received by a target cell, that target cell responds
accordingly. If, for example, the signal received is an instruction to repel, the target
cell will do so in the direction insisted upon by the signal (see Xu et al., 2000, for
details of this in segmental patterning). It should be noted that contact-dependent
signalling is not restricted to short distances: some cells send out protrusions such as
filopodia that carry receptors at their tips (Sherer & Mothes, 2008). These filopodia
can be long (up to ten times the cell diameter in newt pigment cells for example
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(Tucker & Erickson, 1986)) and are able to receive the signalling molecules of other
cells. Therefore the range of distances over which contact-dependent signalling can
take place is wide. Furthermore, note that for the target cell to receive a signal it
must have the correct receptor for such a signal (Alberts et al., 2008). Without the
correct receptor the signal will not be passed on.
We are interested in contact-dependent communication as a regulator of cell move-
ment, instructing cells when to move and in what direction. It is necessary, therefore,
to understand exactly what movement is able to occur as a result of contact-dependent
signalling. Some recent insights into this have been made by studying neural crest
cells in vivo (Carmona-Fontaine et al., 2008). In this study, neural crests cells were
for the first time shown to exhibit contact inhibition; that is, when a migrating neu-
ral crest cell encounters another neural crest cell they send repulsive signals to one
another with the net effect that they both change direction and move away from one
another. A repulsive effect is also thought to occur between the yellow xanthophores
and black melanophores of zebrafish pigmentation cells at short ranges, whilst at long
ranges they are thought to attract, showing that the range over which a signal is sent
is relevant to the information in that signal (Maderspacher and Nu¨sslein-Volhard,
2003). Less specifically, inhibition of movement and the organisation of differing cell
types within various tissues has been found to be regulated by Ephrin signals, which
are contact-dependent, and which can also promote adhesion and hence attractive
movement (for a review, see Poliakov et al., 2004).
Attractive signals have mainly been investigated in terms of cell-cell adhesion
(see Gerisch & Painter, 2010, for a review of cell adhesion in patterning). In cell-
cell adhesion, cells physically adhere to one another; the forces created by those
adhesive bonds cause cells to move. The Differential Adhesion Hypothesis, proposed
by Steinberg (1963), suggests that the spatial patterning that arises from mixing two
cell types together is due to their relative self-adhesive and cross-adhesive strengths,
with various patterns being possible (see Steinberg, 2007, for a review). Similar
patterns to those seen as a result of adhesive forces are expected for any attractive
signals that cause movement. For more on cell-cell attraction via contact-dependent
signalling, see the review by Rørth (2009).
We now turn to look at theoretical models of movement via contact-dependent
cell signalling, beginning with spatially discrete models. One of the most widely
used of these is the cellular Potts model (Glazier & Graner, 1992, 1993), a lattice-
based model that uses energy minimisation ideas to determine the migration and
organisation of cells. Interactions occur with neighbouring sites, and hence mimic
short-range contact-dependent interactions. This model has therefore proved popular
in the modelling of many cell-cell interaction scenarios (see, for example, Bauer et
al., 2007; Savill & Sherratt, 2003; Turner & Sherratt, 2002), although longer range
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interactions cannot take place within this model and the concept is still difficult to
link to specific mechanisms. An alternative approach is presented by Shinbrot (2006),
who adopts an algorithmic approach used in dissipative particle-dynamics simulations.
Here cells move according to a force proportional to their distance from the interacting
cell, and a large interaction range is allowed. This model has been adapted to look
at pigmentation patterns in zebrafish (Caicedo-Carvajal & Shinbrot, 2008).
We now consider continuous approaches to modelling contact-dependent signalling
and migration. Early attempts used ideas of surface tension (Byrne & Chaplain, 1996)
and non-linear diffusion (Perumpanani et al., 1996) to try and model the restriction
of cell movement as caused by adhesion, a form of contact-dependent directional
migration. The most recent successful approach has used a non-local integral term
to model the signalling interactions that occur between cells. Such a representation
of cell environment via an integral term has been used successfully in many contexts
including cell sorting (Armstrong et al., 2006), development (Sekimura et al., 1999;
Armstrong et al., 2009; Green et al., 2010) and cancer (Gerisch & Chaplain, 2008;
Sherratt et al., 2009; Painter et al., 2010). The use of such a non-local term is
flexible, allowing both attractive and repulsive forces to be considered over various
ranges. However, all of the models so far have considered only attractive forces over
a fixed range.
Although obviously different from modelling contact-dependent signalling pro-
cesses in cells, swarm modelling also considers non-local interactions between moving
particles, and so is instructive. A non-local integral term is used to model the inter-
actions between individual animals over a fixed range, and various swarming patterns
have been recorded as a result of these interactions (Mogilner & Edelstein-Keshet,
1999; Eftimie et al., 2007a; Eftimie et al., 2007b; Eftimie et al., 2009). One such
model has been used to study the effect that varying interaction ranges has on spatial
organisation (Topaz & Bertozzi, 2004). It reveals that in the case of potential motion
and non-local repulsion, a short range leads to a smoothing of the density profile
whilst a larger range leads to increased movement. With attraction, the greater the
interaction range, the fewer aggregations form and the larger those aggregations are.
In the case of incompressible motion, which occurs when animals are at a fixed density
that they must maintain, spirals form, with the range of the interaction determining
the degree of spiral formation (Topaz & Bertozzi, 2004). No such investigation into
the effect of ranges on patterning has been carried out in relation to cells as far as we
are aware.
We will carry out a detailed investigation into the effects of interaction range and
attraction and repulsion on the organisation of cells within a tissue. Note that a thor-
ough investigation into repulsive effects in patterning in animal tissue has not yet been
undertaken in continuous modelling since the cell biology investigations mainly focus
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on adhesion, an attractive force. In discrete modelling, only the models of Shinbrot
(Shinbrot, 2006; Caicedo-Carvajal & Shinbrot, 2008) have, as far as we are aware,
investigated repulsive effects under this scenario. We undertake this modelling as it
allows us to explore the breadth of behaviours that can be achieved from specific cell-
cell interactions. Unlike biological experiments, we are not restricted to considering
one system, nor must we consider the practicalities of manipulating living tissue. We
adopt a continuous approach as it has fast computational time for large cell popu-
lations, and allows for the easy incorporation of other continuous models into our
work.
We begin this chapter with a derivation of the model, illustrated by two example
cell-cell interaction functions. This is followed by some analysis in Section 4.3, includ-
ing a discussion of this analysis in terms of our two examples introduced in Section
4.2, and a thorough numerical investigation into which instability scenarios we expect
to see for the second of these examples. Section 4.4 offers numerical simulations in
one dimension, highlighting the patterning behaviour, while in Section 4.5 we discuss
the results, their biological significance, and future work.
4.2 Creating a model
We wish to analyse the effect of both interaction strengths and ranges on pattern
formation, as how these various interactions affect patterning in tissues is a question
that we believe has not yet been fully explored by modellers. Given the lack of previous
work that considers both signalling ranges and attractive and repulsive signals, we
formulate a general model. This allows us to understand the broad dynamics of the
system, with the hope that the model will then be adapted by others to answer specific
biological questions.
4.2.1 The equations
We choose a continuous model as it allows for mathematical analysis of pattern for-
mation, and for easy incorporation into existing models. We begin by creating a
partial differential equation for each of the cell populations we wish to consider. For
simplicity, we consider just two populations. Since we wish to consider cell movement,
we begin with a discussion of intercellular forces.
We employ a mass conservation approach, as here we are interested in the pat-
terning formed only by movement and do not expect any overall losses or gains to our
system. We follow Armstrong et al. (2006), so that the cell density of a population u
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at position x, time t, is governed by the flux of u. That is, we let
∂u
∂t
= −∇ · J
where J represents cell flux. This cell flux can contain various elements according to
the biological system being modelled. Note that, for the moment, we do not include
any cell birth or cell death, effectively suggesting either that cells that die in the
system are immediately replaced by cells of the same type, or that the timescale of
the dynamics is shorter than birth and death processes (as can sometimes be the case
in embryogenesis). We do this so that we can concentrate exclusively on the dynamics
that are a result of cell-cell interactions. Kinetic terms may be incorporated at a later
date. Here, we are interested in both random cell movement, and in movement caused
by attractive and repulsive interactions. The former of these we will model in the usual
way as Fickian diffusion, so that Jrandom = −D∇u where D is the coefficient of cell
diffusion.
To model the movement caused by attraction and repulsion, we acknowledge the
forces that occur between interacting cells. Whilst a cell that is attracted to another
will be pulled towards it, a cell that is repulsed will be pushed away. These forces
between cells drive the overall movement of the cell population. The interactions occur
at a local level, and the resultant force will always be in the direction of the attracting
cell, or opposite to the direction of the repulsing cell. Since we are interested in a
continuum and not a discrete model, we attribute the resultant force to local cell
density, so that a locally high cell density will produce a large force, and a low density
a small one. We justify this by thinking about the biological scenario: the more
cells there are in an area, the more likely it is that cell-cell contacts, which pass
on attractive or repulsive signals, form. The more cell-cell contacts that form, the
stronger the overall signal received, and hence the greater the resultant movement.
Moreover, as cells are more likely to form contacts to cells nearby rather than further
away, the distance at which the signalling cell is positioned from the receptor cell also
has a role to play in the total strength of the signal received. Then the local force
created at position x due to interaction signals at x+ s is postulated to be given by
f(x, s) = Ω(s, ξi)u(x+ s, t).
The function Ω is our signalling function which dictates the strength and direction of
the signal, and hence the relevant force, related to distance s and to signalling range
ξi, and u(x+ s, t) is simply the density of our cell population u at position x+ s. So
our total force across the entire interaction range of a cell is simply the sum of all of
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these forces, giving us a nonlocal integral term
F (x) =
∫
R
Ω(s, ξi)u(x+ s, t)ds.
Finally, assuming negligible inertia and by following Stoke’s law which says that the
drag of a spherical object is proportional to its velocity (although cells are not spheres,
we can approximate them as such for our purposes here), we let
Jinteraction = uω
∫
R
Ω(s, ξi)u(x+ s, t)ds,
where ω is a constant of proportionality related to viscosity. We also assign a function
p(u) to limit the density of our cells and prevent overcrowding. Note that this flux is
proportional to both the forces described above and the cell density.
Then the total mass conservation equation for one cell population in one dimension
is given by
∂u
∂t
= D
∂2u
∂x2
− ∂
∂x
(
uωp(u)
∫
R
Ω(s, ξi)u(x+ s, t)ds
)
. (4.1)
Within the two equations for our system of PDEs covering our two cell popu-
lations, we now include the nonlocal term described above for each set of cellular
interactions that take place. The nonlocal nature of the terms allows us to explore
possible interactions that take place beyond the diameter of a cell due to filopodia
say, as discussed in Section 4.1. For our two population system there are four interac-
tion terms in total: two heterotypic, i.e., between different cell populations, and two
homotypic, i.e., within the same cell populations. For each of the four nonlocal terms
we allow distinct interaction ranges, so that not only do the two cell populations have
different ranges, but also within each population the homotypic and heterotypic in-
teraction ranges are distinct. Such a scenario is not unrealistic, and we give a possible
example of such a phenomena here.
A cytoneme is a long, thin intercellular structure that enables cell-cell communi-
cation over long ranges (Sherer & Mothes, 2008). It is thought that cytonemes may
be formed from filopodia that, when they reach another cell, are then bound by it.
Such formation, which allows the connection of one cell’s ligand (i.e., its extracellular
signalling molecule) with another cell’s receptor, can only take place if the ligand-
receptor pair are compatible. Once such a connection has been formed, signals and
receptors can move through the cytoneme, allowing instructions to be passed from
one cell to the next (Sherer & Mothes, 2008). Signals passed along the cytoneme
may, for example, cause the polarisation of a cell in a certain direction, causing it to
reorient and possibly move.
In contrast to these long-range connections, cells may instead communicate with
one another through short-range connections such as direct cell-cell contact. Such
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contact is established directly on the cell’s surface or membrane, and is common in
the process of cell-cell adhesion (Alberts et al., 2008).
It is not unlikely, therefore, that whilst u cells may send out long range connections
to other u cells, say, they may only have compatible connections with v cells over a
shorter range, with, for example, u to u cell interactions mediated by cytonemes, and
u to v interactions mediated by adhesion molecules (Figure 4.1). Our model represents
this type of scenario by allowing a different range for each interaction term.
v
u
uv
Figure 4.1: Schematic showing possible different connections between two cell popu-
lations, u and v. Whilst u cells can signal to each other through long, cytoneme-type
connections (solid line, circular ends), u and v type populations only have short range
cognate ligand-receptor pairs (solid line, square ends). When a u cell tries to connect
to a v cell through the creation of a cytoneme, the v cell is unable to provide the
correct receptor, and so a connection is not made (dashed line).
We also allow each signalling function Ω to have its own interaction strength, ac-
knowledging by doing so that cell populations may prioritise one signal over another
when determining what action to take. The actual form of Ω we leave unspecified,
although we assume that the form of all interaction terms are alike. This is not neces-
sary in the model formation, but as we are able to vary the range and strength of the
terms whilst leaving the form of them the same, this seems a reasonable simplification
to make.
Then for our two cellular population densities u(x, t) and v(x, t), we have, in one
dimension, equations of the form
∂u
∂t
=Du
∂2u
∂x2
− ∂
∂x
(
uωp(u, v)
(
µuu
∫
R
Ω(s, ξuu)u(x+ s)ds+
µuv
∫
R
Ω(s, ξuv)v(x+ s)ds
)) (4.2)
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and
∂v
∂t
=Dv
∂2v
∂x2
− ∂
∂x
(
vωp(u, v)
(
µvv
∫
R
Ω(s, ξvv)v(x+ s)ds+
µvu
∫
R
Ω(s, ξvu)u(x+ s)ds
))
,
(4.3)
where Ω is our signalling function, and ξi and µi (i = uu, vv, uv, vu), are our
homotypic and heterotypic ranges and strengths respectively. Recall that homotypic
is between like cell types, and heterotypic is between differing cell types. Our µi can
be both positive or negative, depending on whether they are representing attractive or
repulsive interactions. Note that our ξi do not necessarily represent the entire distance
over which signalling takes place, but rather may just be a proportion of it; such a
distinction depends on the choice of our signalling function Ω. The diffusion rates Du
and Dv represent random motion by the two cell populations, whilst ω is our drag
effect, and p(u, v) is a ‘packing’ function, limiting the density of the cell populations.
This close-packing function p(u, v) could be given by e−(u+v)/P for example, where P
limits the population density – the fact that p never reaches 0 models jostling amongst
a high density population. (To lower the value of this ‘jostling’ term, we can let kP
be the population density for some k > 1, so that at u+ v = kP , p = e−k < p = e−1.)
See Table 4.2.1 for a summary of parameters.
Dimensional Parameter Parameter Name Typical Dimensions
Du diffusion coefficient of u population cm
2/sec
Dv diffusion coefficient of v population cm
2/sec
µiω total interaction strength, incl. drag effect cm/Ns
ξi interaction range cm
Table 4.1: A summary table of parameters found in the model equations (4.2) and
(4.3).
Note that Ω is scaled by the length of each interaction range ξi, where this range is
either the full distance over which the corresponding cell population can communicate,
or a representative measure of it (for example, half the distance). An example of this
signalling function Ω could be a monotonic curve chosen to represent a changing
strength in signal over the ranges 0 to −ξi and 0 to ξi, or a constant function with cut
offs at −ξi and ξi chosen to mimic a constant signal followed by a sudden loss of signal
beyond ξi (Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b)). Note that the latter of these options is more
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likely to occur over short ranges where only direct cell-cell contact is being considered.
In the former case we are thinking of filopodia: whilst we do not necessarily expect
filopodia to relay a weaker signal at long distances, we do expect fewer filopodia to
reach long ranges rather than shorter ones. The cumulative effect of this is for the
cell in question to sense fewer signals from further away and so receive a lower overall
signal strength at greater distances. This leads to the suggestion of a monotonically
decreasing function for Ω (Figure 4.3). We can also vary our types of signal through
truncation, i.e., we truncate Ω at a given c≪ ξi, where 2ξi is the maximum distance
over which a cell can sense other cells, in order to create a strong close range signal;
we lengthen c for a more varied long-range signal type (Figure 4.2(c)). Note that to
switch from attraction to repulsion, we simply change the sign of our strength terms
µi from + to −.
In terms of boundary and initial conditions there are many possibilities to con-
sider, and the model does not restrict our choices in any way. If we wish to see how
patterns emerge under this modelling scheme, we could begin with random initial
conditions, as long as these are within the limits imposed by the packing function
p(u, v). Biologically, this would pertain to exploring patterning in early development,
when cells begin from an unsorted position. Or, one could impose patterned initial
conditions to explore the development of that pattern. Such an initial condition could
be used to explore the patterns that develop after the establishment of initial pat-
terning that is not mediated by cell-cell interactions, as is seen in the zebrafish for
example (Maderspacher and Nu¨sslein-Volhard, 2003). For boundary conditions, one
could implement periodic boundary conditions, no-flux boundary conditions, reflec-
tive boundary conditions, fixed boundary conditions, or a mix of any of the above.
Each of these would be appropriate for a different biological scenario. For example,
periodic boundary conditions are suitable when modelling patterning on a large do-
main or on a complete organ, whilst no-flux or reflective boundary conditions would
be better suited to models of experimental assays or small pieces of tissue.
Whilst not necessary for the model equations, for the remainder of this chapter
we assume that the signalling function Ω is odd, as we assume in the above examples
(Figure 4.2). This means that whilst cells to the left of a cell at position x, say,
push or pull the cell at x in one direction, cells to the right of x push or pull the
cell in the opposite direction. This makes sense biologically: we are suggesting that
a cell is either pulled towards cells on either side of it through cell adhesion say, or
pushed away due to contact inhibition perhaps, but not pulled from one side and
pushed from the other (although note that if a cell is already polarised it will have
a bias in a particular direction). For example, a cell that is experiencing an Ω that
represents an attractive signal must be pulled in a negative direction if total attraction
is strongest to the left of the cell, but pulled in a positive direction if total attraction
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Figure 4.2: Possible signalling functions Ω. See text for further details.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of a cell with filopodia, represented by the central grey circle
with thin lines protruding from it, connecting with surrounding cells (represented by
surrounding circles). Whilst filopodia can be long, they are likely to make connections
with the first compatible cells they encounter. The cumulative effect of this is for
filopodia to receive signals from other cells at a decreasing rate as distance from the
receptor cell increases. See text for further details.
is strongest to the right of the cell – an odd function will do this (Figure 4.4). We
always normalise our integral, so that each integral over its complete range has the
same value. For our main example in the following sections, we let
∫
∞
0
Ω(s, ξi)ds = 1.
Note that this means that as we increase the range, the total signal will remain the
same, and hence the maximum signal strength will decrease. If we wish to keep
the maximum signal strength the same across all ranges we can alter our interaction
strengths µi accordingly.
As an illustrative example, let Ω(x, ξi) = 1 for all 0 < x < ξi, Ω(x, ξi) = −1 for all
−ξi < x < 0, and 0 otherwise, as in Figure 4.2(b). Biologically we are assuming that
all protrusions pass on the same strength of signal to the cell independent of their
distance from that cell, as long as they are within an interaction range ξi, which here
represents the full distance over which a cell of each type can communicate. This type
of example therefore is most suited to cell populations that experience short range
cell-cell contact dependent signalling, as discussed above. We let the heterotypic
terms µuv = µvu and ξuv = ξvu, implying that the effect that u cells have on v cells is
equal to the effect of v cells on u cells, as occurs in systems where cells form adhesive
bonds with each other. For simplicity, let the packing term p(u, v) = 1, ω = 1, and
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 x
Figure 4.4: Schematic of forces received as a result of signalling from neighbouring
cells. The cell at position x receives attractive signals say, and hence attractive forces,
from both the cells to its right and those to its left. However, as there are more cells
to its left, the strength of signal received from its left is therefore greater than that
received from its right. This leads the cell at x to move to the left.
Du = Dv = 1. Then (4.2) and (4.3) become
∂u
∂t
=
∂2u
∂x2
− ∂
∂x
(
u
(
µuu
∫ s=ξuu
s=−ξuu
s
|s|u(x+ s)ds+
µuv
∫ s=ξuv
s=−ξuv
s
|s|v(x+ s)ds
)) (4.4)
and
∂v
∂t
=
∂2v
∂x2
− ∂
∂x
(
v
(
µvv
∫ s=ξvv
s=−ξvv
s
|s|v(x+ s)ds+
µuv
∫ s=ξuv
s=−ξuv
s
|s|u(x+ s)ds
))
,
(4.5)
similar to the two population model given in Armstrong et al. (2006). This model
was used to investigate cell-cell adhesion in animal cells, and successfully replicated
the cell sorting experiments of Steinberg (1962a,b,c).
For another illustrative example, we turn to Mogilner and Edelstein-Keshet (1999),
and Eftimie et al. (2007a,b), who let Ω(x, ξi) =
1
ξi
Ω˜( x
ξi
) = 1
ξi
(1
2
x
ξi
e
−
1
2
( x
ξi
)2
) (Figure 4.6).
Note that the papers cited here actually concern animal swarms, with the signalling
function based on the idea that animals in a swarm align themselves in a group,
not too close to each other but not too far apart, according to the position of the
other animals they can sense around them. In terms of our cell interaction model, we
can consider Ω in terms of irregular shaped cells and their protrusions which extend
beyond ξi, with the majority of signalling taking place at a distance ξi from each cell
centre (Figure 4.5). Such an interpretation leads to a signalling function of the form
shown (Figure 4.6). Using this form for Ω, the equations become
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∂u
∂t
=Du
∂2u
∂x2
− ∂
∂x
(
uωp(u, v)
(
µuu
ξuu
∫
R
(s/2ξuu)e
−(s/ξuu)2/2u(x+ s)ds+
µuv
ξuv
∫
R
(s/2ξuv)e
−(s/ξuv)2/2v(x+ s)ds
)) (4.6)
and
∂v
∂t
=Dv
∂2v
∂x2
− ∂
∂x
(
vωp(u, v)
(
µvv
ξvv
∫
R
(s/2ξvv)e
−(s/ξvv)2/2v(x+ s)ds+
µvu
ξvu
∫
R
(s/2ξvu)e
−(s/ξvu)2/2u(x+ s)ds
))
,
(4.7)
where this time the integrals are taken over the real line. Whilst obviously cells cannot
sense over infinite distances, the value of this Ω is negligible for large x, and calculating
integrals over the real line can prove useful when carrying out mathematical analysis.
Figure 4.5: An irregular shaped cell (solid line), with an average distance from the
centre (black circle) given by distance ξi (dashed line). We use this average distance
as a representation of our peak signalling distance, whilst noting that some signalling
can take place both much closer to the cell centre and much further away dependent
on position along the membrane, and on filopodia.
As can be seen from these examples, the generic model is able to consider numerous
forms of interactions with ease, making it applicable to many biological scenarios.
Below, we investigate this model further by carrying out some stability analysis both
of the general model and of the two examples given above, before moving on to
numerical investigations.
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of the function Ω(x, ξi) = (x/2ξ
2
i )e
−((x/ξi)2)/2, with ξi = 2 in
this case. Cells furthest from the centre attract weakly, whilst cells closer to the centre
attract more strongly. Cells very close to the centre attract only weakly. See text for
further details.
4.3 Analysis
4.3.1 Scaling the equations
We begin our analysis by reducing the number of parameters in (4.2) and (4.3) through
scaling the system, which can be done once we have chosen an appropriate p(u, v)
term. Let us assume that p(u, v) = (1− (u+ v)/P ), one of the simplest forms of our
‘packing’ term p. We also let Ω(x, ξi) be of the form
1
ξi
Ω˜(x/ξi) for some function Ω˜, so
that the width of each Ω˜ term is scaled by ξi. Note that the function Ω˜ is normalised
by ξi so that the integral of Ω(x, ξi) over R
+ is one. We let L be an arbitrary length
scale; we will consider some different specific values of L later in the chapter. Then
by scaling u and v with P , x with L, ξuu, ξuv, ξvv, ξvu with L, t with L
2/Du and µuu,
µuv, µvv, µvu with PLω/Du, we can rescale our system. We get
∂u
∂t
=
∂2u
∂x2
− ∂
∂x
(
u(1− u− v)
(
µuu
ξuu
∫
R
Ω˜(s/ξuu)u(x+ s)ds+
µuv
ξuv
∫
R
Ω˜(s/ξuv)v(x+ s)ds
)) (4.8)
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and
∂v
∂t
=D˜
∂2v
∂x2
− ∂
∂x
(
v(1− u− v)
(
µvv
ξvv
∫
R
Ω˜(s/ξvv)v(x+ s)ds+
µuv
ξvu
∫
R
Ω˜(s/ξvu)u(x+ s)ds
))
,
(4.9)
where D˜ = Dv/Du.
Again, boundary conditions and initial conditions can be chosen as appropriate.
4.3.2 Calculating the Dispersion Relation
We explore patterns arising from the arbitrarily chosen uniform initial conditions U
and V . Note that since we have our scaled p(u, v) = (1 − u − v), we impose that
0 ≤ U + V ≤ 1, with also 0 ≤ U ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ V ≤ 1, to ensure that the initial total
tissue cell density is less than the maximum density. We consider (4.8) and (4.9) with
u(x, t) = U + u˜(x, t) and v(x, t) = V + v˜(x, t), where u˜ and v˜ are small perturbations
from U and V respectively. We get
∂u˜
∂t
=
∂2u˜
∂x2
− (U(1− U − V ) ∂
∂x
(
µuu
ξuu
∫
R
Ω˜(s/ξuu)u˜(x+ s)ds+
µuv
ξuv
∫
R
Ω˜(s/ξuv)v˜(x+ s)ds
) (4.10)
and
∂v˜
∂t
=D˜
∂2v˜
∂x2
− (V (1− U − V ) ∂
∂x
(
µvv
ξvv
∫
R
Ω˜(s/ξvv)v˜(x+ s)ds+
µuv
ξvu
∫
R
Ω˜(s/ξvu)u˜(x+ s)ds
)
,
(4.11)
considering terms linear in u˜ and v˜ only (note that the integral terms
∫
R
Ω˜U and∫
R
Ω˜V equal 0, as Ω˜ is an odd function).
We now look for solutions proportional to eλt+iqx, setting u˜ = eλt+iqx and v˜ =
Aeλt+iqx, so that (4.10) and (4.11) become
λeλt+iqx =− q2eλt+iqx − U(1− U − V )
(
µuu
ξuu
∂
∂x
∫
R
Ω˜(s/ξuu)e
λt+iqx+iqsds+
µuv
ξuv
∂
∂x
∫
R
Ω˜(s/ξuv)Ae
λt+iqx+iqsds
) (4.12)
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and
Aλeλt+iqx =− D˜Aq2eλt+iqx − V (1− U − V )
(
µvv
ξvv
∂
∂x
∫
R
Ω˜(s/ξvv)Ae
λt+iqx+iqsds+
µvu
ξvu
∂
∂x
∫
R
Ω˜(s/ξvu)e
λt+iqx+iqsds
)
.
(4.13)
The Leibniz integral rule states
∂
∂x
∫ b(x)
a(x)
f(x, t)dt = f(t, b(x))b′(x)− f(t, a(x))a′(x) +
∫ b(x)
a(x)
∂
∂x
f(x, t)dt.
We want to calculate
∂
∂x
∫
R
Ω˜(s/ξi)e
λt+iqx+iqsds = − ∂
∂x
∫
R
Ω˜(w/ξi)e
λt+iqx−iqwdw
where w = −s since Ω˜ is odd. So, by the Leibniz integral rule,
− ∂
∂x
∫
R
Ω˜(w/ξi)e
λt+iqx−iqwdw = −iqeλt+iqx
∫
R
Ω˜(w/ξi)e
−iqwdw.
This is in the form of a Fourier transform of Ω˜, Ω̂ say, where Ω̂(x) =
∫
R
Ω˜(x)e−iqxdx.
Note that if the Fourier transform of Ω˜(x) is Ω̂(x), then the Fourier transform of
Ω˜(x/a) is |a|Ω̂(ax). Substituting this in to (4.12) and (4.13), and dividing through
by eλt+iqx, we get
λ = −q2 + iqU(1− (U + V ))
(
µuuΩ̂(qξuu) + µuvAΩ̂(qξuv)
)
(4.14)
and
λ = −D˜q2 + iqV (1− (U + V ))
(
µvvΩ̂(qξvv) +
µvu
A
Ω̂(qξvu)
)
. (4.15)
Rearranging (4.15) gives
λA+ AD˜q2 −AiqV (1− U − V )µvvΩ̂(qξvv) = iqV (1− U − V )µvuΩ̂(qξvu),
so that
A = iqV (1− U − V )µvuΩ̂(qξvu)/
(
(λ+ D˜q2 − iqV (1− U − V )µvvΩ̂(qξvv))
)
.
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Putting A into (4.14) and rearranging, we obtain the following quadratic in λ:
λ2 + λ
(
(1 + D˜)q2 − iq(1− U − V )
(
UµuuΩ̂(qξuu) + V µvvΩ̂(qξvv)
))
+
(
q2 − iqU(1− U − V )µuuΩ̂(qξuu)
)(
D˜q2 − iqV (1− U − V )µvvΩ̂(qξvv)
)
+ q2UV (1− U − V )2µuvµvuΩ̂(qξuv)Ω̂(qξvu) = 0.
(4.16)
There exist non-trivial solutions for u˜ and v˜ if and only if (4.16) is satisfied. As Ω˜ is
odd, Ω̂ is of the form iΓ(q), Γ(q) ∈ R. So (4.16) can be written as
λ2 + C(q)λ+D(q) = 0
where C and D ∈ R:
C(q) = q2(1 + D˜) + q(1− U − V )(UµuuΓ(qξuu) + V µvvΓ(qξvv)) (4.17)
and
D(q) =(q2 + q(1− U − V )µuuΓ(qξuu)U)(D˜q2 + q(1− U − V )µvvΓ(qξvv)V )
− q2UV (1− U − V )2µuvµvuΓ(qξuv)Γ(qξvu).
(4.18)
We have that if C(q) < 0 for some q, Re(λ+) > 0 where λ+ = 0.5(−C +
√C2 − 4D)
i.e., we have instability. If C(q) > 0 for all q, we can only get instability if there exists
some q for which D(q) < 0.
4.3.3 Specific analysis of the conditions for instability
If C(q) < 0
We can split the condition C(q) < 0, with C(q) given by (4.17), into nine cases
depending on the signs of the homotypic terms µuu and µvv (note that only the terms
µuu and µvv, as strength terms, can vary from positive to 0 to negative – all other
terms, such as interaction ranges and populations, are always positive). This is useful
to do as it allows us to immediately understand the restrictions on instability for a
given set of strength parameters µi and Fourier transforms iΓ, based on the signs of
these terms.
If the homotypic term µvv = 0, the first sufficient condition for instability is simply
given by
(1 + D˜)/(1− U − V ) < −q/q2(UµuuΓ(qξuu)), (4.19)
from which we can get our first two cases depending on the sign of µuu: we let µuu > 0
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Table 4.2: Table demonstrating for which signs of µuu and µvv instability may occur.
be case one, and µuu < 0 be case two. We can immediately see that if Γ < 0, as occurs
for the two illustrative examples discussed in detail in Section 4.2.1, only case one will
lead to instability. The third and fourth cases are similarly found by setting µuu = 0
in (4.17). Setting both homotypic terms equal to zero gives us our fifth case. In this
case, C(q) > 0 for some q, showing that this fifth case is never satisfied. If µvv > 0
and µuu > 0 or µvv < 0 and µuu < 0 (cases six and seven), then we simply have
(1 + D˜)/(1− U − V ) < −q/q2 (UµuuΓ(qξuu) + V µvvΓ(qξvv)) . (4.20)
Here, for Γ < 0 we may again see this condition satisfied only in case six, leading to
instability; in case seven, this condition will never be satisfied. Finally, if µuu < 0 and
µvv > 0 (case eight), we get
(1 + D˜)/(1− U − V ) < q/q2 (U |µuu|Γ(qξuu)− V µvvΓ(qξvv)) , (4.21)
with a similar condition obtained in the opposing case (case number nine). If (4.21)
holds for the appropriate µuu and µvv, then the system will exhibit instability. Unlike
in the previous cases, a negative strength term does not imply that (4.21) will not be
satisfied. We summarise the above results in Table 4.2.
If C(q) > 0
If C(q) ≥ 0, we need D(q) < 0 for instability. Again, we can split condition D(q) < 0
with D(q) given by (4.18) into nine cases based on whether µvv and µuu are positive,
negative or zero. However, within this we must further split our conditions into three
more groups, based on the sign of µuvµvu, the product of the heterotypic terms. As
such, there are a total of 9× 3 cases; we do not list them here as they can be inferred
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easily from (4.18). However, we take this opportunity to note that, assuming that our
Fourier transform iΓ < 0 as is the case for both of our given examples, if both of the
homotypic terms µuu and µvv ≤ 0, then the product of the heterotypic terms µuv and
µvu must be > 0 for instability to occur, i.e., the heterotypic terms must either both
be attractive, or both repulsive. Note that this means that if all interaction terms
are repulsive, instability may occur, distinctly different to the well-documented cell
adhesion case (Steinberg, 2007). If one or other or both of the homotypic terms are
positive, such a restriction on the heterotypic strengths does not apply.
4.3.4 Specific examples
To further elucidate the system we consider some specific examples. If we take (4.4)
and (4.5) of Section 4.2.1, and set ξi = 1, i = uu, uv, vv, vu, (recall that for this
example, p(u, v) = 1), then we have exactly the same equations as given in Armstrong
et al. (2006) (the terms Su and Sv in their model are equivalent to our µuu and
µvv terms here, whilst their C is equivalent to our setting C = µuv = µvu; the
rationale for setting µuv = µvu in this way is to consider a cell-cell adhesion scenario,
whereby adhesive bonds are formed between each cell and hence interactions across
populations are symmetric). For the step function as described in Armstrong et al.
(2006), the real part of the Fourier transform is given by Γ(q) = 2(cos q − 1)/q, for
which C(q) = 2 (q2 + (cos q − 1)(Uµuu + V µvv)) and D(q) = q4+2q2(cos q−1)(Uµuu+
V µvv) + 4UV (cos q − 1)2(µuuµvv − µ2uv). Combining these, we see that we require
4UV (µ2uv − µuuµvv)X2 − 2(Uµuu + V µvv)X − 1 > 0 to see instability, where X =
(cos q−1)/q2, as in Armstrong (2007). See Armstrong (2007) for details on what this
implies about instability in this model.
For further understanding we now consider (4.8) and (4.9) with Ω˜( x
ξi
) = x
ξi
e−x
2/2ξ2i ,
similar to equations (4.6) and (4.7) that were first introduced in Section 4.2.1. We stay
with this example for the remainder of this chapter, as it provides a good description
of cell-cell signalling as described in Section 4.1. Then we have
∂u
∂t
=
∂2u
∂x2
− ∂
∂x
(
u(1− u− v)
(
µuu
ξuu
∫
R
(s/ξuu)e
−(s/ξuu)2/2u(x+ s)ds+
µuv
ξuv
∫
R
(s/ξuv)e
−(s/ξuv)2/2v(x+ s)ds
)) (4.22)
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and
∂v
∂t
=D˜
∂2v
∂x2
− ∂
∂x
(
v(1− u− v)p(u, v)
(
µvv
ξvv
∫
R
(s/ξvv)e
−(s/ξvv)2/2v(x+ s)ds+
µvu
ξvu
∫
R
(s/ξvu)e
−(s/ξvu)2/2u(x+ s)ds
))
,
(4.23)
where the Fourier transform of Ω˜ is iΓ(q) = −√2πqe−q2/2.
Then conditions resulting from inequalities for (4.17) and (4.18) become
α + β < µuuξuuUy
ξ2uu + µvvξvvV y
ξ2vv , (4.24)
and
αβ < µuvµvuξuvξvuUV y
ξ2uv+ξ
2
vu+βµuuξuuUy
ξ2uu+αµvvξvvV y
ξ2vv−µuuµvvUV ξuuξvvyξ2uu+ξ2vv ,
(4.25)
where α = 1/(
√
2π(1− U − V )), β = D˜α, and y = e−q2/2, all of which are > 0. Note
that y ∈ (0, 1].
From these two conditions we can see quite clearly that in the case where the
homotypic terms are both negative, the product of the heterotypic terms must be
large and positive for there to be instability. If the homotypic terms are positive and
sufficiently large, then the sign and magnitude of the heterotypic terms is unimportant
with respect to instability of the uniform solution.
To clearly illustrate what these conditions imply in terms of instability for this sys-
tem, we now carry out some numerical analysis. We consider three specific biological
questions:
• How do changes in signalling range affect patterning?
• How do different levels of initial population densities affect patterning?
• How do changes in signalling strength affect patterning, particularly the het-
erotypic signalling strengths?
Recall that for our normalised Ω, increasing the signalling range has the effect of
decreasing maximum signal strength, as total signalling across the range remains the
same. Signalling strength is therefore intertwined with signalling range. We do not
explore the precise relationship between these two parameters here, as in this initial
study we choose to alter just one parameter type at a time.
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Some numerical analysis of the instability conditions for a specific example
Since biologists know relatively little about how the distance over which a cell can
interact with other cells affects patterning, we will first focus on our range terms in
order to provide new insights into cell-cell interaction systems, varying ranges ξuu,
ξvv, ξuv and ξvu. We begin by assuming that our steady states have equal values
U = V = 1/4 which is in the middle of our range U + V ∈ (0, 1]. We now assume
equal random motion for the two cell types (i.e., D˜ = 1); biologically, this simply
suggests that our two cell types have similar motility in the absence of directional
cues. From this we can calculate the parameters α and β in (4.24) and (4.25) as
α = β =
√
2/π. As, at first, we wish to concentrate on the effect of varying range
terms only, we fix all strength terms µi to be equal. Without a specific biological
system in mind, we arbitrarily choose µi = 1. Thus all of the parameters that are
independent of our ξi are fixed. We let our length scale L be the diameter of a cell,
and now vary the range parameters ξuu, ξvv, ξuv and ξvu ∈ (0, 5] cycling through
these values numerically in steps of 0.1 over all values of y ∈ (0, 1]. In the left plot of
Figure 4.7, we fix the heterotypic ranges ξuv = ξvu = 1.0 whilst varying the homotypic
ranges ξuu and ξvv, whilst in the right hand plot we fix the homotypic ranges to 1.0
whilst varying the heterotypic ones. We see that in both cases, large ranges promote
instability.
Intuitively, such a result makes sense. A small range means that a cell interacts
only with other cells very close to it, and so only promotes migration over these very
short distances. Therefore there is little movement. Interactions over long ranges,
however, can lead to migration over long ranges, and hence instability.
Furthermore, with a view to experimentalists who create assays with a fixed initial
population of cells, we turn to look at the effect that different initial populations U
and V have on stability. We again let our µi = 1 and D˜ = 1 be as in Figure 4.7, and
for the same reasons. Looking at Figure 4.7, we choose ξuv = ξvu = 5.0 as suitable
parameters for which we can see instability. Furthermore, we let ξuu = ξvv = 1.0. We
then vary our initial populations U and V with U+V < 1, calculating the appropriate
values for α and β for each (U, V ) pair. We plot the outcome below (Figure 4.8).
We see that whilst both very small and large values are stable, mid-range and
lower values produce instability (Figure 4.8). This suggests that a certain population
level of u and v is necessary to see patterning in the first place, but that too large
a number leaves little room for instability in the system. If we have just a very low
density in an experimental assay, signals will be weak since there will be fewer cells to
produce signals, leading to little movement as they fail to receive sufficient signals to
encourage them to move. An assay with high population density, on the other hand,
will prevent cells from moving due to overcrowding – they physically won’t have the
space to move.
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Figure 4.7: Plots showing (ξuu, ξvv) (left panel) and (ξuv, ξvu) (right panel) parameter
regions where instability occurs according to conditions (4.24) and (4.25). We cycle
y through 0 to 1 in steps of 0.001 at each plot point to see if these conditions are
satisfied for any y. A cross indicates each point where the conditions are satisfied,
thus indicating the values of (ξuu, ξvv) (left panel) and (ξuv, ξvu) (right panel) under
which instability occurs in the system of equations given by (4.22) and (4.23). We
can see that as ξuu, ξvv, ξuv and ξvu increase, solutions move further away from the
steady state. Parameters used are α = β =
√
2/π and µuu = µvv = µuv = µvu = 1.0.
In the left-hand plot we vary the ranges ξuu and ξvv from 0.0 to 5.0 in steps of 0.1,
whilst we fix ξuv = ξvu = 1.0. In the right-hand plot we vary ξuv and ξvu from 0.0 to
5.0 in steps of 0.1, whilst we fix ξuu = ξvv = 1.0.
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Figure 4.8: Plot showing U, V parameter regions where instability occurs according
to conditions (4.24) and (4.25). We again cycle y through 0 to 1 in steps of 0.001
at each plot point to see if these conditions are satisfied for any y. A cross indicates
each point where the conditions are satisfied, thus indicating the values of U and V
under which instability occurs in the system of equations given by (4.22) and (4.23).
We can see that there is a small region of instability for low to mid-sized values of
U and V . See text for further details. Parameters used are ξuv = ξvu = 5.0, and
ξuu = ξvv = 1. We again set µuu = µvv = µuv = µvu = 1.0, and also D˜ = 1, so that
α = β = 1.0/(
√
2π(1.0−U −V )), which alter as U and V are varied between 0 and 1.
The parameters U and V ∈ [0, 1] are plotted along the x− and y− axis respectively,
for values of U + V ≤ 1.0 only.
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Finally, we consider the impact of the homotypic and heterotypic strength terms
on stability. Whilst biologists know that cells of the same population have a strong
affinity towards each other, little is known about cell interactions between cells of
different populations. Bearing this in mind, we here make our homotypic strength
terms µuu and µvv high (i.e., here we set µuu = µvv = 5), and vary our heterotypic ones.
We keep all other parameters as in Figure 4.7, and also fix our range parameters ξuu
and ξvv at 1.0, and ξuv and ξvu at 5.0 as in Figure 4.8. Looking at Figure 4.9, left panel,
we notice that if the product of the heterotypic strength terms µuvµvu is sufficiently
large, we see instability. This is as we would expect from considering condition (4.25).
There is no instability for cases where one of the heterotypic strengths is attractive and
the other repulsive (i.e., where the product is negative), suggesting that in these cases
in Figure 4.9 the heterotypic strengths may work to counteract each other, promoting
stability. From looking at (4.25), we can see that the only case for which we would see
instability with these heterotypic terms would be if the homotypic terms were large.
There is also no instability in Figure 4.9 for the case where the heterotypic strengths
are 0, and (4.24) and (4.25) are not satisfied, suggesting that heterotypic interaction
is essential in this specific case.
For completeness, we also consider the case for fixed heterotypic strength terms
and varying homotypic strength terms. Since so little is known about heterotypic
interactions, we here fix µuv = µvu = 1.0, and vary our homotypic strength terms,
whilst keeping everything else as in our heterotypic strength case. In Figure 4.9,
right panel, threshold behaviour is seen, showing that once homotypic strengths have
increased above a certain level, instability is guaranteed in this case.
Biologically, the stronger the positive homotypic strengths between cells the more
cell-cell attraction there is. Thus strong homotypic attraction encourages cells to move
towards their own kind, leading to a separation of cell populations similar to that seen
in the cell adhesion scenario explored in the experiments of Steinberg (1962a,b,c).
Strong homotypic repulsion, on the other hand, leads to cells of the same type push-
ing away from each other, leading to mixing of the two cell types. The opposite of this
repulsive effect is true of heterotypic strengths. If both u to v and v to u interactions
are mediated by a strong repulsive force, the total effect is for u cells to group with
other u cells and v cells to group with other v cells, leading to an effect similar to that
produced by strong homotypic attraction strengths. On the other hand, if, for exam-
ple, u attracts v but v repulses u, these two interactions effectively cancel each other
out, preventing cells from moving. Finally, strong positive heterotypic interactions in
this scenario leads cells to move towards each other, promoting agglomerations.
As can be seen from all of the above analysis, instability can be produced in the
system in a variety of ways, whether through varying the heterotypic or homotypic
range or strength terms, or even by varying the initial densities of each population.
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Figure 4.9: Plots showing parameter regions where instability occurs according to
conditions (4.24) and (4.25) for varying heterotypic strengths (left panel) and varying
homotypic strengths (right panel). We again cycle y through 0 to 1 in steps of 0.001
at each plot point to see if these conditions are satisfied for any y. A cross indicates
each point where the conditions are satisfied, thus indicating the parameters under
which instability occurs in the system of equations given by (4.22) and (4.23). We can
see in the left panel that as |µuv| and |µvu| increase, solutions move further away from
the steady state. See text for further details. The parameters µuu = µvv = 3.0, while
µuv and µvu ∈ [−5, 5] are varied along the x− and y− axis respectively. In the right
panel, we can see that there is instability above a given threshold for µuu, µvv, as is
expected from conditions (4.24) and (4.25). The parameters µuv = µvu = 1.0, while
µuu and µvv ∈ [−5, 5] are varied along the x− and y− axis respectively. For both
panels, the ranges are again ξuu and ξvv = 1.0, ξuv and ξvu = 5.0, whilst U = V = 0.25
and D˜ = 1.0 once more. Other parameters are then α = β =
√
2/π.
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It is clear then that there is much possibility for patterning in the model, and we now
turn to numerical simulations of equations (4.22) and (4.23) in order to explore the
form of some of the patterns.
4.4 Numerical simulations in one dimension
We carry out some numerical analysis of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23). We
use a Matlab code which uses the inbuilt Matlab time integrator ‘ode45’ to solve the
system of ODEs which we formulate using the Method of Lines approach, and a Fast
Fourier Transform technique to calculate the integral. We thank Dr. Alf Gerisch, the
author of this code, who kindly let us use it in this work. For more details on the
numerical methods, see Chapter 5.
Note that throughout this entire section, U = V = 0.25 plus some noise is our
initial condition, µi = 50 is our attraction strength for i = uu, uv, vv, vu, and D˜ = 1.0
is our coefficient of cell diffusion, unless otherwised stated, all chosen so that we see
instability according to conditions (4.24) and (4.25). We here let our length scale L
represent the maximum signalling range of a u cell; we assume this maximum length
to be ten times the diameter of a single cell as is found in newt pigment cells (Tucker
& Erickson, 1986). Then a sensible value for our signalling ranges is ξi ≥ 0.1. We
can then set our domain to be of length 10. Also note that for the remainder of this
chapter we truncate the integral of Ω˜(x) in order to implement our finite numerical
scheme; instead of calculating Ω˜(x) over the real line as in our analysis above, we
calculate it from x = −10ξi to x = 10ξi. Such a truncation alters the dynamics of
our system very little, since Ω˜(|10ξi|) is very small, and Ω˜(x)→ 0 as x→∞. We use
periodic boundary conditions throughout.
4.4.1 Verification of the analysis
We begin by using our numerical code to verify the statements made in Section 4.3.4
regarding conditions for instability. We seek to verify each of our results in turn,
beginning with a consideration of the range parameters ξi, before moving on to look
at initial cell densities U and V , and then strength parameters µi.
In order to determine whether the parameter values produce stability or instability,
for each time point we calculate the l2-norm of our population. That is to say, at each
time point we calculate (U − u(x))2 for each x within our domain, where U is our
initial density of population u, and u(x) is the cell density of u at position x. We
sum these together across all x, and take the square root of the total, giving us our
l2-norm for the whole domain. By plotting the l2-norm for each time point, we can see
whether the system is stabilising (the l2-norm is decreasing towards zero) or becoming
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more unstable (the l2-norm is increasing).
Here we present plots of l2-norm versus time for various parameters, chosen to
verify the analysis plots in Section 4.3.4. Recall that the term ’heterotypic’ describes
interactions between differing cell types, and ’homotypic’ describes interactions be-
tween cells of the same type. Recall further that whilst most parameter values are
positive, the strength terms µi,(which, combined with the signalling function Ω˜, de-
scribe the magnitude and direction of cell-cell interaction forces), can be negative to
represent cell-cell repulsion. When positive, they represent cell-cell attraction.
Note that for all of the following plots the first plot point is at time t = 1, with
t = 0 omitted for clarity. We begin with a look at range plots (Figure 4.10). We see
that instability is found if the homotypic ranges ξuu = ξvv = 4 but stability is found
if ξuu = ξvv = 1 (Figure 4.10, top panels). The switch between stabilities takes place
between ξuu = ξvv = 2 and ξuu = ξvv = 3, although plots of these two scenarios are
not not shown as the change in stability is harder to see than in the plots shown. We
see the same with the heterotypic range case (Figure 4.10, lower panels), as expected
from Figure 4.7.
We now consider initial densities of populations u and v (Figure 4.11). We find
that, after first seeing stability for values of u and v at 0.05 and below (Figure 4.11,
top panel), we then see instability for values between 0.15 and 0.35 (the middle case
where u = v = 0.25 is shown; Figure 4.11, middle panel), and then stability for values
of 0.45 and above (Figure 4.11, bottom panel). This is exactly as we would expect
from considering Figure 4.8.
Finally we look at both homotypic and heterotypic strength terms (Figure 4.12).
In the heterotypic case, we see instability for positive values of µuvµvu (Figure 4.12, top
and bottom panel, right hand side), but stability in the µuvµvu = 0 case (Figure 4.12,
middle panel, right hand side). For the homotypic strength terms, we see instability
for positive and zero strength terms (Figure 4.12, top and middle panel, left hand
side), and instability when µuu = µvv = −1 and below (Figure 4.12, bottom panel,
left hand side). Both of these are as we would expect from considering Figure 4.9.
In conclusion, our numerical simulations match our analysis, suggesting that our
conditions for instability (4.24) and (4.25) are indeed accurate. This corroboration in
turn provides assurance that the numerical method is implemented correctly.
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Figure 4.10: Plots of l2-norm versus time for simulations of equations (4.22) and
(4.23) varying homotypic ranges (top) and heterotypic ranges (bottom). In the top
left simulation we set ξuu = ξvv = 1, with ξuu = ξvv = 4 in the top right plot. In the
bottom left simulation we set ξuv = ξvu = 1, with ξuv = ξvu = 4 in the bottom right
plot. We see stability in the left-hand plots, as represented by the l2-norm tending to
zero, and instability in the right-hand plots as seen by the increase in l2-norm. All
parameters are as in Figure 4.7, with all numerical details for the simulation of (4.22)
and (4.23) as detailed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.11: Plots of l2-norm versus time for simulations of equations (4.22) and
(4.23) varying initial densities of u and v. We set, from top to bottom, u = v = 0.05,
u = v = 0.25 and u = v = 0.5. We see stability in the top and bottom plots, but
instability in the middle plot, as expected from considering Figure 4.8. All parameters
are as in Figure 4.8, with all numerical details for the simulation of (4.22) and (4.23)
as detailed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.12: Plots of l2-norm versus time for simulations of equations (4.22) and
(4.23) varying homotypic and heterotypic strengths. In the top left simulation we
set µuu = µvv = −1, with µuv = µvu = −1 in the top right plot. In the middle left
simulation we set µuu = µvv = 0, with µuv = µvu = 0 in the middle right plot. In
the bottom left simulation we set µuu = µvv = 1, with µuv = µvu = 1 in the bottom
right plot. In the left-hand plots we see a change from stability to instability between
−1 and 0, with this change maintained at 1. In the right-hand plots, stability is
only apparent in the middle case, whilst the other two plots indicate instability, as
expected from Figure 4.9. All parameters are as in Figure 4.9, with all numerical
details for the simulation of (4.22) and (4.23) as detailed in Chapter 5.
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4.4.2 Preliminary investigations of pattern formation
Having satisfied ourselves that our analysis is accurate we now carry out some pre-
liminary investigations of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23) in order to begin to
understand the kind of patterning that may arise, for whilst our analysis tells us when
we can expect patterns to occur it does not tell us what these patterns will look like:
this will depend on the fully nonlinear equations. Our parameter space is large (we
have eleven parameters that we may vary), and so we begin by varying just one or
two parameters at a time. We consider:
• one population, varying the interaction range term ξi
• one population, varying interaction strength µi, only in the attractive case (the
repulsive case will always be stable as seen from conditions (4.24) and (4.25))
• two populations, varying homotypic interaction ranges
• two populations, varying homotypic interaction strengths, only in the attractive
case (the fully repulsive case will always be stable as seen from conditions (4.24)
and (4.25))
• two populations, varying both heterotypic interaction ranges
• two populations, varying one homotypic interaction range and one heterotypic
interaction range
• two populations, varying both heterotypic interaction strengths, for both at-
tractive and repulsive cases
• two populations, varying one homotypic interaction strength and one
heterotypic interaction strength, for both attractive and repulsive cases.
In this preliminary study we run all simulations to just t = 0.5, before moving on in
Section 4.4.3 to vary just one heterotypic range term ξuv and then one heterotypic
strength term µuv, running simulations to t = 20 in the former and up to t = 100
in the latter. For a biological system where cell diffusion is 10−10cm2/sec say, these
times are equivalent to approximately 6 days, 33 weeks and 3 years (see Section 4.5
for details of this calculation). Note that the results presented in this section mainly
show transient patterning, i.e., a stationary state has not been reached, although at
steady states, patterning may still exist.
One population
With only one population (in this case, we arbitrarily set v = 0), there are clearly
no heterotypic terms to be investigated. We concentrate on considering ranges and
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Figure 4.13: Simulations of the model equation (4.22). We plot the density of u (blue)
and v (red) at t = 0.5 as we increase the range ξuu from 0.1 to 0.4. We see fewer
peaks and wider peaks as the interaction range increases. Parameters are µuu = 100,
U = 0.25, V = 0, ξuu varied as described. The domain is of length 10 with 200
grid points, whilst the time discretisation is varied according to the Matlab package
‘ode45’. For more numerical details, see Chapter 5.
strengths of the u population in turn. We see aggregations of u produced in both
cases (Figure 4.13 and 4.14, blue lines; note that as we are considering only the u
cell population, the v cell density, shown in red, is at 0). Note that the width of the
aggregations approximately scales with the size of ξi, with aggregations being several
cells in diameter.
Two populations, homotypic interactions only
We now move on to consider two populations, although we restrict ourselves to con-
sidering just homotypic interactions. Here, then, heterotypic terms are equal to 0.
Again we look at ranges and strengths in turn, and again we see aggregations form
in both cases. In Figure 4.15, we keep the range ξuu the same and vary ξvv. As ξvv
increases, the width of the v aggregations (red) also increases, whilst those of the u
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Figure 4.14: Simulations of the model equation (4.22). Instability at time t = 0.5
as µuu increases from 20 to 35 to 50. We see that as homotypic attraction increases,
aggregations move further away from the steady state, whilst below a critical value
for µuu, no aggregations are seen. Parameter µuu varies as described, with ξuu = 0.1.
All other parameter values and numerical details are as in Figure 4.13.
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population (blue) remain the same. Again, all aggregations are several cells wide,
as in Figure 4.13. As in the one population case, as the homotypic signal strengths
increase, aggregations move further away from the steady state (not shown).
Two populations, homotypic and heterotypic interactions
We begin by varying the heterotypic ranges of both populations, keeping all else fixed.
We see aggregation width increasing as range increases, with the aggregations of u
and v being in phase (not shown).
We now vary the heterotypic and homotypic range of one population, keeping the
other ranges fixed. We see that whilst the aggregations of the two cell populations
are in phase when the ranges of the two populations are similar (Figure 4.16, top
two panels), if the heterotypic range of one population begins to differ greatly in size
from both the heterotypic and homotypic ranges of the second population, narrower
aggregations of the population type with the smaller heterotypic range will also form
(Figure 4.16, lower two panels). This shows that our model is able to produce aggre-
gations of multiple widths appearing alongside one another as is seen, for example,
on the fish Danio kerri. Note however that these simulations do not tell us whether
narrow aggregations will be permanent over long timescales
Note that the determination as to whether two coupled populations will experience
in phase or out of phase patterning close to the steady state can be calculated, and we
detail that process here. Recall that in our calculation of the dispersion relation (4.16),
we assumed solutions proportional to eikx+λt, with u˜ = eikx+λt and v˜ = Aeikx+λt. This
led us to equations (4.14) and (4.15). Multiplying these equations back through by
eikx+λt, as they were at an earlier stage in the calculation of the dispersion relation,
we can then rearrange them such that we have the solution matrix(
λ+q2−iqU(1−(U+V ))µuubΩ(qξuu) −iqU(1−(U+V ))µuv bΩ(qξuv)
−iqV (1−(U+V ))µvubΩ(qξvu) λ+D˜q2−iqV (1−(U+V ))µvv bΩ(qξvv)
)(
u˜
v˜
)
=
(
0
0
)
(4.26)
when there are solutions. Straightforward rearrangement of this matrix now leads
to two ratios of u˜/v˜. Either one of these ratios can be used to determine whether
the solutions will be in phase, out of phase, or neither, depending on both the sign
of the ratio and whether it is real or complex. If our eigenvalues λ are real, then
because of the nature of our Fourier transform Ω̂ for our specific example, our ratios
u˜/v˜ will always be real, leading to all of our coupled solutions being either fully in
phase if the ratio is positive, or fully out of phase if the ratio is negative. Note
that it is unusual that by altering just one parameter, we are able to change whether
aggregations form in phase or out of phase. Biologically speaking, this is the difference
between seeing alternating aggregations of one cell population with another and seeing
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Figure 4.15: Simulations of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23). Instability at time
t = 0.5 as ξuu = 0.1 and ξvv increases from 0.2 to 0.3 to 0.4. We see that as the
homotypic range of v increases, moving further away in value from the homotypic
range of u, wider v (red) aggregations form, whilst u (blue) aggregations remain
narrow. Parameters ξuu and ξvv are as described, with D˜ = 1, U = V = 0.25,
µi = 100 for i = uu, vv, and µi = 0 for i = uv, vu. All numerical details are as in
Figure 4.13.
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single aggregations of mixed cell populations alternating with aggregations devoid of
either cell type, two quite different scenarios. If, on the other hand, λ is complex,
then we will see travelling solutions which are only partially in phase, with the phase
difference measured by calculating the argument of u˜/v˜. Note that we do not see a
partial phase structure for non-travelling solutions. For more on phase difference in
reaction-diffusion-advection systems, see Satnoianu & Menzinger (2002).
We next move on to varying strength terms. We first vary heterotypic strength
terms only (homotypic terms are positive but fixed). We see that in the attractive case,
equally spaced and in-phase aggregations form (Figure 4.17), whilst in the repulsive
case, out-of-phase narrow aggregations form (Figure 4.18). It is clear that whilst
our analysis shows that both repulsive and attractive heterotypic strength terms do
lead to instability, the kind of spatial patterning this instability leads to differ greatly.
Note that the behaviour in Figure 4.17 is exactly as we would expect from considering
the Differential Adhesion Hypothesis Model (Section 4.1; also see Gerisch & Painter,
2010), showing the connection of our model to another, well established model.
We now vary the heterotypic and homotypic strengths of one population, keeping
the others fixed. Whilst the attractive case is similar to that above (not shown),
the repulsive case is here stable, showing no patterning (Figure 4.19). This is as we
would expect from considering the instability conditions (4.24) and (4.25), and clearly
shows how the values of both the homotypic and the heterotypic terms can affect the
stability of the system.
Note that, as mentioned above, these results show transient states. Experience
from other models involving directional movement of a population with no kinet-
ics (Painter, 2009; Hillen & Painter, 2009) suggests that the aggregations seen may
coarsen over time, producing fewer, wider aggregations. We consider this coarsening
in the following section.
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Figure 4.16: Simulations of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23). Instability at time
t = 0.5 for the homotypic range ξvv = 0.2, with the heterotypic range ξvu increasing
from 0.1 to 0.2 to 0.3 to 0.4. We see that as heterotypic range of v to u increases,
the v population again begins to ‘fill in’ the gaps left between aggregations. While
the mixed aggregations are quite wide, u only (blue) aggregations remain narrow.
Results are similar for the ξvv = 0.1, ξvv = 0.3 and ξvv = 0.4 cases. All numerical and
parameter details are as in Figure 4.15, except for ξvv and ξvu which vary as stated,
and ξuu = ξuv = 0.1.
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Figure 4.17: Simulations of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23). Instability at time
t = 0.5 with µuu = µvv = 50, and µuv = µvu = 60. We see that both populations
are unstable, with the aggregations of the two populations forming one on top of the
other. Similar results are seen for values of µuv = µvu = 50 and µuv = µvu = 40.
All parameters and numerical details are as in Figure 4.15, except for ξi = 0.1 for
i = uu, uv, vu, vv, and µi for i = uu, uv, vu, vv which are as described.
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Figure 4.18: Simulations of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23). Instability at time
t = 0.5 as µuv = −40 and µvu decreases from −40 to −50 to −60. We see little change
in aggregations as the heterotypic repulsion of u by v increases. We see similar results
for µuv = −50 and µuv = −60. Homotypic strengths are fixed at 50. All parameters
and numerical details are as in Figure 4.17, except for µi for i = uu, uv, vu, vv which
are as described.
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Figure 4.19: Simulations of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23). Patterning at
time t = 0.5 as µvv = −40 and µvu decreases from −40 to −60. We see that this is
stable for both cases due to the negative v homotypic term, as can be understood from
considering the instability conditions (4.24) and (4.25). All parameters and numerical
details are as in Figure 4.17, except for µi for i = uu, uv, vu, vv which are as described.
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4.4.3 More detailed analysis
We see that we rarely reach stationary solutions in any of the plots above, and so
are not sure if a final stable pattern will emerge. We therefore move to consider a
longer timescale to dimensionless time t = 20, which is just over thirty three weeks
(see Section 4.5 for a calculation of this). This time we vary only one parameter at
a time in order to carry out a more focussed analysis. We begin by looking at the
heterotypic range ξuv, before going on to vary the heterotypic strength µuv.
Varying one heterotypic range term only
We want to consider the effect that varying one range parameter will have on the
spatial patterning seen. We vary the heterotypic range ξuv from 0.2 to 0.4, whilst
keeping all other parameters fixed. We plot the results of these simulations below
(Figures 4.20, 4.21, 4.22).
We see in all plots that aggregations form quickly in comparison to the time it
takes for those aggregations to then widen (coarsen) . Stripes also coarsen over time,
with the largest ξuv = 0.4 producing the widest aggregations, as one would expect
(Figure 4.22). Note that the narrower aggregations, which are encouraged by the
other, smaller, range parameters ξuu = ξvv = ξvu = 0.1, have disappeared by t = 12
(just over 1 day) in the ξuv = 0.3 and ξuv = 0.4 cases (Figure 4.21 and 4.22), whilst a
narrow aggregation persists until t = 20 in the ξuv = 0.2 case (Figure 4.20). In terms
of cell diameter, aggregations are again several cells wide in all cases.
Since aggregations are clearly still transient at this point, these simulations under-
line the importance of understanding the dimensional time for which our simulations
are biologically relevant; many patterns that occur in the biological world have stripes
of differing widths, and we may well wish to assess the relevance of our model to such
biological scenarios, comparing the spatial patterning we see with that seen in biology.
Whilst for some biological scenarios a timescale of 33 weeks or shorter, as here, will
be relevant, thus making the results of these simulations useful, for others a longer
time may be important. Since we are not at a stationary state by t = 20, this longer
time could lead to different patterns forming, and hence simulations may need to be
run for longer should the biological scenario under investigation require it.
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Figure 4.20: Space time plot of simulation of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23).
Here we set the heterotypic range ξuv to 0.2, with all other ranges at 0.1. We plot the
density of u (upper plot) and v (lower plot) through space over time, until t = 20. We
see aggregations quickly form and then widen over time, with aggregations of different
widths present. All parameters and numerical details are as in Figure 4.15, except for
ξi for i = uu, uv, vu, vv which are as described.
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Figure 4.21: Space time plot of simulation of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23).
Here the heterotypic range ξuv = 0.3, and again we plot the density of u (upper plot)
and v (lower plot) through space over time until t = 20. Again aggregations quickly
form and then widen. All parameters and numerical details are as in Figure 4.17,
except for ξi for i = uu, uv, vu, vv which are as described.
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Figure 4.22: Space time plot of simulation of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23).
Here the heterotypic range ξuv = 0.4, and again we plot the density of u (upper plot)
and v (lower plot) through space over time, until t = 20. Again aggregations quickly
form and then widen. All parameters and numerical details are as in Figure 4.17,
except for ξi for i = uu, uv, vu, vv which are as described.
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Varying one heterotypic strength term only
We now vary the heterotypic strength µuv from −500 to 50 to 500, whilst keeping all
other strengths the same at µi = 50, i = uu, vv, vu. The results are below (Figure
4.23). We show plots for initial conditions of fixed density with noise. Note that we
also tried flat initial conditions (i.e., no noise), and initial conditions of flat everywhere
except for one small ‘hump’ for both populations half-way along the domain. However,
over long times these different initial conditions had no impact on the final patterning
seen, and so we do not show them here.
We see aggregations forming in both attractive cases, with aggregations consisting
of exactly the same density of u and v cells in the µuv = 50 case (Figure 4.23, top
panels). In the µuv = 500 case (Figure 4.23, middle panels), u is attracted strongly
to v, and so forms high density peaks in places of high v density, while being scarcely
present in places of low v density. Stripe widths increase over time, whilst the number
of aggregations seen decreases. In the repulsive case, however (Figure 4.23, lower
panels), we do not see such aggregations form. Rather the v population forms one
wide, dense peak as it repels the u population away. Where the density of v is lower,
the u population is able to form peaks, although these are unstable.
We see then that even up to t = 20, stationary solutions are not seen at all in
the repulsion case, and that agglomerations that form in the other two cases are not
stable, but rather continue to merge over time (Figure 4.23, left-hand panels). As a
stationary pattern has clearly not yet been reached in any of the three cases, we now
run them to t = 100, about 3 years in our chosen timescale scenario (Figure 4.24;
see Section 4.5 for the calculation used to calculate this dimensional time). However,
whilst past t = 20 we no longer see the merging of aggregations over time in the
attractive cases (Figure 4.24, top two panels), we still do not see fixed patterning
in the repulsive case (Figure 4.24, lower panel), underlining again the importance of
timescale as discussed above.
We now zoom in on Figure 4.24, lower panel, looking at the transition between a
few individual timepoints at a time to try and get a grasp of the seemingly arrhythmic
dynamics (Figure 4.25). We see an increasingly defined criss-cross pattern form over
time. This corresponds to the formation of irregular peaks which travel across the
domain, only to die out near the band of high v density. New peaks constantly form
in the centre of the domain, away from the high density band of v.
We now explore in more detail the kinds of patterning produced by a repulsion
scenario such this one, as this is the only scenario that we have so far come across
that has produced irregular spatial patterning.
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Figure 4.23: Simulations of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23). Space-time plots
for the u population for, top to bottom, µuv = 50, 500, −500 (left-hand panel), with
space-density plots at t = 20 (right-hand panel) for both the u (red) and v (blue)
populations. Left-hand panel: we plot the density of u through space at the time
points indicated. In the case where all strengths are equal, we quickly see numerous
agglomerations forming at a density of 0.5. These show exact mixing in the corre-
sponding space-density plot. In the unequal attractive case we again see numerous
agglomerations form, although here u has a high density (higher than that of v, as can
be seen in the corresponding space-density plot). We see no clear pattern emerging
in the repulsion case, although we do see agglomerations growing bigger with time.
All parameters and numerical details are as in Figure 4.17, except for µi = 50 for
i = uu, vu, vv, and µuv which is as described.
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Figure 4.24: Simulations of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23). Again we plot
space-time plots at the time points indicated, with, from top to bottom, µuv =
50, 500, −500. The attractive cases continue to lead to relatively constant agglomer-
ations, although over the time of the plot, two of these agglomerations do aggregate
to form one agglomeration. However, even over long times the repulsive µuv = −500
case sees no stable pattern emerging. All parameters and numerical details are as in
Figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.25: Close up snap shots of Figure 4.24 at times indicated, stretched to
emphasise the transient dynamics of the u population. See text for further details.
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Looking at the µuv < 0 case in more detail
We now focus on a scenario similar to the repulsive case explored above, as it has
shown highly unstable behaviour. We let our interaction strengths µi be µuu = 50θ,
µuv = −100θ, µvu = 50θ and µvv = 50θ, where θ is a parameter. We will vary our µi,
i = uu, uv, vv, vu, by varying θ between 0.6 and 1.5, and look at the various different
patterns which develop. Before doing so, we carry out some analysis to see what kind
of behaviours we expect. We detail that analysis here.
We recall our dispersion relation (4.16) as in Section 4.3.2. In the θ scenario we
have here, µuu = µvv, µuvµvu < 0, and all range parameters ξi are equal. Then the
eigenvalues are always complex, with
λ1,2(q) = −q2 + q2AB ± iq2A
√
|µuvµvu|,
where A = U(1−U −V )|Γ(qξi)|/2q = V (1−U −V )|Γ(qξi)|/2q and B = 2µuu = 2µvv.
Note that there always exists an unstable solution for some q if B is sufficiently
large. For our particular case, we need the homotypic strength term µuu = µvv to be
approximately 32 in order to see patterning. Meanwhile, the non-zero imaginary part
of our eigenvalue indicates that close to bifurcation our unstable solutions will oscillate
and travel. The period of these oscillations is given by q2A
√|µuvµvu| where q is the
wavenumber, with the wavelength of each oscillation given by 2π/q, demonstrating
that we expect the period of oscillations to increase as |µuv| increases. Furthermore,
we can determine if the solutions will be in phase, out of phase, or partially in phase
by carrying out the calculation as detailed in (4.26), Section 4.4.2. We find that the
ratio u˜/v˜ is complex, so we expect to see partially in phase solutions. In fact, the ratio
is entirely imaginary for any q2, meaning that the phase difference, which is given by
the argument of u˜/v˜, will be simply π/2, as can be seen in Figure 4.28.
Turning to our simulations, we see that we do indeed have unstable solutions if
µuu = µvv is sufficiently large, whilst before then solutions are stable (Figure 4.26).
The solutions oscillate in the early time steps for a low θ value (Figure 4.27), before
beginning to travel. Travelling solutions with peaks partially in phase, as our analysis
predicted, are seen for higher values of θ (Figures 4.28 and 4.29). The waves travel
backwards, and in the θ = 0.8 case, the waves have an irregular shape. As θ increases
further to θ = 1.2, a band of v cells forms, whilst the u population remains disorganised
(Figure 4.30). Finally, we observe a band of each cell population forming across the
domain, and see these bands ‘breathing’ (Figure 4.31). That is to say, the diameters
of the bands of the two populations oscillate over time. This can be seen clearly
by observing the space-density plots recorded at times t = 20 and t = 25 (Figure
4.31, lower panels): the band of u (red) notably increases in width. This width then
decreases again, before once again increasing, as can be seen from considering the
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space-time plot (Figure 4.31, top panel). For more on breathing phenomena, see
Vanag & Epstein (2007) and Guvrevich et al. (2006), both of whom discuss breathing
in reaction diffusion systems.
Note that as our range of possible wavenumbers is large, we are unable to be sure
of the exact values of our wavenumbers and periods for each simulation (we could find
the value of q2 for which Re(λ) is maximum and use this as an estimate, as we would
expect the largest wavenumber to be the dominant one in simulations, but this is not
always the case and so is unsatisfactory). Note also that because we are dealing with
the discrete case, the domain length of our simulations has an impact on wavelength,
as with periodic boundary conditions there must be exactly n ∈ N wavelengths so that
the waves at the left and right boundaries match up. Therefore we require q = nL˜,
where L˜ is our domain length, so that in this discrete scenario the wavelength of each
oscillation is in fact given by 2L˜π/q.
In conclusion, we see that we move from complete mixing, to oscillatory behaviour,
to travelling waves, to disorganised behaviour, to bands of single populations that
breathe. The large range of patterning that we see demonstrates the importance
of knowing precise parameter values when investigating spatial patterns – it is not
sufficient to simply know the ratios of parameters to one another. Note that we still
see no clear pattern emerging in the θ = 1.2 case, suggesting that perhaps we should
run our simulations for longer in order to see what stable patterns (if any) would
emerge. Again, reference to the dimensional time required for a specific biological
scenario under consideration would help us to make this decision.
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Figure 4.26: Simulations of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23). Space-time plot
(top panel)for the u population for µi given by θ = 0.6 (θ defined above), with space-
density plot at t = 20 (lower panel) for both the u (red) and v (blue) populations. We
see homogeneous mixing, as predicted by our analysis. All parameters and numerical
details are as in Figure 4.23, except for µi for i = uu, uv, vu, vv which are as described.
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Figure 4.27: Simulations of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23). Space-time plot
(top panel)for the u population for µi given by θ = 0.68 (θ defined above), with space-
density plot at t = 20 (lower left panel) and t = 21 (lower right panel) for both the
u (red) and v (blue) populations. We see oscillatory behaviour at early times, with
travelling waves forming later. All parameters and numerical details are as in Figure
4.23, except for µi for i = uu, uv, vu, vv which are as described.
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Figure 4.28: Simulations of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23). Space-time plot
(top panel)for the u population for µi given by θ = 0.7 (θ defined above), with space-
density plot at t = 20 (lower left panel) and t = 21 (lower right panel) for both the u
(red) and v (blue) populations. We see travelling wave behaviour. Peaks are smooth
and waves travel from right to left. All parameters and numerical details are as in
Figure 4.23, except for µi for i = uu, uv, vu, vv which are as described.
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Figure 4.29: Simulations of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23). Space-time plot
(top panel)for the u population for µi given by θ = 0.8 (θ defined above), with space-
density plot at t = 20 (lower left panel) and t = 21 (lower right panel) for both the
u (red) and v (blue) populations. We again see travelling wave behaviour, although
this time peaks are irregular in shape. All parameters and numerical details are as in
Figure 4.23, except for µi for i = uu, uv, vu, vv which are as described.
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Figure 4.30: Simulations of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23). Space-time plot
(top panel)for the u population for µi given by θ = 1.2 (θ defined above), with space-
density plot at t = 20 (lower left panel) and t = 21 (lower right panel) for both the u
(red) and v (blue) populations. A band of population v forms, whilst the u population
does not stabilise. All parameters and numerical details are as in Figure 4.23, except
for µi for i = uu, uv, vu, vv which are as described.
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Figure 4.31: Simulations of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23). Space-time plot
(top panel)for the u population for µi given by θ = 1.5 (θ defined above), with space-
density plot at t = 20 (lower left panel) and t = 25 (lower right panel) for both the u
(red) and v (blue) populations. A band of u and a band of v form, with the widths of
the bands oscillating, or breathing, over time. All parameters and numerical details
are as in Figure 4.23, except for µi for i = uu, uv, vu, vv which are as described.
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4.5 Discussion
In this chapter we have presented a general model of contact-dependent interactions,
and considered the role of both interaction ranges and strengths on patterning for-
mation. Our analysis of the model equations (4.22) and (4.23) has shown that the
magnitudes and signs of both of these terms affect whether the system will show in-
stability or stability, as will the initial densities of each cell population. Furthermore,
our simulations have shown that whilst increased ranges lead to increased aggrega-
tion widths, and attractive forces lead to stationary aggregations, repulsive forces can
cause a range of behaviours, including travelling waves, oscillatory behaviour, and
breathing bands.
Moreover, we have seen that many patterns change considerably over time; in
particular, we see no stabilisation of the patterns seen in the repulsive strength cases
presented in Figure 4.30, and we see the disappearance of aggregations of narrow
width in Figures 4.21 and 4.22. Throughout Section 4.4 we discussed the dimensional
timescale suggested by our model. We explain that calculation here.
In order to calculate dimensional time, we turn back to our nondimensionalisation
of the system and consider nondimensional values of t. We have that t is dimension-
alised by L2/Du (Section 4.3.1), and we have let L be the maximum signalling range
of a single u cell. Let L = 10−2cm, a reasonable dimensional value for a maximum
signalling range if we take this to be ten times a cell diameter as in Section 4.4. We
also let Du = 10
−10cm2/s, a reasonable dimensional value for cell motility. Then the
corresponding dimensional time t∗ = 106t s. So if we run simulations up to dimen-
sionless time t = 20 as in Figures 4.23, 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22, then the corresponding
dimensional time t∗ = 2 × 107s, which is approximately 33 weekss. Similarly, our
simulations in Section 4.4.2 represent about 6 days.
We can use this calculation to decide how long we should run our simulations for,
according to the biological scenario we are interested in. For example, if we want to
investigate the morphogenesis of a zebrafish, which is completed within 28 days, we
should compute up to dimensionless time t = 3.
There is obviously a great deal more work that can be done on this model in
the future. For a start, a move into at least two dimensional simulations must be
undertaken in order to fully reveal the types of spatial patterning that these various
attractive and repulsive interactions can produce. Data available invariably pertains
to two dimensional scenarios, and often three, and so an extension in this manner
would be extremely useful. Also, since much patterning takes place during develop-
ment, it would be beneficial to model a growing domain; this would allow a more
accurate picture to be formed of the kind of patterns that these interactions could
produce during growth.
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Beyond these specific suggestions, there are other aspects of the model that can
be altered and investigated in order to uncover what impact they have on patterning,
and hence what impact their biological equivalent may have on patterning in real
tissues. For example, assuming that all forms of the interaction term are alike is
not necessary. Instead the signals from one cell population could be of a different
form to those of a second population, so that in place of one signalling function
Ω, we could have two or more different functions. On a similar theme, we could
investigate the effect of u and v having different packing densities P1 and P2 say,
or try the same packing functions for each cell, but different to the one we have
used already. Finally, incorporating cell birth and death would make the model more
accurate, especially when studying biological scenarios where cell turnover time is
known. The incorporation of such kinetics is particularly important when considering
long timescale dynamics that occur over several weeks.
Finally, this model could be used to explore specific biological scenarios. It could,
for example, be used to look at zebrafish pigmentation patterning. This process takes
place during development and occurs on the fish’s epithelium, meaning that it could
be modelled as a two-dimensional problem with the skin modelled as a monolayer.
The cell dimensions of the melanophore and xanthophore pigment cells are known and
there is detailed timeseries data of pattern production too (Moreira & Deutsch, 2005;
Parichy, 2000), so that many of the parameters needed for the model are available.
There are also conflicting hypotheses regarding the type of signalling interactions
that occur between cells in order to form the zebrafish’s stripes. Whilst some biolo-
gists believe that local cell-cell signals lead to the patterns seen (Maderspacher and
Nu¨sslein-Volhard, 2003), others argue that much longer range signals are also key
(Kondo et al., 2009). However there is general agreement that both attractive and
repulsive signals are necessary. As the model could be easily extended to two dimen-
sions, a domain size could be chosen which is an appropriate representation of the
zebrafish skin. Initial conditions could be set to two horizontal stripes to mimic those
found on the zebrafish epithelium after embryogenesis, and the model could then be
used to explore pigmentation patterns during the transition to adulthood at approx-
imately 28 days (Parichy, 2000). The two conflicting hypotheses could be modelled
by choosing different forms of our signalling function Ω. Then a comprehensive inves-
tigation of the model’s parameter regimes for which zebrafish-type stripes occur for
these two different signalling functions could be undertaken to add some insight into
the debate on whether local or non-local signals produce patterning, possibly leading
to the verification or falsification of the opposing hypotheses.
With this application in mind we here attempt to reproduce the zebrafish ablation
experiments of Yamaguchi et al. (2007). Note that whilst their experiments are well
approximated to 2−D which they use in their simulations, our simulations are only
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in 1 − D. Therefore we do not hope to reproduce their results exactly, but rather
to see if the mechanism of our model is sufficient to form zebrafish-type stripes in
the same timeframe as the experiments and simulations of Yamaguchi et al., using
realistic parameter values. In these experiments, Yamaguchi and co-workers ablated
the pigment cells of 20-day-old zebrafish using a laser and observed their regrowth
over the course of three weeks (Figure 4.32, top panels). They then recreated the
regrowth of these stripes via the simulation of a reaction-diffusion equation (Figure
4.32, lower panels). We now attempt to recreate the simulation results of Yamaguchi
and co-workers using our integrodifferential model. We do this in order to explore
whether direct cell-cell signals over small to medium distances, as opposed to much
longer range signals, could be responsible for pattern formation in zebrafish. Note
that we choose to recreate this particular experiment as it involves only the migration
of pigment cells, and not also other processes such as cellular differentiation.
Figure 4.32: Regeneration process of the stripes of both zebrafish and computer sim-
ulation as carried out by Yamaguchi et al. (A-D) Regeneration of stripes without an
inherent prepattern in zebrafish. Images were recorded after 1 week (A), 10 days (B),
2 weeks (C), and 3 weeks (D) after ablation of both melanophores and xanthophores
in the wide region above the anal fin base. At the beginning of the regeneration,
melanophores and xanthophores were randomly distributed in the ablated area (A).
Then, each type of pigment cell began to segregate (B and C), and the stripe pat-
tern without original anterior-posterior direction was regenerated (D). Note that this
regeneration was achieved by autonomous migration of pigment cells. (E-H) Time-
lapse captured images of the regeneration process outputted by computer simulation.
Yamaguchi et al. used an activator-inhibitor reaction-diffusion model for the simula-
tion. The white indicates an area where a concentration of the assumptive activator
is the highest, whereas the black shows the highest concentration area of assumptive
inhibitor. Parameters were selected to facilitate the stripe formation. As the initial
condition for pattern regeneration, Yamaguchi et al. set a horizontal stripe pattern in
the 256 × 128 field. For the ablation, the central region was replaced by a random
pattern. Captures were produced after 500 (E), 1,000 (F), 3,000 (G), and 10,000 (H)
iterations, respectively. Yamaguchi et al., (2007). Copyright of the National Academy
of Sciences, with permission.
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We begin by choosing our parameters. We let u be our xanthophore population
and v be our melanophore population. Then u cells have diameters of about 0.1mm,
and v cells have diameters of about 0.15mm (Moreira & Deutsch, 2005). We know that
whilst melanophores and xanthophores experience homotypic attractions over medium
and short ranges, xanthophores repel melanophores at short ranges (Maderspacher
and Nu¨sslein-Volhard, 2003). We let a medium range be twice the average radius
of a cell, and a short range be simply the average radius of a cell. Then we set
L = 0.1mm (where, as above, L is the maximum signalling range of a u cell), with
ξuu = 1, ξvv = 1.5 and ξuv = 0.5. For attractive strengths, we arbitrarily choose
µuu = µvv = 50, and for repulsion we let µuv = −50. These numbers allow our system
to be unstable but as we do not know comparative strengths for the interactions
between the two cell types, we set these three strengths to be of equal magnitude.
Since nothing is known about melanophore-xanthophore interactions, we let µvu = 0.
Furthermore, we let D˜ = 1 i.e., both cell types experience the same motility in the
absence of directional cues. For our initial conditions we simply set each cell type to
a density of 0.25 across the domain with noise, thus mimicking the conditions of the
ablation experiments. We set the domain length to be 5mm long.
In order to know for how long we should run our simulations we calculate the
dimensional value of one dimensionless timestep. We have that L = 0.01cm, and again
let Du = 10
−10cm2/sec as above. Then dimensionless time t = 1 is approximately 11.6
days. Therefore we will output our results at dimensionless times t = 0.6 (equivalent
to the results at 1 week in the original experiment), t = 0.85 (3 days on, so equivalent
to day 10 in the experiment), t = 1.45 (equivalent to day 14), and t = 1.8 (equivalent
to day 21). We plot the results below (Figure 4.33).
Obviously, since our results are only in one dimension, we do not see the exact
results of Yamaguchi et al. However, we do see an increase in distinct stripe formation
of both melanophore stripes (blue) and xanthophore stripes (red) over time, and these
stripes alternate across the domain. These two points match the original experiments.
Moreover, gaps are seen between stripes, which is what we would expect to see in
zebrafish (Parichy, 2000). Therefore it certainly seems possible that direct cell-cell
signalling could produce the patterning seen in this experiment, and that a reaction-
diffusion system is not the only way such patterning can be produced as proposed by
Yamaguchi et al. A two dimensional simulation would confirm this.
Whilst we have not attempted to thoroughly investigate a specific biological ap-
plication here, we hope that we have shown how the model may be used in this way.
It has been designed to be amenable to many useful applications and studies, and we
hope that the insights revealed by our preliminary investigations prove to be just the
beginning.
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Figure 4.33: Results of a simulation of model equations (4.22) and (4.23), with all
parameters and numerical details as described in the text. We see the formation of
stripes over time. Initial conditions are set at u = 0.25+0.01c, v = 0.25+0.01c across
the domain, where c ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] is randomly chosen for each numerical grid point.
For all other numerical details, see Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Numerical Methods
This chapter looks at the numerical methods used throughout this thesis, and explores
some of the less expected behaviours of those numerics.
5.1 Cellular automata
On a square domain of 256× 256 grid points, we simulate the two cellular automata
models discussed in Chapter 2. We use a random-choice asynchronous updating
method such that at each timestep, a cell is picked randomly across the domain.
Note that a synchronous updating method leads to no appreciable difference in the
outcome of our simulations (see Chapter 2, Sections 2.2.1 and 2.5.2 for more on this);
we choose an asynchronous method as it matches more closely with realistic biological
scenarios.
This randomly chosen cell is then updated according to the Majority algorithm
or Single-Cell algorithm, as outlined in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1, Figure 2.1. We use
an eight neighbour Moore neighbourhood for all simulations, although note that in
preliminary investigations with a four neighbour Von Neumann neighbourhood, no
change in results was seen. Along the boundaries, we simply truncate the calculation:
on the boundary and at the corners of the domain, only cells in the domain are
considered, and an average is taken over that reduced number of cells in the Majority
model, whilst in the Single-Cell model a cell that picks a neighbour outside the domain
does not change state.
5.2 One dimensional integro-differential equations
We use our one dimensional results in Chapter 3 primarily to further our understand-
ing of the stability of the system under certain conditions, before moving on to the
more complicated two dimensional code. Therefore we are primarily interested in a
straightforward numerical scheme. With this in mind, we opt for the most basic: the
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explicit Euler method. This scheme is given by
un+1 = un + δtg(tn, un),
where un is the state of population u at time n, and g represents the right hand
side of our ordinary differential equations (ODEs). For details on the derivation of
the explicit Euler method see, for example, Stuart & Humphries (1996). Note that
we have ODEs not integro-differential equations to solve here as we first discretise
uniformly through space, leaving us with an ODE at each grid point. For more on
this technique, see Morton & Meyers (1994).
In order to calculate the line integral we first discretise it through space, setting our
space discretisation to be δx = 0.5 on a grid of length 200. We then sum the integral
over each point and average over the length, taking care to include any remainders
at either end of the line which may lie over only part of a grid point. Note that we
also investigated space discretisations of δx = 0.3˙ and δx = 0.25. We carried out
simulations of both the Community and Single Cell models 3.7 (Chapter 3, Section
3.2.1), repeating the simulations illustrated in Section 3.4.1, Figures 3.3 and 3.5, with
δx = 0.3˙ and δx = 0.25 in turn. When looking at the Community model, we saw
no change in the density of stripes, and the overall behaviour of stripe patterns was
consistent, i.e., whilst stripes in the α1 = α2 case remained stable over all time, as
α1 increased in size relative to α2 stripes decayed more quickly. However we did see
different numbers of stripes than in our original simulations (for both tests we saw
three stripes across the domain in place of two). The decay rates of the stripes also
differed: whilst in the δx = 0.3˙ case the stripes decayed faster than in the original
simulation, in the δx = 0.25 case a wide stripe appeared in the domain for all α1 that
led to an increase in time taken for each case to reach no stripes when α1 6= α2. For the
Single Cell model, again results were qualitatively the same but not quantitatively so:
here the stable state was reached faster as the grid grew finer. These differences are
possibly due to our calculation of the integral: since we approximate the remainder
of the integral that lies over only part of a grid point, a coarse grid loses more of
the integral at the boundary edge than a finer grid. This has the effect of slightly
decreasing the integral radius. These results suggest that whilst our grid is sufficiently
fine for understanding qualitative behaviour, a finer grid is necessary for quantitative
observations.
Throughout our use of the Euler method, we let δt = 0.01, and calculated and
recorded un+1 at each grid point for each time output point. Note that we ensured
that δt = 0.01 was sufficiently small by repeating simulations with δt = 0.005 and
δt = 0.001; we found no difference in our results1. Initial conditions and our cellular
1Again we carried out simulations of Community and Single Cell models 3.7 (Chapter 3, Section
3.2.1), repeating the simulations illustrated in Section 3.4.1, Figures 3.3 and 3.5, this time with
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differentiation functions for each simulation are as described in Chapter 3. Boundary
conditions as such do not exist as there are no movement-type terms in our models
in Chapter 3. However, when calculating the integral term within distance R of the
boundary, we choose to truncate the integral and normalise it over the truncated area
so as to model a closed system with no cells outside the boundary.
We are aware that the explicit Euler method is not the most accurate of schemes,
but our testing of it has shown us that it is sufficiently robust for our purposes in the
computation of solutions to our models in Chapter 3 and so, since it is also a simple
scheme to implement, we use it here.
5.3 Two dimensional integro-differential equations
We begin by using the Method of Lines approach, which again allows us to trans-
form our integro-differential equations into a system of ODEs (Morton & Meyers,
1994). For Chapters 2 and 3, our models involve only kinetic terms. As in the one
dimensional code, we calculate the kinetic terms at each grid point across our two
dimensional domain in order to calculate the right hand side of our system of ODEs.
To solve this system, we then use rowmap (Weiner et al. 1997), a method that is
particularly well suited to solving stiff ODE initial value problems, and which au-
tomatically controls and adjusts time-step size. As in the one dimensional case, we
discretise uniformly through space. All details regarding specific values for δx, do-
main length, initial conditions and our bio-cellular functions for specific simulations
can be found in Chapters 2 and 3. Again, boundary conditions are only relevant in
calculating the integral, and we explain that integral calculation now.
Calculating the integral in two dimensions again involves discretising through
space, here discretising the circular domain of the integral. We then sum the in-
tegral over each of the grid squares within the circle much like in the one dimensional
scenario, although here some of the area of the circle is lost at the boundaries. The
calculation is fast and, with a fine lattice, it is reasonably accurate. Note however
that it is important to have a sufficiently fine grid, otherwise numerical artifacts can
occur (see Section 5.5).
5.4 One dimensional integro-advection-diffusion par-
tial differential equations
In Chapter 4, our focus is on an advection-diffusion problem, and so our numerical
approach is significantly different. We begin by using a finite volume scheme on a
δt = 0.005 and δt = 0.001 in turn.
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uniform grid to discretise space, with each grid point located at the centre of each
numerical cell. We assume periodic boundary conditions. We use a Matlab code
which uses the inbuilt Matlab time integrator ‘ode45’ to solve the the system of
ODEs which we again formulate using Method of Lines approach, and this time we
use a Fast Fourier Transform technique to calculate the integral. This method is
extremely efficient and therefore preferable to other methods. Although it restricts
us by its nature to a uniform grid, this does not matter in our largely abstract and
non-problem specific investigations, and the gain in speed from previous codes amply
makes up for any lost flexibility. See Gerisch (2010) for more details.
5.5 Numerical artifacts
In this section we describe our close examination of phenomena witnessed during pre-
liminary implementations of the scheme described in section 5.3. These numerically
driven phenomena occur when the two cell populations of the model 2.1, Chapter 2
separate into two distinct groups, with half of the domain filled by one cell popula-
tion, the other half filled by the second (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1, Figure 2.6, lower
panels). As a result of this close examination, we implemented a sufficiently fine grid
for all subsequent simulations.
5.5.1 The necessity of a fine grid, part 1
When first observing the transition front that demarcates a change from one cell pop-
ulation to another (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1, Figure 2.6, lower panels), we initially
believed these transition fronts to be flat (Figure 5.1, left panel). However, on studying
our initial simulations more carefully, we saw that this was not the case, but rather
from split initial conditions without noise (not shown), the transition front curved
slightly. On closer inspection, this curving was seen to occur at the boundaries of the
domain (Figure 5.1, middle and right panels). Although our boundary conditions are
not unusual, they appeared to be affecting the dynamics of our solutions.
At the boundaries of our domain, the integral is truncated, so that only cells
inside the domain are included in the integral calculation. At a transition front, this
straightforward condition becomes more complicated. Imagine we wish to integrate
over the transition front, at a point such that the majority of the integral is of cell
type A, and the rest of B say. Away from the domain boundaries, this will return the
same proportions of each cell type. However, at the boundary edge, this proportion
changes as the area of our integral changes. For example, close to the boundary, we
could lose from our integral cells of type A say, but none of type B (Figure 5.2).
We realised that this could affect the shape of the transition front. In order to test
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this theory we ran two more simulations with different sensing radii. If our theory
was correct then the curves witnessed along the transition front should scale with the
length of the sensing radius. Indeed the size of the curves along the fronts, and the
width of those fronts, changed accordingly (Figure 5.3).
This result highlighted the need to have a sufficiently fine grid in order to counter-
act this phenomena, which we then implemented throughout our simulations. Whilst
it is clear that a more precise integral calculation would prevent this artifact from
occurring, this work is primarily a work of mathematical modelling and not of nu-
merical analysis so we do not seek to create a more accurate scheme here. Rather we
highlight this curving as purely a numerical artifact to warn others who may wish to
carry out similar simulations.
Figure 5.1: Simulation of the model 2.1, Chapter 2 with f non-linear. We plot the
density of A in space at time t = 80. We see in the middle and right panels that
the transition front is not flat, but in facts exhibits slight curving at the boundary
(note the changed axis). Initial conditions are set at a = 1.0 when x ≤ 5, a = 0.0
otherwise. The function f is given by f(I) = 0.5 tanh(tan(Iπ − 0.5π)) + 0.5, a
continuous approximation to a step function. The dimensionless parameter values are
R = 1.0, α = 1.0. The domain is of size 10 dimensionless space units, with 100× 100
lattice points. We set absolute error tolerance in the rowmap scheme to 10−6.
5.5.2 The necessity of a fine grid - part 2
A second phenomenon of our initial simulations was front movement. Again, the
reader must be aware that if she or he chooses to repeat the simulations described,
special care must be taken with grid coarseness. This is due to a numerical error
that moves the front slowly across the domain (Figure 5.4), a movement which slows
down over time (Figure 5.5). With a fine grid, such movement does not occur (Figure
5.6). This is because the finer the grid, the closer we remain to the original equation:
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Cells of type BCells of type A
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Interface
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Figure 5.2: The lower circle shows an integral with a small portion of cells of type
B (patterned), while a larger portion is of cells type A (white). However, the upper
circle crosses the domain boundary and in doing so, it loses some of its white A cells,
but retains all of its patterened B cells. As we integrate only over the area inside the
domain boundary, the proportion of these two populations becomes altered at this
point.
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Figure 5.3: Simulation of the model 2.1, Chapter 2 with f non-linear, with three
different sizes of sensing radius. We plot the desity of A at time t = 50 when the
sensing radius is of length 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. The right hand panels show a close-up
view (note the change of axis in these figures), whilst the left hand panels show the
full domain. We see that as the sensing radius increases, so too does the curve along
the transition fronts, and the width of those fronts. All other numerical details are as
in Figure 5.1.
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as we discretise the model 2.1, Chapter 2, we move away from a balanced, bistable,
integrodifferential equation to a system of balanced, bistable ordinary differential
equations; in moving to the latter, we loose the non-local term and actually revert to
equations very similar to those that exhibit metastabilty.
Metastability is the process by which a seemingly steady state evolves very slowly
over time to the actual steady state solution; the original solution, although it seems
stable, is in fact not. Such a phenomenon has been well documented, and has been
shown to often occur in balanced, bistable equations, similar to those in the model
(2.1), Chapter 2; therefore, front movement as we witness in coarse simulations seems
plausible, in spite of this not being a genuine behaviour of the model 2.1, Chapter 2.
We provide a detailed review of metastability in Section 5.6.
Note that, as in the situation described in Section 5.5.1 above, we could implement
a better numerical scheme for the solution of the integral to resolve this problem,
rather than relying on the choice of a sufficiently fine grid. However, the creation
of such a scheme could take many months, and since we are primarily interested
in modelling and not numerical analysis, we do not choose to undertake such a task.
Rather, we here bring the reader’s attention to the idiosyncracies of the scheme so that
they can be avoided should the reader wish to carry out his or her own simulations.
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Figure 5.4: Simulation of the model (2.1) with f non-linear and split initial conditions.
We plot the density of cell type A in space at times shown. We see that the transition
front, which delimits where A cells exist and which has initial position y = 5, moves
slowly through time towards y = 4. In this case the population of A cells increases at
the expense of B cells. Note that the opposite can equally occur: see, for example,
Figure 5.6, lower panel. We begin with initial conditions of a = 0.0 + 0.02 × c for
points y ≤ 5, and a = 1.0− 0.02× c otherwise, where c is chosen randomly between 0
and 1 at each numerical grid point. All other numerical details are as in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.5: Cell density through time, at the point x = 5, y = 4.5 for the simulation
shown in Figure 5.4. We see the cell density initially increase as the front moves
forwards, but this increase is less over time, demonstrating that front movement
increasingly slows. That this front movement eventually stops seems likely, but has
not been investigated here due to long computational times.
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Figure 5.6: Simulation of the model (2.1) with f non-linear. We plot the density of
A through space at t = 1000, and vary the coarseness of the grid in each simulation.
From top to bottom, we have a grid with 200 × 200 lattice points, 100 × 100, and
finally 50 × 50. We see that as the coarseness of the grid increases, the transition
front moves further in the same time step, thus appearing to exhibit metastability.
All other numerical details are as in Figure 5.1.
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5.6 Literature review for equations of the form ut =
ǫuxx − f(u), f balanced bistable
As mentioned above, the model (2.1), Chapter 2 has balanced, bistable dynamics, and
is very similar to the Ginzburg-Landau and Allen-Cahn equations. The dynamics of
these bistable equations exhibit metastability – that is, solutions evolve very slowly
over time, and hence in simulations they can appear to be stable when they are not.
A whole body of literature has been produced to try and characterise the flow of the
metastable transition layers which separate the two stable phases from each other,
and that is what we will discuss here.
Metastable transition layers can briefly be described by the following: let us take,
for example, the Ginzburg-Landau equation ut = ǫuxx−f(u), f balanced and bistable
(i.e. f is the derivative of a potential function that has two wells of equal depth), with
minima at u = ±1. The travelling wave solution of this equation has wave speed c = 0
i.e. the waves which separate one stable phase at u = +1 from the other stable phase
at u = −1 do not move. However these stationary waves are in fact unstable and the
solutions evolve via movement of the transition layers, although with exponentionally
small speeds and over very large timescales. It is the movement of these metastable
transition layers or interfaces that we will discuss below.
This slow movement was first observed and discussed in physics, in relation to
crystal growth, fluid dynamics, and chemical-reaction diffusion systems. In their 1988
paper, Dee & van Saarloos used numerical simulations to describe interface move-
ment in detail, and concluded that almost all spatially bistable systems may produce
moving transition layers. Other approaches of the time were also intuitive, based on
microscopic models and thermodynamical considerations (see Fusco & Hale, 1989).
However, within mathematics, a variety of rigorous approaches based on geometric
and manifold techniques were developed, with the first such approach employed by
Carr and Pego (1989) and Fusco and Hale (1989), although credited to the latter by
the former. The basic idea behind the two papers is to construct a (non-invariant)
manifold M that contains the essential dynamics of the equation in question. We
explain Carr and Pego’s approach here: they take a configuration h = (h1, ..., hN)
of N layer positions, and associate with it the function uh(x) which approximates a
metastable state with N transition layers. This set of states forms an N -dimensional
manifold, with careful attention paid to include only admissible transition layers (i.e.
those which are a sufficient distance apart to still exhibit metastable dynamics2).
Given a solution u near M , they can then write u in terms of uh and a constructed
coordinate v, where v is orthogonal to particular approximate tangent vectors to M .
Through projection they obtain equations of motion for h and v, and hence, by linear
2Transition layers, once they are close to one another, quickly collapse (Carr & Pego, 1990).
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analysis, can describe the flow of the transitional layers near M by u = uh.
This manifold approach proved very successful, and spawned numerous results and
extensions. Chen et al. (2006) explored entire solutions of the equation (i.e. those
solutions which begin at t = −∞) using invariant manifold techniques, following on
from Yagisitia (2002) who proved their existence under various conditions. Chen et al.
(2007) extended the manifold approach to obtain the precise dynamics of interfaces
for cylindrically symmetric vertically moving solutions, while Carr and Pego (1990)
considered the global unstable manifolds of equilibria to obtain numerous results on
the shape, flow and timescale of transition layers. They found that there exists a
global correspondence between the number of layer positions of metastable states and
the dimension of the unstable manifold of unstable steady states of the equation, as
originally conjectured by Fusco and Hale (1989). This led to the understanding that
metastable states can be generated from a small perturbation of an unstable steady
state. Other results from Carr and Pego (1990) include: finding the standing wave
solutions of the transition layers; showing that layer positions repeat regularly in
space; proving that the number of stationary states are of O(1
ǫ
) (where ǫ is the small
diffusion coefficient). Carr and Pego also discussed layer collapse, which occurs when
two transition layers approach each other. At this point, the layers speed up and
annihilate each other, leading to a reduction in the total number of transition layers.
This topic of layer collapse informed the next significant area of work on metastability,
and was taken up by Ward (1994).
In a very thorough paper, Ward (1994) looked at various boundary conditions
and their effects on the motion of metastable layers and their collapse. By numer-
ical methods he solved various problems which describe layer collapse, and gave a
quantitative confirmation of Carr and Pego’s description of the coarsening process
of the Ginzburg-Landau equation (Carr & Pego, 1990), including both the effects of
boundary conditions and of the inclusion of layer collapse both internally and against
a domain wall. Rougemont and Eckmann (1998), meanwhile, explored the collapse
and annihilation of transition layers on the infinite line. By following and extending
Carr and Pego’s manifold techniques, they found initial conditions which led to in-
finite sequences of collapses of transition layers. The results were shown to hold for
more general bistable equations than the Ginzburg-Landau equation, and included a
formula for the speed of motion of these layers. Rougemont and Eckmann were able
to predict with high precision the collision time and annihilation of a pair of transition
layers, independently of the position of infinitely many other transition layers. Morita
and Mimoto (2000) estimated the lifetime of layers before collapse, while Rougemont
(1999) proved that all transition layers eventually disappear by colliding with each
other. This opened up another area of work, namely what will happen to the re-
maining regions once all metastable transition layers have been annihilated, which
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Rougemont proved must (eventually) occur.
Ward (1996) provided a partial answer to this question in the case of mass con-
servation in a multidimensional domain, assuming that the system will eventually
collapse to one single closed interface (this had been shown to often be the case – see
Bronsard, 1994, and Rubinstein, 1992 – but had not been proven for all instances:
Rougemont’s results on this only apply conclusively for one dimension). In a one
dimensional domain, motion occurs due to the interaction of neighbouring layers,
but interfaces in multidimensional domains move according to their curvature (Allen,
1979; Rubinstein, 1989). If there are several closed interfaces as a result of initial
data, these may lead to a single surviving spherical interface and if movement at this
point relied solely on curvature, this would not move at all. Ward (1996) showed that
this is not the case, and produced many results on the shape and movement of such
a surviving sphere using very different mathematical methods to those described so
far.
First Ward used the method of matched asymptotic expansions to construct a
canonical “bubble” solution to the steady state equation i.e. a solution with radial
symmetry and exactly one internal layer. He then linearized the equation about
this solution, and analysed the associated eigenvalue problem asymptotically. Using
boundary layer analysis, Ward found estimates for the behaviour of eigenfunctions
on the domain boundary. He then used these together with a projection method to
accurately derive an explicit ODE for the motion of the centre of the sphere.
Stafford et al. (2001) extended this work to consider what happens once a bubble
reaches the boundary of the domain. If the bubble becomes an arc, they showed that
it will again move according to the mean curvature of the bubble, but if the length of
the bubble interface is sufficiently small in comparison to that of the domain boundary,
an approximate semi-circle will form which then moves according to the curvature of
the domain boundary (see Alikakos, 2000). If, however, an exact semi-circle forms
(i.e. the bubble hits a flat part of the boundary), Stafford et al. (2001) showed that
this semi-circle is metastable, and they derived an asymptotic differential equation
for its motion. Jorge et al. (2008) extended these ideas further to study, in detail,
the boundary behaviour of the bubble, and in particular how the bubble readjusts in
shape to its domain.
In comparison, Rougemont (2000) extended his use of invariant manifold tech-
niques to provide a new proof of bubble movement according to mean curvature, or
curve shortening. Although the proof of this movement had already been derived
(Rubinstein, 1989), Rougemont’s new proof gave insight into the dynamics of the
orbits on the invariant manifold constructed by Carr and Pego (1989; 1990): namely,
Rougemont found that these orbits also move according to a mean curvature law.
Rougemont (2000) then explored the coalescence of two nearby bubbles, and gave
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criteria for both the merging and the non-interaction of two separate circular regions.
By doing so, Rougemont underlined the fact that the long time behaviour of bub-
bles is not determined solely by mean curvature flow. Rougemont (2000) ended by
discussing the disappearance of these circular bubbles over time.
Of particular relevance to our own problem is the small amount of previous work
that exists on integro-differential equations in two dimensions. It has been proven
that if the Allen-Cahn equation is perturbed by an integral term then any non-trivial
steady state on a convex domain will always be unstable, with all interfaces even-
tually merging with the domain boundary and disappearing (Casten, 1978; Matano,
1979). This suggests that the inclusion of an integral term in the Allen-Cahn equa-
tion prevents steady states from forming, since in the non-perturbed case, nontrivial
steady states do form (see Iron, 2009 for a discussion of this). Similarly, Duncan
et al. (2000) looked directly at differences between the Allen-Cahn equation and an
integro-differential variant, replacing the diffusion term in the Allen-Cahn equation
with a positive integral of u. Duncan et al. found that the solution to this equa-
tion does not coarsen for a small enough integral coefficient i.e. the solution does not
form large patches of all one phase or all the other. Rather a mix of the two phases
across the domain remains. This is in contrast to the Allen-Cahn partial differential
equation, which always exhibits coarsening in finite time, again demonstrating the
difference that the inclusion of a nonlocal term can make to the dynamics of a bal-
anced, bistable equation. Perhaps of most relevance to our work, Chen et al. (1997)
considered an Allen-Cahn equation with a large nonlocal term. They found that,
unlike in the Allen-Cahn equation, the nonlocal term here provides a source of non-
trivial stationary patterns, and concluded that there is a balance between the effects
of curvature and those of the nonlocal term (see also Rotstein, 2001). All of these
results suggest that it will be difficult to apply much of the literature above, which
does not consider integrodifferential equations, to our work. Having said that, Hutson
and Grinfeld (2006) also looked at an integro-differential version of the Allen-Cahn
equation, considering a more general form of integral than Duncan et al. (2000). By
considering the initial value problem, they studied the convergence of solutions to
equilibria. They proved that convergence holds for small diffusion coefficients, and
hence do in fact show an analogy with the partial differential equation case.
Finally, a series of papers by Grant considers the differences between discrete and
continuous balanced bistable systems. Grant and van Vleck (1995) looked at metasta-
bility in discrete versions of the Allen-Cahn equation, and found a bound for the speed
of metastable transition layers, showing that the slow motion of these layers is pre-
served in the discrete case. Grant (2000) explored the size of “grains”, those circular
regions of phase equivalent to the closed interfaces of the multidimensional continuous
system, in order to distinguish between genuine equilibria and those which will dis-
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appear over finite time. Using a discrete analogue of the Allen-Cahn equation, Grant
produced results for a fixed lattice regarding the size of equilibria regions, finding
lower bounds on their size which will ensure they are genuine equilibria (i.e. that they
will not disappear). He also considered distribution patterns of these regions across
the domain. In Grant (2001), he compared the solutions of (two different) discrete
Allen-Cahn equations with its continuous counterpart, showing that the number of
solutions of the discrete and the continuous equations do not necessarily agree, even
when using an extremely fine lattice. This final paper throws up some interesting
questions about how best to represent bistable dynamics discretely, for example in a
numerical finite difference scheme, without losing the continuous dynamics, as well as
suggesting that a discrete problem may exhibit different dynamics to the continuous
problem by the very nature of its discreteness. Grant (2001) concluded by discussing
the importance of the attractor, rather than the set of equilibria, in understanding
the long-term behaviour of solutions.
In conclusion, one can understand why it would not be unexpected to see metat-
stability in the balanced, bistable equation of (2.1) and hence why it is vital to ensure
proper care is taken to investigate the robustness of any numerical method used for
simulations.
5.7 A one dimensional version of a two dimen-
sional code
When carrying out our numerical simulations in Chapters 2 and 3, the length of time
taken to complete one run of our code is several hours, making testing of different
parameter values time consuming. This became a particular problem when attempting
to find the limits on the birth and death rates for which an island of cells either grew
or died out in Chapter 3: we needed a much faster numerical scheme. We saw a way
that we could reduce the numerical problem to a one dimensional scenario, and we
first explain our idea here, before demonstrating the mathematical analysis of it.
We want to consider how initial conditions of a circular ‘island’ of one cell type
centred in a ‘sea’ of another, similar to those explored in Chapter 3, will change over
time according to the Community Model. The number of simulations required for
this figure made two-dimensional simulations unfeasible. Therefore we considered the
case of the “island” being in the centre of a circular domain. The circular symmetry
then makes the problem one-dimensional. However, the reduction to one dimension
is somewhat involved, and we outline the details here.
We define x as a radial co-ordinate measured from the centre of the domain, and
we denote by C(x) the circle, radius R, centred at x. We begin by considering the
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Figure 5.7: Upper panel: Figure of geometry of integral computation when x − R is
large. See text for details. Lower panel: Figure of geometry of integral computation
near to the origin 0, shown large to allow more detail. If x− R ≤ 0, the arcs L(r) of
A, three of which are shown (and each of which are distance r away from the origin),
eventually form a circle. At the transition point between arcs and circumferences, C
and A touch, and the radius is given by R− x. See text for further details.
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case x > R. We wish to calculate
I =
∫∫
C(x)
F (x),
where F (x) is the integrand in question. So, in the calculation of Figure 3.11, F (x) =
a(x)/ (a(x) + b(x)) for our population of A cells. Then
I =
∫ r=x+R
r=x−R
L(r)F (r)dr
where L(r) is the length of the arc L(r) contained within C(x) of the circle centred
at the origin, with radius r; we refer to this circle as A. Then the end points of L(r)
are (r cos θ, r sin θ) and (r cos θ,−r sin θ), the intersection points with C (Figure 5.7).
Thus L = 2θr, where
θ = arccos
(
1− (R2 − (r − x)2)/2xr)
⇒ I = 2
∫ r=x+R
r=x−R
arccos
(
1− R
2 − (r − x)2
2xr
)
rF (r)dr.
Note that the size of ‘island’ in the initial conditions does not effect this calculation
at all: all arc lengths are centred at the origin and calculated appropriately according
to the size of R, with the largest A marking the boundary of our original domain; the
cell types present within the integral are considered purely in F , and their presence
or otherwise should not be confused with the integration described. In particular the
circle A, which is used to calculate arc lengths, should not be confused with ‘island’
size.
The arguments above only apply if x > R. If x ≤ R, the origin x = 0 lies inside
C, and for sufficiently small r the entire circle A lies inside C. At the transition point
between arcs and circumferences, C and A touch, and the radius is given by R − x
(Figure 5.7). Then
I = 2
∫ r=R−x
r=0
πrF (r)dr + 2
∫ r=x+R
r=R−x
arccos
(
1− R
2 − (r − x)2
2xr
)
rF (r)dr.
A simple test of the formulae above is given by considering F = 1, in which case
I = πR2. For R = 1, we found that in order for the one-dimensional formulae to give
the answer π correct to 3 significant figures, we must set the spatial discretisation to
δx = 0.01. The computational speed-up arising from the one-dimensional formulae is
considerable. A typical simulation required for Figure 11 takes several hours in two
dimensions but only 1 to 2 minutes in one dimension at the same accuracy level (for
a 3.2GHz processor with 4096 megabytes of memory).
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Chapter 6
Discussion
The investigations in this thesis explore how interactions between two cell populations
and their local environment can affect the types of patterning produced by those
cell populations. We have found that in cell renewal and cell differentiation, the
type of interaction that takes place within a cell’s local environment greatly affects
the patterning produced, with a community effect-type mechanism leading to the
production of clear stripe patterns, and a linear mechanism leading to no patterns.
When considering local environment-mediated cell migration on the other hand, we
found that the attraction or repulsion between cells dictates the kind of patterning
seen. In cases of attraction, we always see stripes, whereas repulsion leads to a variety
of patterning behaviours.
In Chapter 2, we showed that small changes in the type of interaction that cells
have with their local cellular environment can lead to very different outcomes for the
composition of mosaic tissues, and we investigated differing hypotheses regarding the
patterning seen in some mosaics of organ development. Our results suggest that the
variation in patterns seen in organ parenchymas may be driven purely by the process
of cell replacement, with different interaction scenarios creating different patterns.
Such a proposal could be tested by the use of flourescent marking, which would
allow one to track individual cells in vitro in order to see whether or not they renew
via the mechanism predicted by our model. If they do not, we could extend the model
to investigate other hypotheses, such as one that proposes that both cell renewal and
directed migration create the patterns witnessed. Beyond this, extending the model to
incorporate growth and proliferation would be particularly helpful in the exploration
of developmental mosaics, where growth is obviously an important factor. A three
dimensional model would also be useful here.
In Chapter 3, we adapted the model to explore cellular differentiation. We found
that pattern formation only occurs when differentiation is regulated by a strong com-
munity effect. In this case, permanent spatial patterns only occur under a precise
relationship between the parameters characterising cell dynamics, although transient
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patterns can persist for biologically relevant timescales when this conditon is relaxed.
In all cases, the long lived patterns consist only of stripes, not spots.
Such a restriction on the parameter values for which patterns are seen could be
used to verify the model mechanism in applications. Working with experimentalists,
precise values could be obtained for a number of parameters. These could then be
used to discover if the patterning mechanism of a strong community effect is likely
to be the mechanism behind the patterns being investigated or not, thus falsifying
biological hypotheses. Such a procedure was carried out in Chapter 3 for zebrafish,
and it is clear that this could be repeated for other suitable applications.
Finally, in Chapter 4 we moved on to consider the role of cell migration in tissue
patterning. Here we created a general model that explored both the attractive and
repulsive forces that occur between cells and that generate movement. As different cell
types have different affinities to one another, their interactions can produce patterning.
We see stable stipes, oscillations, travelling waves and breathing stripes, showing that
this model mechanism for migration can produce a range of patterning behaviours.
An obvious area for future work here is to look at two dimensional patterning.
This would allow us to see if spots or spirals can be generated by the model. It would
also allow for a clear application of the model to biological processes, as certainly
patterning that develops on the skin’s surface can be modelled as a monolayer, and
the vast majority of biological scenarios are in two or three dimensions. Some specific
applications for both a two dimensional and three dimensional version of the model
that could be looked at include: pigmentation patterning in fish, amphibians and
mammals; swarming patterns in animal migration systems; aggregations of bacteria
in quorum sensing.
In conclusion, the studies in this thesis have tested hypotheses for the mechanisms
that control patterning in mosaic tissues and in skin pigmentation in zebrafish, leading
to the rejection of the community effect hypothesis in the latter and support for the
proliferation hypothesis in the former. Empirical studies must now be undertaken
to confirm or refute our results. Furthermore, the work in Chapter 4 in this thesis
has led to the creation of a non-local cell migration model that it is hoped will be
used to investigate numerous migration scenarios and hence provide clear insights into
complex biological systems.
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